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1 VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE HANDS OF POWER:
THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES

Power is one of those things without which our lives would be unthinkable. Power
in its various forms structures our interactions with children at home, students or
instructors in classrooms, superiors and subordinates at work, and public servants
in government offices. It would be difficult to find any social relationship that is
absolutely free of power. Finding situations in which power turns out to be irrelevant involves thinking counterfactually, i.e. pretending that things are different
from the way we know they are. It is no coincidence that counterfactual thinking
represents an important analytical tool used by scholars studying power.1
Despite its importance and omnipresence, our knowledge about power is
limited, especially when comparing it with progress in generating knowledge
about the other determinants of human behaviour. Scientists have managed
to decode the complete DNA sequence of a single human being, but they still
know little about the mechanics of power and its possible forms. The list of the
possible explanations for this relative ignorance includes the contested character
of the concept of power and the lack of commonly accepted taxonomies.
Scholars studying power acknowledge the ‘essentially contested’ character of
this concept.2 This means that many alternative definitions of power coexist and
no theoretical criterion is available for settling disputes as to how to define this
phenomenon. In this book, I use a definition of power inspired by Max Weber.
He connects power to one’s capacity to carry out one’s will: ‘“power” is the probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry
out his own will despite resistance, regardless of the basis on which this probability rests’.3 I define power as one’s capacity to achieve one’s preferable outcomes
regardless of the circumstances, however unfavourable they may be. The eventual
material obstacles and resistance on the part of the other people involved do not
prevent the power holder from getting what she4 wants. In more general terms,
power refers to one’s capacity to go one’s own way all the time, to have the upper
hand in all relationships, including those with the material environment.
As in the case of the plurality of definitions, taxonomies of power also
abound. There is no universally acceptable one, no analogue to the periodic table
–1–
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of the chemical elements in the studies of power, however. As a result, the existing
taxonomies serve to address specific issues without covering all possible forms of
power.5 If disagreements as to how power should be defined undermine building a general theory, the multiplicity of the taxonomies of power complicates
empirical studies. Randall Collins shows that the focus on empirical discovery represents a necessary component in the progress of scientific knowledge.6
The empirical data on power tend to be scarce. Furthermore, these data refer to
discrepant elements that do not form a coherent picture. We know something
about some elements of power, but little about power as a whole.
For instance, scholars have collected a significant amount of empirical data
on a particular dimension of power, power distance, in various managerial cultures. Power distance refers to ‘the extent to which the less powerful members of
institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is
distributed unequally’.7 This information does not shed light on power outside
of the context of corporate governance, however.8 Power distance varies across
countries, but it also supposedly varies according to the level at which an activity
takes place: macro (government), meso (organization) or micro (family). Harry
Eckstein developed a theory in this regard, namely the congruency theory: ‘governments will be unstable … if the governmental authority pattern is isolated …
from those of other social segments’.9 This theory remains largely unverified due
to the scarcity of relevant empirical data at the macro and especially micro levels.10
This book is intended to be a small building block in our fragmented knowledge about power. More specifically, it contributes to unveiling invisible forms of
power and discusses the situations in which power takes the least obvious forms.
The metaphor of power as an upper, guiding hand can be made more nuanced.
The guiding hand either helps individuals to better achieve their private and
public interests or, on the contrary, undermines their chances of doing so. The
former hand is benevolent; the latter hand is unkind and antagonistic. If individuals are aware of the guidance, they see the hand and understand its effects on
their behaviour. They may also be ignorant of the existence of the guiding hand
because of its invisible character.
Adam Smith’s famous arguments on the benefits of the self-interested behaviour illustrate the idea of a benevolent invisible hand:11
As every individual, therefore, endeavours as much as he can both to employ his capital
in the support of domestic industry, and so to direct that industry that its produce
may be of the greatest value; every individual necessarily labours to render the annual
revenue of the society as great as he can. He generally, indeed, neither intends to promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting it. By preferring the
support of domestic to that of foreign industry, he intends only his own security; and
by directing that industry in such a manner as its produce may be of the greatest value,
he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led by an invisible
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hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention. Nor is it always the worse
for the society that it was no part of it. By pursuing his own interest he frequently promotes that of the society more effectually than when he really intends to promote it.

In this passage Smith speaks of a particular type of power, the power embedded
in the perfectly competitive market. This power is diffused among the parties
in market transactions instead of being concentrated in the hands of a single
individual, which also explains its low visibility. Nevertheless, the invisible hand
of the market involves exercising power because its existence enables the parties
in market transactions to better realize their private and public interests. Smith
thus argues that this power has a benevolent, helping nature.
Mancur Olson further develops this line of reasoning and claims that the power
embedded in monopolistic structures, namely the power of an autocratic government, leads to similar outcomes. His argument refers to the beneficial effects of
encompassing interests. When the autocrat’s private interest tends to be broad and
encompassing, it essentially coincides with social interest. Olson counterintuitively
argues that the autocrat, an apparently powerful individual, is nevertheless subject
to an invisible form of power that guides her actions in a benevolent manner:12
There is a shift from destructive to constructive use of power – as when Hobbes’s ‘war
of all against all’ is replaced by order provided by an autocratic government – is due to
another invisible hand. This invisible hand – shall we call it the invisible hand on the
left? – that guides encompassing interests to use the power, at least to some degree, in
accord with the social interest, even with serving the public good, was not part of the
intention. This second invisible hand is as unfamiliar and perhaps counterintuitive as the
first hidden hand was in Adam Smith’s time, but that does not mean it is less important.

This book’s intended contribution to the existing body of knowledge on power
refers to its specific focus on the invisible hand, or rather hands, of power. Such
emphasis has several rationales. The approach developed in this monograph
serves to unveil the presence of power in situations in which an untrained eye
does not normally see it. The thesis on the omnipresence and universality of
power appears to be confirmed as a result.
The monograph can be read not only out of pure academic interest, however. The knowledge of invisible aspects in the operation of power enables the
individual, who is subject to it, to better resist. Smith and Olson discuss benevolent invisible hands. Resistance appears to be superficial in these circumstances.
When the individual is subject to antagonistic forms of power, she has the interest and right to resist. ‘The word “dissidence” is exactly suited for these forms
of resistance that concern, set their sights on, and have as their objective and
adversary power that assumes the task of conducting men in their life and daily
existence’.13 This book places primary emphasis on antagonistic invisible hands –
on the exercise of power in an invisible and adversarial manner.
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This first chapter serves as a general introduction to the book. It has four
sections. Section 1 provides an overview of various forms of power. Particular
attention is devoted to domination as the exercise of power in an adversarial
manner. Section 2 differentiates the structural and strategic components of
power. The theories of power embedded in structures developed by Karl Marx
and Michel Foucault serve as two major reference points. In contrast to Smith’s
and Olson’s beliefs in the benevolence of the invisible hands of the market,
Marx and Foucault consider the antagonistic invisible hands embedded in economic structures. The concept of a repertoire of techniques for imposing will
is introduced in Section 3. Some of them take visible forms; the application
of the others usually goes unnoticed. Section 4 contains brief descriptions of
the remaining book chapters. It highlights a connecting link between them, a
particular invisible technique for imposing will embedded in market structures,
namely domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market.

1. Power as a Coordination Device and its Forms
The definition of power as one’s capacity to achieve one’s preferable outcomes
regardless of the circumstances does not differentiate between two kinds of
obstacles that may eventually complicate the realization of the individual’s
interests. The skills and know-how necessary to overcome material obstacles differ from the skills required for solving problems in human interactions. Let us
compare two situations with a similar outcome, namely, my failure to find some
highly specific information on the internet. In the first case, I lack the technical
expertise necessary to perform sophisticated searches. In order to solve the problem, I need to learn how to narrow down the search terms. In the second case,
I have this expertise, but some agent, a government official, restricts my access
to the internet. The required solution is different in this case: I need to get the
restrictions removed either by taking legal action against the government official
or by voting for someone else at the next elections.
Scholars studying power introduce a distinction between ‘power to’ and ‘power
over’ that helps one to better understand the particularities of the two sets of skills.
Explanation in terms of ‘power to’ concentrates on an actor’s ability to achieve a desired
result, whereas explanation in terms of ‘power over’ emphasizes an actor’s ability to achieve
a submission (compliance) of another actor which, in turn, can bring the desired result.14

Returning to the example of the internet search, the government official’s restrictions invalidate my power to perform sophisticated searches. Thus, in order to
find the information that I am looking for (i.e. to achieve my preferable outcome), I must reassert my power over the government official, thereby making
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her respect freedom of access to the internet. It follows that ‘power to’ refers to
technical skills whereas ‘power over’ involves social skills.
‘Power over’ always exists in the context of social interactions: at least two
parties must be involved. ‘Power to’ may or may not have a social dimension. The
former happens if the agent gets someone else to produce a desired outcome for
her. For instance, if I cannot express myself in Chinese, I can hire a translator to
get the job done.
The social dimension of power suggests that power tends to be ubiquitous
everywhere there is a need for coordinating individual actions.15 Power represents a solution to coordination problems.16 When individual actors disagree
as to how to act together, one party may eventually assume power by taking the
initiative and guiding the others. Mann speaks of ‘compulsory cooperation’ in
this regard.17 The benevolent guiding hand of power enhances agents’ capacity
‘to act in concert’,18 to use an apt expression from Hannah Arendt.
By placing emphasis on ‘power to’, one highlights the positive effects of
power, the benevolent character of the guiding hand. The concept of ‘power
to’ directs our attention to what is achieved, to the manner in which power
extends the scope of the possible in human action. Emphasis on ‘power over’,
on the other hand, involves mostly negative connotations. Seen in this light, the
guiding hand of power has adversarial effects because it produces conflicts and
increases tensions. The use of the concept of ‘power over’ makes us think of how
the gains of actions in concert are divided among the parties involved. ‘Power to
may involve cooperation; power over seems to involve conflict’.19 Probably for
this reason Arendt reserves the word ‘power’ for the former case. She associates
‘power over’ with violence.20
Because the present monograph intends to study the adversarial effects of
power, ‘power over’ deserves additional discussion. An individual exercises
power over another individual either in the latter’s interests or contrary to
the latter’s interests. No conflict emerges in the first case, for example, in relationships between parents and their child. Thomas Wartenberg describes this
configuration of power relationships in terms of transformative power:21
In a transformative use of power a dominant agent … exercises power over a subordinate agent for the latter’s benefit. In doing so, the dominant agent’s aim is not simply
to act for the benefit of the subordinate agent; rather, the dominant agent attempts
to exercise his power in such a way that the subordinate agent learns certain skills that
undercut the power differential between her and the dominant agent.

Transformative power represents a rare occurrence. Only in a perfect world will all
power holders turn out to be so benevolent. In real life situations, the power over
a subordinate agent is most commonly exercised against her interests. The term
‘domination’ applies in this case. Domination involves ‘an imposition or constraint
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working against the interests of those subject to it’.22 Everyday language attaches a
similar meaning to the word ‘domination’, which allows us to avoid using such awkward equivalent expressions as ‘power over used against the subordinate’s interests’.
The concept of domination also has solid theoretical foundations. Frank
Lovett summarizes them in the form of a theory of domination. According to
Lovett, domination requires that three conditions are met, two necessary and
one sufficient.23 First, the parties in a relationship must possess unequal power.
Second, one party has to be dependent on the other. Third, the party with more
power exercises it in an arbitrary manner. The third, sufficient, condition enables
the dominant agent to exercise power without taking into consideration the subordinate’s interests and eventually contrary to her interests.
The dominant agent’s discretion as the sufficient condition of domination
prompts the question as to her objectives. If the subordinate’s interests do not
count, what does? Scholars studying power acknowledge that power plays the
role of either a means or an end. Power used in an instrumental manner helps
advance particular individual or common interests. Namely, domination involves
the advancement of the dominant agent’s interests at the expense of the subordinate’s interests. These interests refer to something other than power itself, for
instance, the dominant agent’s wealth or health. ‘Because the tool is not itself an
end it lacks the relative independence that the end implies, either as an absolute
value or as something that will produce an effect upon us’.24
Power represents one of the most universal means, along with money. Dennis Wrong argues that the degree of its universality varies. The universality of
power as a means in traditional societies exceeds that of money, whereas in modern societies the situation tends to be opposite. ‘Power may be a medium, but a
not very generalized medium … considerably less so than money’.25
Similarly to money, power as a means may eventually become an end. Georg
Simmel studies this transformation in the case of money. According to Simmel,
money is ‘the outstanding and most perfect example of the psychological raising
of means to ends’.26 It happens if one values the possession of money more than
what it can buy. Likewise, power becomes an end in itself if one values its possession more than what can be achieved with its help. Domination is then valuable
not because the dominant agent has a chance for advancing her interests, but
because of the control over the subordinate that it allows.
Power as an end in itself has no in-built constraints. The model of rational
choice does not explain its value for the power holder either. The case of power
becoming an end in itself sheds light on a number of important phenomena;
Russian power, or the model of power historically prevailing in the Russian institutional environment, is one.27
The omnipresence of power leaves it outside of the focus of attention of
scholars representing specialized knowledge. Several disciplines study power
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– analytical philosophy, political sociology, political science and economic sciences – but none of them specializes in studying it. This fact shall be added to the
list of possible explanations for our limited knowledge about power.
Economists deal with manifestations of power in a particular sphere of
human activity, the economy. Power remains on the periphery of mainstream
economists’ professional attention, however. The term does not appear among
index entries of the most introductory and advanced textbooks in economics. An
article on power was added to the most authoritative economic dictionary, The
New Palgrave, only in its recent, second, edition. The authors, Samuel Bowles and
Herbert Gintis, enumerate references to power that can be found in economists’
works: purchasing power, market power and bargaining power.28 Purchasing
power is the power to buy goods and services; it depends on one’s budget. Market
power also has features of ‘power to’. This form of power enables the economic
agent to change the price at will. Bargaining power lies closer to ‘power over’: it
refers to one’s ability to capture the joint surplus generated in a transaction. In the
three cases considered by mainstream economists, power has an instrumental, as
opposed to terminal, value: power is deemed to be a means, not an end.
Analytical philosophers, economic and political sociologists study power
more systematically. Their works contain several valuable approaches and
insights that may be of interest for those economists who are dissatisfied with
their profession’s ignorance of the issues of power. The concept of a power dyad
developed in analytical philosophy is one. The power dyad represents an elementary power relationship. Two parties constitute the power dyad, A (power
holder) and B (the agent subject to power). A achieves her preferable outcomes
by imposing her will on B. Transactions between A and B are structured in such
a manner that the former commands and the latter obeys.
This concept paves the way for formalizing and modelling power relationships, as we will see in Chapter 2. Theorizing power in terms of the power dyad
also serves to find a common language with some heterodox economists, namely
institutionalists. In contrast to mainstream economists, institutionalist economists consider power as an important topic in their studies.29 Institutionalists
use the transaction as the unit of analysis:30
These individual actions are really trans-actions instead of either individual behavior
or the ‘exchange’ of commodities. It is this shift from commodities and individuals
to transactions and working rules of collective action that marks the transition from
the classical and hedonic schools to the institutional schools of economic thinking.

The power dyad may then be considered a particular type of transaction. Transactions between A and B constitute a power dyad if A manages to achieve her
preferable outcomes whereas B fails to do the same.
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2. Power Embedded in Structures
The power dyad shows who rules and who obeys but this concept does not
explain why it happens. Was A born to rule and B – to obey? The distinction
between the structural and strategic components of power helps one to better
understand the process of assignment to the particular roles within the power
dyad. Structural components of power provide some agents with objective
advantages over the others. A card player with all trump and top cards in her
hands has perfect chances of winning the game. The strategic components of
power refer to the agent’s strategies for gaining the upper hand in the transaction. A card player with no trump or top cards in her hands still has chances of
winning, provided that she proves to be a good strategist.
Keith Dowding describes structural components of power in terms of luck.
‘Luck … enables some to get what they want without trying’.31 According to him,
agents enjoying structural advantages in their relationships with the others are
simply lucky. The downgrading of agents enjoying structural advantages to the
category of lucky people (as opposed to truly powerful people), does not alter
the fact that they have better chances for playing the role of A in the power dyads
than people without such advantages, however.
The situation of bargaining highlights the strategic components of power.
In order to achieve her preferred outcome, i.e. to capture a larger share of the
surplus generated by the transaction, the agent has to elaborate and successfully
implement a strategy or a set of strategies. Among the other options, she may
pre-commit herself to a particular course of action, keep her true preferences
hidden, make an offer to the other party, issue a threat against the other party or
even disrupt communication at a well-chosen moment.32
The outcomes of bargaining in the conditions of bilateral monopoly depend
only on the agents’ strategic capacities. An experiment involving dividing $100
between two individuals approximates this situation. In experimental economics, two participants are invited to divide a certain amount of money, say
$100, between themselves. If they disagree with respect to the proportions in
which they divide it, then no one gets anything. In order to increase her share,
the participant has to play strategically. The factor of structural disparities and
inequalities is completely eliminated here:33
The outcome must fall between what may be called the two parties’ concession limits,
which are defined by each party’s refusal to accept any agreement that would make
him actually worse off than he would be in the conflict situation. But the two arguments in themselves say nothing about where the two parties’ agreement point will
actually lie between these two limits.
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The two monopolists’ strategic bargaining skills determine the exact position of
the agreement point within the interval of possible values. The one with the better
strategic skills will move the agreement point closer to the other’s concession limit.
Marx and Foucault probably offer the two most influential conceptualizations
of the structural components of power. More specifically, they discuss the power
embedded in economic structures leaving its strategic components outside of their
analyses as irrelevant. Marxism comes first in historical and epistemological terms.

2.1 Marxism
Smith characterizes the hand of the market as invisible and benevolent. Marx
agrees with the first characteristic but rejects the second. His version of the invisible hand of the market highlights its adversarial nature. The invisibility of the
guiding hand is due to its embeddedness in market structures. Marxism studies
the depersonalized, diffused power that ‘spreads in a more spontaneous, unconscious, decentered way throughout a population, resulting in similar social
practices that embody power relations but are not explicitly commanded’.34
No one explicitly orders the worker to sell her labour. The worker chooses to
do so out of free will. The worker also maintains a formal independence from the
capitalist, despite her compliance with the latter’s command. At first sight, the
transaction between the capitalist and the worker excludes power. The labour
hires the capital much in the same way as the capital hires the labour:35
The sphere of circulation or commodity exchange, within whose boundaries the sale and
purchase of labour-power goes on, is in fact a very Eden of the innate rights of man. It
is the exclusive realm of Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham. Freedom, because
both buyer and seller of a commodity … are determined by their own free will … Equality, because each … exchange equivalent for equivalent … Property, because each disposes
only of what is his own. And Bentham, because each looks only to his own advantage.

If despite freedom, equality and the utilitarian orientation the capitalist gains the
upper hand in her relationships with the worker, this happens due to structural
disparities that systematically favour the former. The process of the accumulation of capital produces a relative surplus population or ‘industrial reserve army’.
The existence of unemployment in the labour market weakens the positions of
labour and correspondingly strengthens the positions of capital.
A particular system of the division of labour necessitates the capitalist’s command of the process of production. ‘A capitalist should command in the field of
production is now as indispensable as that a great general should command on
the field of battle’.36 Returning to the metaphor of the card game, the capitalist
has more trump and top cards than the worker. ‘The structure of capitalist society makes capitalists systematically lucky’.37
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The trump and top cards do not make the capitalist’s life happier, however.
Marx suggests that even when the capitalist exercises her discretion by selecting
one applicant for a job out of many and secures the latter’s obedience to her
orders in the process of production, she does not do it in an arbitrary manner.
Similarly to the worker, the capitalist must follow the laws of accumulation of
capital as well. Namely, the capitalist has to prioritize savings and investments
over her personal consumption and other small pleasures of life. In Marx’s opinion, the capitalist represents nothing other than ‘capital personified’:38
Except as capital personified, the capitalist has no historical value, and no right to
[the] historical existence. In so far as he is capital personified, his motivating force
is not the acquisition and enjoyment of use-values, but the acquisition and augmentation of exchange-values … He ruthlessly forces the human race to produce for
production’s sake … Only as a personification of capital is the capitalist respectable …
His actions are a mere function of capital.

At the end of the day, the two seemingly free and equal agents, the capitalist and
the worker, turn out to be equally unfree. No one dominates because even the
capitalist cannot exercise her discretionary powers in an arbitrary manner. The
system dominates both of them. According to Marx, they both personify the
logic of accumulation of capital. The invisible hand of the market allows no one
to fully enjoy ‘Freedom, Equality, Property and Bentham’.

2.2 Foucault’s Theory of Security
Foucault also considers the invisible and adversarial hand of the market. However, his demonstration of the invisible and adversarial nature of the power
embedded in the market does not involve references to the process of capitalist accumulation. Instead, he emphasizes the standardizing and homogenizing
effects of the market. Being subject to the invisible hand of the market, people
with their multiple and diverse interests are transformed into a ‘population’ with
a limited range of highly uniform interests.
Foucault differentiates two major systems that serve to make human behaviour
more standardized and conformed to the norm, namely discipline and security.
Discipline refers to the visible hand of power whereas security is an outcome of its
invisible hand. According to Foucault, discipline prevails at the early stages of historical development. An ideal-typical representation of discipline can be found in
the institution of prison.39 Its major function consists in localizing and correcting
deviant behaviour by the restriction of freedom. All deviant, rebel and otherwise
non-conformist individuals end up being sent to prison and to other disciplinary
institutions (mental hospitals, asylums and so forth). There is no easy escape from
these disciplinary institutions because of severe exit control measures:40
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Discipline is essentially centripetal … Discipline concentrates, focuses, and encloses.
The first action of discipline is in fact to circumscribe a space in which its power and
the mechanisms of its power will function fully and without limit.

Security involves the other set of measures as to how to make human behaviour more
uniform. Individuals are granted the freedom to pursue their interests. Namely,
security minimizes interference in naturally occurring transactions. ‘Security … tries
to work within reality, by getting the components of reality to work in relation to
each other, thanks to and through a series of analyses and specific arrangements’.41
Not all interests have the opportunity to be realized, however. The existing
institutions support the pursuit of only a limited range of interests. For instance,
the invisible hand of the market serves to prioritize pecuniary interests. In other
words, individuals have the freedom to realize their interests with no restrictions as
long as these interests are embedded in and supported by the existing institutions.
Provided that the institutions promoting the desirable patterns of behaviour are in
place, ‘it will be necessary to arouse, to facilitate, and to laisser faire, in other words
to manage and no longer to control through rules and regulations’.42
For Foucault as well as for Marx, power does not have a human face since
it is embedded in structures. According to some interpretations of Foucault’s
thought, ‘structures themselves, and not social actors, actually have power’.43
There is very limited, if any, room for the strategic components of power under
these circumstances. One of the lines of criticism addressed to both Foucault
and Marx refers to their presumed neglect of the strategic components of power.
Structural determinism in studies of power excludes the existence of individuals
and groups vested in power.

2.3 Combining Structural and Strategic Components of Power
Attempts to combine the structural (Marx, Foucault) and strategic (Dowding)
components of power offer a promising theoretical and practical alternative. Steven Lukes speaks of ‘combining a ‘“faced” with a “de-faced” account of power’s
mechanisms’44 in this connection. Human agency can be introduced into the
structural analysis of power by inquiring into the origins of structural disparities: agents may create and mobilize them for their benefit. The power holders
– members of the power elite45 – still rely on the invisible hand of the market.
But they do not take its existence for granted. Instead, they engineer the invisible
hand and maintain its operation.46
The market generates incentives that guide people in the same direction. In
Foucault’s words, the invisible hand of the market serves to transform individuals into a population. The population’s behaviour turns out to be uniform and
conformist. Who may be interested in the substitution of an aggregate of unruly
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individuals for the population? The agent, who values order and finds in maintaining order a raison d’être for her own existence, is the primary beneficiary.
Weber observes that order can be maintained either by an entire social group,
community (‘convention’) or by a ‘specialized staff ’ (‘law’).47 The second case is
of particular interest here. Since it is the primary beneficiary of the operation of
the market, the specialized staff may be motivated to design and implement this
new institution. This observation is particularly relevant in the emerging market
economies, i.e. the countries with discontinued or absent market traditions. One
of the emerging market economies is considered in Chapter 4. However, even
in the countries with the fully fledged market economies, the proposed line of
reasoning leads to interesting insights, as shown in Chapter 3. Applied retrospectively, this approach tends to support Karl Polanyi’s thesis that only local
markets emerged spontaneously; the creation of national and international markets required human design and input on the part of the specialized staff (State)
even in England, the first capitalist country.48
If the market has structural disparities and imbalances, then in addition to the
state representatives, a new group of agents interested in its operation emerges,
namely economic agents profiting from the conditions of restricted competition. Because they benefit from the existence of ‘the bias of the system’, to use
Lukes’s expression,49 they have all reasons for creating or mobilizing, recreating
and reinforcing it. At the initial stage, when no disparities exist, economic agents
profiting from the conditions of restricted competition have several options as to
their subsequent actions.50 They may opt for maintaining the status quo (perfect
competition) or may attempt to mobilize the bias of the system, which would
restrict competition in the market. Should they choose the latter course of action,
both the structural and strategic components of power would be present.
Joseph Nye’s taxonomy of power represents a similar attempt to combine
the structural and strategic components of power. Nye differentiates three forms
of power: hard, soft and smart. Hard power refers to the resources at A’s disposal, including physical and economic constraints through which A controls
B’s behaviour. Soft power involves persuasion and other strategies indented to
motivate B toward achieving A’s preferred outcomes. The agent has smart power
if she is able to use her hard and soft power in the most optimal manner and
to further enhance them. Hard power represents a structural component of A’s
power; soft and especially smart power represent strategic components. Nye also
acknowledges that the strategic components of power can eventually be converted into structural components in the manner outline above. ‘A key aspect
of hard economic power behaviour is efforts by actors to structure markets and
thus increase their relative position’.51
Instead of considering market and other structural disparities as exogenous,
this monograph shows how they can be made endogenous to a theory of power.
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The endogenization of structural disparities is achieved with the help of shifting
the focus of the analysis from their outcomes to how and why they eventually
emerge beforehand. If Polanyi is correct and perfectly competitive markets rarely
emerge in a spontaneous manner, the same applies to the case of markets with
restricted competition, arguably.
The book focuses on a particular strategy for creating, mobilizing, recreating
and reinforcing structural disparities beneficial for the power holders, namely
gate keeping. Chapter 2 outlines a theory of gate keeping as a way of combining
the structural and strategic components of power. With the help of gate keeping, the agent may eventually create structural disparities when they are initially
absent. The agent then uses the structural disparities to further strengthen her
positions as a gate keeper and, thus, her ability to continue implementing the
strategy of gate keeping in the future.

3. Repertoire of Techniques for Imposing Will
The strategy of gate keeping has not attracted sufficient attention on the part of
scholars studying power. An overview of strategies commonly discussed in the
literature on the strategic components of power highlights the underexplored
character of this concept.
Some scholars describe power holders’ strategies in terms of techniques or
technologies for imposing will. For instance, Foucault prioritizes the study of
techniques for imposing will over inquiries into the other dimensions of power.
He believes that scholars studying power should free themselves
from any would-be general Theory of Power … or from explanations in terms of
Domination in general, when analyzing the normativity of behavior, and [should
try] instead to bring out the history and analysis of procedures and technologies of
governmentality.52

A set of techniques for imposing will that is available in a particular country (or
in a lower-level institutional context such as region or local community) at a
specific moment in time constitutes their repertoire. The term ‘repertoire’ was
initially introduced by scholars studying the history of social movements and
collective action in other forms. ‘The word repertoire identifies a limited set of
routines that are learned, shared, and acted out though a relatively deliberate
process of choice’.53 Namely, a repertoire of collective action is a set of routines
and strategies that make collective action possible. Likewise, a repertoire of techniques for imposing will contains a set of routines and strategies that A can use
for the purpose of imposing and enhancing her domination over B. The repertoire of techniques for imposing will can be compared with a toolbox available
to the power holder. A has a range of options for securing B’s obedience to her
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orders: from the most visible strategies (e.g. the application of brute force) to the
least visible ones (e.g. gate keeping).
There are several taxonomies of power constructed using the technique for
imposing will as a differentiating variable. Depending on the underlying technique for imposing will, Amitai Etzioni distinguishes three forms of power:
coercive, remunerative and normative power.54 Coercive power rests on the
application, or the threat of the application, of physical sanctions. A dominates B
by applying or threatening to apply physical punishments. Remunerative power
is based on control over material resources and rewards. B receives a pecuniary
compensation for her obedience to A’s orders. Normative power rests on the
allocation and manipulation of symbolic rewards and deprivations. A provides B
with non-pecuniary arguments for accepting her power.
Several authors develop more detailed taxonomies.55 They discuss particular
techniques of coercive, remunerative and normative power. For instance, Wrong
considers two techniques of coercive power, force and coercion in the narrow
sense. Force as a technique for imposing will involves ‘the creation of physical
obstacles restricting the freedom of another, the infliction of bodily pain or
injury including the destruction of life itself and the frustration of basic biological needs’.56 Coercion in the narrow sense does not rule out the application
of physical force. A gives B a choice, however. Either B obeys and no physical
obstacles are created or B disobeys and A applies physical force.
At least two techniques for imposing will tend to be associated with normative
power: persuasion and manipulation. Persuasion requires that A respects B’s integrity and freedom of choice. ‘A presents arguments, appeals or exhortations to B,
and B, after independently evaluating their content in light of his own values and
goals, accepts A’s communication as the basis of his own behavior’.57 Manipulation
refers to A’s attempts to mislead B. A provides B with erroneous or incomplete
information that gives B an impression that she acts in her own interests whereas
in fact she acts in A’s interests. In other words, manipulation is an invisible, covert
technique of power. Valeri Ledyaev defines manipulation as ‘a powerholder’s ability to exercise a covert influence on the subject which the latter is unaware of ’.58
Authority can also be added to the list of the techniques for imposing will
associated with normative power. Authority as a technique for imposing will
requires shifting emphasis from the content of a communication, as in the case
of persuasion, to its source. A’s perceived status, resources or personal attributes
induces B’s compliance.59 Weber’s concepts of rational-legal, traditional and charismatic authority help further operationalize authority as a technique of power.60
David Beetham proposes a comprehensive threefold test. He argues that
power has a legitimate character and rests on authority if (i) it conforms to established rules (ii) the rules can be justified by reference to beliefs shared by both A
and B and (iii) there is evidence of B’s consent to the particular power relation-
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ship.61 Only in rare cases does A’s strategy meet these criteria. For instance, in
order to claim authority, A must not only respect the rule of law (i), but also
make the law correspond to B’s everyday practices (ii) and provide B with an
opportunity to express her opinion through a vote (iii). It also follows that
authority requires a high level of visibility and transparency in the exercise of
power. In this sense, authority represents one of the most visible hands of power.
Most techniques for imposing will are amenable to rationalization and,
hence, to the application of the model of rational choice in some form. By selecting a particular technique for imposing will, A intends to maximize her utility.
B also behaves in a rational manner choosing between the options imposed by
A. Even coercion involves a choice, however specific it may be. When coerced,
B chooses the lesser of two evils, namely submission to A’s orders or the physical punishment by A. This rule has an exception, however: it does not apply to
the situations in which power becomes an end. The thesis on the possibility of
a rational take on power paves the way to theorizing and modelling power relationships using the analytical tools of the economic sciences in general and of
heterodox economics in particular. Chapter 2 outlines an original approach as
to how this can be achieved in practice.
Similarly to repertoires of collective action, the repertoire of techniques for
imposing has a time- and country-specific character. The contents of A’s toolbox
vary across societies and in time. A secures B’s compliance in a European country
using a different set of strategies than in an Asian or African country. The set of
strategies for imposing will available in the same country now and two centuries
ago also tends to be different. For instance, the use of force by the government
to prevent deviant behaviour evolved over time. After initially taking the form
of torture and corporal punishment, it transformed in most European countries
into the deprivation of liberty with the help of prison in the first half of the
nineteenth century.62
This book has no ambition to study the entire repertoire of techniques for
imposing will available to the power elite in a particular country at a specific
moment in time. It has a rather narrow focus on one technique for imposing
will, gate keeping. In contrast to authority or force, gate keeping represents an
invisible technique for imposing will. This invisible character explains why gate
keeping often remains unnoticed or overlooked both in our everyday experience
and in theoretical studies of power. Our ignorance of gate keeping and its effects
comes at a price, however. Often, we do not know how to react to gate keeping
and how to protect our interests when the power holders use this strategy. Lukes
rightly suggests that ‘power is at its most effective when least accessible to observation, to actors and observers alike’.63
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4. Structure of the Book
The theory of gate keeping represents a small building block to be used for the
construction of a still missing general theory of power and techniques for imposing will. This book offers an outline of the theory of gate keeping (Chapter 2)
and discusses its empirical applications. It shows how gate keeping is used by the
power holders in various institutional contexts – in the market (Chapters 3 and
4), in the judicial system (Chapter 5), within organizations (Chapter 6) and in
academia (Chapter 7). Instead of focusing on a single country, the book chapters
contain case studies of gate keeping practices in several countries, both Western
and Eastern: the US, the United Kingdom, Canada and Russia. This decision
has a rationale. It serves to explore whether gate keeping as a particular technique for imposing will is becoming modular, i.e. As in various countries use gate
keeping because of its effectiveness in securing Bs’ obedience. The modular strategies for imposing will tend to be replicated across various countries and periods
of time. I argue that gate keeping is one of those modular strategies that will
become widespread in all societies that value formal freedom and the rational
pursuit of self-interest.
Chapter 2 discusses an original conceptualization of elementary power relationships, namely the power triad. The theory of the power triad provides an
understanding of the nature and operation of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market, a previously neglected and underexplored
concept put forward by Weber. The existence of barriers (the structural component) and entry control (the strategic component) is necessary to make this type
of domination work. A gate keeper is the key actor within the power triad. The
gate keeper restricts access to the field of transactions to some actors and thus
creates structural imbalances. The agents who find themselves on the short side
of the market are able to capture rents, whereas the agents on the long side of
the market overpay for the products in which they are interested. A portion of
the captured rents is subsequently seized by the gate keeper. The concept of the
power triad is compared with a number of the influential conceptualizations of
power in markets; John Commons’s concept of goodwill and the theory of contested exchange of Bowles and Gintis are the prime references. The idea of the
power triad serves as a guiding framework throughout the book.
The subsequent chapters of the book discuss various applications of this concept. In particular, they show how it provides a better understanding of the US
government’s response to the 2008 financial crisis (Chapter 3), practices of entry
control to the regional markets in Russia (Chapter 4), the problematic character of access to justice in three Western countries, the United Kingdom, the US
and Canada (Chapter 5), the operation of internal labour markets as a source of
managerial discretion (Chapter 6) and, finally, practices of peer review in aca-
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demia (Chapter 7). These case studies also serve to better differentiate my original
approach from several other theories of power in general and of some relevant
techniques for imposing will in particular. The case studies included in this book
provide an opportunity for confronting my line of reasoning with the arguments
of Marx and Foucault (in this introductory chapter), Commons, Bowles and Gintis (in Chapter 2), public choice theory (in Chapters 3 and 4), Pierre Bourdieu
(in Chapter 5), the theory of internal labour markets of Peter B. Doeringer and
Michael J. Piore (in Chapter 6), and the new institutional economics (the concept of measurement costs of Douglass C. North) (in Chapter 7).
Chapter 3 focuses on the financial crisis of 2008 as seen through the lens of
power relationships, in particular, the opportunities it created for strengthening
the positions of the economic and political actors vested in power. I argue that
domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market serves to provide
a better understanding of the internal mechanics of the governmental response to
the crisis in the US. Public choice theory, an approach to studying interactions
between the government and the business, which is popular among economists,
overlooks a constellation of these actors’ interests that eventually emerges in the
aftermath of the 2008 crisis. The statistical analysis of the data about recipients of
stimulus funds made available to the selected businesses under the Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (2009) informs the discussion in this chapter.
Chapter 4 continues with the comparison of the theory of gate keeping and
public choice theory, confronting them this time with data from an emerging
market, namely Russia. It argues that the former theory produces riskier predictions than the latter one. The Popperian criteria for falsification of a theory
suggest that the riskier predictions the theory produces, the more confidence we
have in the outcomes of its falsification. Theory of public choice predicts that
either the government wins and the business loses (the tollbooth hypothesis)
or the business wins and the government loses (regulatory capture theory). The
theory of gate keeping predicts that both the government and the business win.
Furthermore, the third agent’s (the population’s) pecuniary interests are also supposedly associated with interests of the first two agents. A series of econometric
tests using sub-national data from Russia show that the gate keeper’s interests are
indeed positively associated with the interests of the businesses that manage to
get admitted to the field of transactions. The population’s interests also turn out
to be correlated with interests of the gate keeper and the business. The gains of
the three agents tend to be unequally distributed, however. The market system
in Russia ultimately works in the interests of state representatives who assume
the gate keeper’s role and to a lesser extent in interests of the selected businesses.
Chapter 5 compares three approaches to the issue of access to justice, namely
neoclassical economic theory, critical sociology and the concept of the power
triad developed in this book. Economic approaches highlight the most visible
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aspect of the problem, namely, inflated legal fees. Critical sociology focuses on
the symbolic power of labelling. The concept of the power triad serves to explain
the problematic access to justice in terms of gate keeping. The theoretical discourse of access to justice is confronted with the public discourse. A total of 642
texts published in three major newspapers, the Times, the New York Times and
the Globe and Mail in the period from July 1985 to March 2013 were contentanalysed using both qualitative and quantitative techniques. The outcomes of
the content analysis confirm the lack of public acknowledgement that there is
a serious problem with access to justice, especially as far as the most invisible
techniques of domination are concerned.
Chapter 6 places the concept of gate keeping within the context of organization theories and the functioning of the organization. The theory of internal
labour markets differentiates its two segments, internal and external, as well as
connecting links (the ports of entry). Advocates of this theory do not pay particular attention to benefits of controlling the ports of entry and, thus, access
to the internal labour market. The theory of gate keeping serves to bridge this
gap. It is argued that gate keeping in the organization first and foremost involves
determining the ratio of permanent and temporary positions. Permanent
employees gain access to the internal labour market, whereas temporary workers remain outside the organization, in the external labour market. Permanent
employees might support the segmentation of the labour market and the boss’s
gate keeping because this arrangement guarantees them employment stability
and a privileged status within the organization. Temporary workers prefer having unstable employments to being unemployed. In other words, the power triad
might emerge in the dual labour market. The case study of four universities, two
North American and two Russian, suggests that, on one hand, the academic
labour market does indeed have a dual character and, on the other hand, the
opportunities for gate keeping are seized by the university administration in at
least one of these universities.
An application of the theory of gate keeping to the study of the process of
peer review in academia is offered in Chapter 7. It continues the analysis of
the academic labour market started in Chapter 6. A finer distinction between
two positions in the internal labour market, tenured and tenure-track, serves to
unveil a power triad that emerges in the peer review of tenure applications. Several assessors, who hold both superior and equal ranks in the hierarchy, keep the
gate leading to tenure, i.e. a permanent position in the internal labour market.
The existence of boundaries – legal protection of tenure – enables the assessors
to use gate keeping strategies as a means to enhance their status in academia by
promoting particular theories or networks or by complementing the manager’s
visible hand with an invisible hand. The character of the assessment of one’s contribution to the body of knowledge as a public good creates incentives for gate
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keeping. Assessors agree to contribute to quality control in exchange for some
private good (such as enhanced status). This chapter extends the case study of
the four North American and Russian universities by comparing their procedures for peer reviewing applications for permanent positions.
A similar situation is observed in academic publishing where a power triad
also emerges. The power triad in academic publishing include reviewers and editors, authors of manuscripts accepted for publication and readers. Editors and
reviewers of manuscripts eventually become gate keepers. Gate keeping allows
them to eventually promote their particularistic agendas.
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2 DOMINATION BY VIRTUE OF A
CONSTELLATION OF INTERESTS: BENEFITS
OF GATE KEEPING

This chapter lays down the key points that guide the discussion in the rest of the
book. Namely, it outlines a theory of domination by virtue of a constellation of
interests in the market. The concept of domination by virtue of a constellation of
interests was initially proposed by Max Weber. He used this concept in opposition to domination by virtue of authority. The notion of authority is relatively
well researched. It would not be an exaggeration to say that the theory of authority represents one of the major contributions made by Weber to the studies of
power. However, he did not elaborate on domination by virtue of a constellation
of interests to the same extent. He simply suggested that
because of the very absence of rules, domination which originates in the market or
other interest constellations may be felt to be much more oppressive than an authority in which the duties of obedience are set out clearly and expressly.1

Subsequent developments did not turn out to be particularly enlightening either.
Few scholars have attempted to shed more light on the second form of domination, whereas references to various forms of authority can be found in virtually
any textbook on sociology or political science. John Scott’s synopsis of power is
the exception that confirms the rule. The author mentions domination by virtue
of a constellation of interests as a rare combination of such opposite techniques of
power as coercion and inducement.2 Coercion is a technique of coercive power,
whereas inducement derives from the logic of remunerative or compensatory
power.3 He also notes that the control of A (power holder) over the actions of B
(subordinate) does not take manifest forms in this case,4 which makes this form of
domination particularly relevant for our discussion of the invisible hand of power.
This book intends to argue that the concept of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests has been neglected without just cause. This concept offers
a rich potential for theoretical and empirical research that has been unexplored
and undervalued so far. The concept of domination by virtue of a constellation
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of interests serves to avoid a false opposition between power and the market.
The market is commonly believed to be a liberating force, a constraint limiting the need for power as a coordination device. Actually existing markets tend
to be deeply permeated by power relationships. The fusion of power and the
market takes on particularly manifest forms in countries such as China5 or Russia,6 where administrative barriers erected by state officials allow them to extract
rents and strengthen their power. Chapter 3 suggests, however, that even the
developed markets, for instance, the North American market, are not immune
to being embedded in power.
The concept of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market is not the only analytical tool available to economists for theorizing the fusion
of power and the market. The theory of contested exchange developed by Samuel
Bowles and Herbert Gintis since the 1980s offers an alternative explanation for
the phenomenon in question. This theory shows that power is in no way exogenous to the market. The scope of power exceeds the boundaries of the firm or
other organizations. ‘Power may be exercised in the absence of firms or indeed any
organizational structure whatsoever. Short-side power is exercised in markets, not
simply outside markets or despite markets.’7 Restricted competition characterizes
the short side of the market, whereas no restrictions exist on the long side.
The theory of contested exchange also highlights the fact that power in the
market involves a constellation of interests of A and B. Both parties involved in
contested exchange gain something, even if the gain is distributed unequally.
‘Short-side power is not a zero-sum game’.8 The power emerging in the context
of contested exchange also has structural and strategic components.9 Structural
imbalances (a structural component) may exist, but remain unused or underexploited by the party located on the short side of the market. In other words, a
strategic component may be missing.10
Neither the idea of a constellation of interests as a precondition of domination nor the thesis on the necessity of both structural and strategic components
of power is elaborated in the theory of contested exchange to a sufficient extent.
For instance, this theory takes into account only manifest forms of a constellation
of interests in the market, such as A pays B a bonus in addition to the equilibrium
wage. Keeping in mind the focus on invisible techniques of power, there is a need
for the further development of the concept of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests that would use some insights of the theory of contested exchange
but go beyond its premises. The objective of this chapter is to show how domination by virtue of a constellation of interests can be theorized. It uses Bowles’s and
Gintis’s approach as a major point of reference.
This chapter has five main sections along with the introduction and conclusion. Section 1 compares two types of dyads: power dyads within an organization,
including the firm, and dyads in the market environment. The theory of contested
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exchange is discussed in Section 2. This theory serves to highlight the transformation that the dyad undergoes in the context of a contested exchange. Section
3 further extends the typology of transactions and discusses tetrads and squads,
as suggested by John Commons. Section 4 outlines an original model of market
transaction – the power triad. The power triad represents an analytical tool that
helps unveil invisible forms of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests
in the market. I will refer to the model of the power triad in all other chapters of
the book. Section 5 discusses how interactions within the power triad reshape the
choice sets of the parties involved. It does this by showing how some options are
excluded from the menu of choices of A and B. The division of labour between
the three parties constituting a power triad (A, B and a gate keeper, C), is recapped
in the conclusion. The figure of a dissident is also taken into consideration.

1. Configurations of Business Transactions: Dyads
Studies of power relationships do not necessarily require the assumption of rational
choice. Depending on a particular configuration of power,11 the parties involved
may or may not be expected to behave in a rational manner. For instance, authority (normative or conditioned power) requires that A justifies her control over B.
Rational considerations do not suffice for the existence of this kind of power.
Domination by virtue of a constellation of interests, as the name suggests,
requires putting the rational pursuit of interest ahead of other considerations.
It should be noted that Weber used this form of domination in opposition to
domination by virtue of authority. The latter necessarily has a moral dimension, whereas the former may be based solely on rational calculations. Thus, the
assumptions of neoclassical economics may be retained for the study of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests. The list includes the premises
that people have rational preferences among outcomes and that individual actors
maximize utility and firms maximize profits.12
Transactions in a perfectly competitive market take the form of dyads. Two
actors constitute a market dyad. The fact that the perfectly competitive market
achieves equilibrium and clears leaves no place for third parties. Bowles and Gintis offer a demonstration with the help of a thought experiment. They consider
what would happen in the clearing market if B’s bid for a contract with A could
have been contested by a third bidder.
There would be some third agent, C, currently occupying a position with the same
value as B’s next best alternative and who would benefit from occupying B’s current
position. Agent C could thus have offered A a contract superior to that offered by B,
blocking B’s exchange with A. Since this did not occur, no such C exists.13

In other words, A and B transact because A offers the best deal to B and vice versa.
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The conditions of perfect competition place the transacting parties on an
equal footing. The neoclassical market dyad does not exclude the emergence of
power, nevertheless. Conflicts about the distribution of gains from trade lie at
the origin of power relationships within the market dyad. Neoclassical economists assume that the market transaction is a ‘win-win’ strategy for both A and B.
But this does not necessarily mean an equal distribution of gains from trade. The
exact ratio of the distribution of gains from trade depends on A’s and B’s relative
bargaining power.14 ‘Who wins or loses from the exchange relationship must
depend on the balance of power between both parties’.15 If both parties try to
maximize their shares in the gain from trade, as neoclassical economists assume,
then they may actually fail to conclude an otherwise beneficial deal.16 A and B
will simply struggle over who gets what. Bargaining power penetrates even the
most ideal-typical market transaction.
Power takes more manifest forms within the organization, namely the firm.
Since Ronald Coase’s work on the nature of the economic organization17 neoclassical economists have admitted that power structures relationships inside a firm.
They place the concepts of the market as a place of presumably free exchanges
and the firm as a hierarchical structure in opposition. This dual model requires
the introduction of a second type of dyad, the organizational dyad. In contrast to
the market dyad, the parties constituting the dyad within the organization have
unequal standings. Organizations set their own rules, change and enforce them
through A’s ‘visible hand’.18 In this sense, the organizational dyad is qualitatively
different from the market dyad. The organizational dyad has the key features of
the power dyad discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1: A, the principal, and B, the
agent, are involved in asymmetrical relationships in which A commands and B
obeys. A has power, B does not.
Neoclassical economics offer several models of employment relationship.19
For instance, Joseph Stiglitz argues that transactions between A and B must satisfy the system of equations [1]. A hires B to perform some productive tasks:
the firm presumably intends to generate income as opposed to redistributing it.
The privilege of having an upper hand in the transaction allows A to maximize
her utility. B is satisfied with any value of her expected utility that exceeds the
income from the second-best alternative (an alternative employment or unemployment benefits). A cannot directly observe B’s level of efforts and thus needs
to design an incentive scheme that will help A to counter B’s tendency to shirk in
the presence of incomplete information.
max EUA (Y, Q, E, S)
EUB (Y, E, S) ≥ Ū
[1]
Y = φ(Y)
where EU refers to the expected utility; Ū refers to B’s reservation wage; Q is a
set of output variables; E is a set of inputs (actions) by B and a production func-
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tion connects E with Q; S stands for a set of state variables (like weather) that
can be observed but not controlled; Y is a compensation scheme; and φ refers to
a function connecting the agent’s compensation with the output.
B supposedly obeys A’s orders in exchange for a monetary compensation
(Y). In addition to monetary incentives, this obedience also pays in terms of
organizational incentives: promotions, group motivations and so on.20 Bowles
and Gintis, however, rightly pointed out that in the clearing market B’s compensation cannot exceed her reservation wage (Ū). In the Walras–Arrow–Debreu
model of general equilibrium ‘workers would be indifferent between holding
their current job and the next-best alternative’.21 This means that B receives next
to nothing for giving up her freedom. Why work for A if B can simply stay home
and receive unemployment benefits? This means that the market either does not
achieve equilibrium or does, but this takes place at the price of leaving B with no
incentive for accepting A’s power.

2. Dyad in the Context of Contested Exchange
Bowles and Gintis claim to have bridged the theoretical gap identified above.
Their theory of contested exchange does not involve differentiating between
the market dyad and the organizational dyad. Instead, they offer a more general
model of the dyad that encompasses transactions both in the market and within
the firm. They place the dyad in the context of contested exchange that, according to Bowles and Gintis, prevails in the economy. Exchange has a contested
character if information and, consequently, contracts are incomplete. The labour
market, the credit market and even the market for consumer goods have these
features. As we will see, the study of contested exchange requires taking into
consideration a third party who actually wanted to transact with A in B’s place,
but failed to do so. The dyad transforms into a triad as a result.
Let us consider the labour market and its constitutive element, the employment contract, in depth. The starting point in Bowles’s and Gintis’s reasoning
refers to the completeness of information. If information was complete, it would
be possible to foresee any contingencies and to draw a contract covering all
of them. Under conditions of complete information, the market would clear
without simultaneously creating a need for additional incentives for fulfilling
contract obligations. Should A or B choose to dishonour their contract obligations, the contract would be declared void by means of exogenous enforcement
(by a court of law, for instance) and someone else would be willing to accept
the contract under the same conditions because competition in this imaginable
market would be perfect as well.
The slightest departure from the assumption of complete information undermines the system of checks and balances in the relationship between A and B. The
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incompleteness of information creates a need for endogenous enforcement and
makes contract obligations contestable. B’s attempts to shirk may well remain
undetected and/or unpunished by A. In the same way, A may pay less than
promised, referring to some state variables S beyond her control.22 The impact of
these variables cannot be adequately assessed by B. Bowles and Gintis argue that
incomplete contracts prevail in actual markets:23
Exogenous enforcement will generally be absent and exchanges will be contested when
there is no relevant third party (as when A and B are sovereign states), when the contested attribute can be measured only imperfectly or at considerable cost (work effort,
for example, or the degree of risk assumed by a firm’s management), when the relevant
evidence is not admissible in a court of law (such as an agent’s eye witness but unsubstantiated experience) when there is no possible means of redress (for example, when
the liable party is bankrupt), or when the number of contingencies concerning future
states of the world relevant to the exchange preclude writing a fully specified contract.

The incompleteness of contracts along with the lack of exogenous enforcement
leads A to think of other means for securing B’s compliance with her orders. And
A finds one of them in the procedure of contingent contract renewal. A offers B
a compensation that exceeds B’s reservation wage24 but simultaneously imposes
an additional condition: the perspectives for the contract renewal depend on B’s
satisfactory performance and on her compliance with A’s orders. ‘Contingent
renewal obtains when A elicits performance from B by promising to renew the
contract in future periods if satisfied and to terminate the contract if not’.25 Now
B has incentives for giving up her freedom: she trades it for a bonus that she
would not otherwise be able to get.
B’s compensation equals her reservation wage plus the bonus that Bowles and
Gintis call enforcement rent. ‘Enforcement rents … arise in all cases of competitively determined contested exchange under conditions of contingent renewal’.26
This bonus solves a microeconomic problem, namely the creation of incentives
for B, at the price of undermining the perspectives for achieving equilibrium
at the macro level. The market does not clear as a result. The fact that there are
more people willing to work for such high compensation means that some of
them remain unemployed.
A third agent, C, remains behind the scenes but her presence has an impact on
the overall dynamics of the interactions between A and B. C fails to make a transaction with A and chooses a suboptimal option. In C’s presence, B has an incentive
to work harder than in C’s absence, nevertheless. ‘If B enjoys an employment rent,
then there must be another otherwise identical agent, C, who would be willing to
fill B’s position at the going, or even a lower, wage’.27 B knows that if she loses her
current job, she may not be able to secure a similarly well-paid offer. ‘The employee
excluded from access to her current employer’s asset may not find access to any asset
even in a competitive economy in which transaction-specific assets are absent’.28
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C and B compete for the same job. Taken together, they constitute the long
side of the labour market. Because A does not face competition from similar
agents (i.e. the agents who hire labour), she finds herself on the short side of
the same market. The position on the short side of the market enables A to have
power over B. ‘Agents on the short side of the market will have power over agents
on the long side with whom they transact’.29
Using the concepts introduced in Chapter 1, Section 2, we can say that A’s position on the short side of the market refers to a structural component of her power.
In order to have power, A also has to act strategically: she must be able to exploit
opportunities provided by the structural imbalances by paying as little in excess of
B’s reservation wage as possible. The strategic aspect of power, however, attracted
little attention on the part of those advocating the theory of contested exchange.
A’s power over B benefits both parties. B receives a bonus for her compliance
with A’s orders. A maximizes her utility with B’s assistance. ‘The employer profits in this case by paying to exercise power over the employee’.30 The fact that B
receives a rent does not confer power on B. A can easily find an alternative to B,
C, whereas B has no capacity to make threats or to use sanctions against A. This
asymmetry in the relationship between A and B does not exclude the constellation of their interests. ‘Despite the clear disparity in the positions of A and B in
this case, both parties gain from A’s exercise of power over B’.31
The model of the labour market as a non-clearing market with contested
exchanges can be generalized to a number of other key markets. Bowles and Gintis applied it to the credit market and the consumer goods market. Exchanges
on the credit market have a contested nature because ‘the borrower’s promise
to remain solvent is no more amenable to exogenous enforcement than is the
employee’s promise to supply a particular quality of work’.32 The borrower, B,
tends to take excessive risks as a result. The creditor, A, solves the problem by
charging a lower interest rate than the equilibrium interest rate and by using the
strategy of contingent contract renewal.
As for the consumer goods market, the consumer, A, presumably pays a price
in excess of the marginal costs (the equilibrium price equals the marginal costs)
and implicitly threatens to switch suppliers if the quality of B’s product fails to
meet A’s expectations.33 A’s reason for paying a rent to B refers to difficulties with
measuring the quality of B’s product. This quality has several dimensions not all
of which can be assessed before the purchase. Lettuce in a supermarket may look
fine despite the fact that it is contaminated by Escherichia coli (E. coli). Douglass North argues that attempts to minimize the transaction costs of measuring
quality account for the evolution of economic institutions and organizations
throughout human history.34 The theory of contested exchange offers a potentially more universal solution.
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The theory of contested exchange provides an important step toward a better
understanding of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market. A dominates B but both benefit from transacting. This theory leaves several
issues unaddressed, however.
First, it tends to overemphasize the structural aspects of power and correspondingly to overlook strategic components. The assignment of an economic
agent either to the short or to the long side of the market depends on her initial
endowment. This endowment can be further enhanced by transactions on the
credit market: a wealthier borrower is able to offer better collateral and, thus,
to secure a still lower interest rate from the creditor. ‘Ownership of wealth confers power on agents by allocating them to short-side positions in contested
exchange markets’.35 Specific strategies implemented by economic agents have
little bearing on their opportunities for domination.
Second, domination in the non-clearing market usually takes manifest forms.
The discovery that the boss has power over the employee or the lender has power
over the borrower comes as no surprise for anyone. A’s power catches an observer’s eye and sophisticated techniques are not required to unveil it. It should be
noted that this book is intended to shed more light on power techniques that are
barely detectable, namely invisible.

3. Triads, Tetrads and Quads
The figure of a third party, C, has remained in the background so far. A closer
look at the parties who act behind the scenes is needed for exploring invisible
techniques of power. In this section, I will consider three attempts to bring the
third party or parties to the focus of the analysis.36 They are heterogeneous in
nature: their only common element refers to an explicit account of the role that
the third party or parties play in transactions between A and B.
The first approach refers to a theory of power ‘which works through “triadic”
relationships’37 outlined by Kaushik Basu. Gintis and Bowles find a third party in
the same market as A and B. Together with B, the third party constitutes the long
side of this particular market. Basu sees a relevant third party elsewhere in the other
market. He considers interactions between a landlord, A, and a tenant, B, and shows
how A may make B accept an offer that falls short of B’s reservation wage.
A manages to do so by threatening to use her influence on a merchant C who
sells goods to both A and B. A and B transact on the labour market; A, B and C
transact on a product market. A essentially tells B that should B reject A’s proposal to work hard for less, A will ask C not to transact with B.
It is possible that a landlord in offering a package (E, Y), gives – along with it – the
threat that if he does not accept the package the landlord will ensure that a third
person C will refuse to trade with him.38
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This case of using B’s trade with C as a lever for securing B’s compliance with A’s
commands may be interesting, but it involves a constellation of their interests in
a solely negative sense. B simply wants to avoid the worst by choosing the lesser
of two evils.39 A’s power over B benefits A; B does not gain from it.
Kurt Rothschild considers a triad at the macro level40 and its transformation
into a tetrad (a group of four interconnected agents). Three agents constitute a triad
at the macro level: a business sector (the group of owners of capital, As), a labour
force (the group of owners of labour force, Bs) and a state sector (bureaucrats working in government and public bodies).41 The state deserves particular attention
because of its role as a third party, C. The state establishes and enforces the rules of
the game, including a particular regime of property rights. ‘The state is [also] important because it can support the national enterprises through protection, subsidies
and the provision of a business-friendly taxation and infrastructure’.42
A more complex configuration emerges as a result of the increasing heterogeneity of the business sector. Rothschild sees it splitting into two subsectors:
transnational companies and small businesses. The triad then transforms into a tetrad. The transnational companies have the upper hand in the new configuration of
transactions.43 The small businesses, on the other hand, are relegated to a subaltern
position similar to that of the labour force. Rothschild’s approach highlights the
mutual dependence of the economic agents, whereas our primary interest refers to
a constellation of their interests and to its uses as a technique of power.
Commons proposes another conceptualization of the tetrad. He considers
transactions at the micro level and argues that ‘the minimum number of persons
necessary to constitute a transaction is four parties, two buyers and two sellers, namely, the actual buyer and seller, and the next best alternative for each’.44
This definition suggests that the alternative offer is not as attractive as Bowles
and Gintis suppose. The buyer has two offers: the first best from the seller with
whom the buyer will actually transact and the second best from the seller’s competitor. Likewise, the seller considers the buyer’s offer as the first-best option and
an offer from the buyer’s competitor as the second-best one. The market achieves
equilibrium, but no party dominates under these circumstances. The relationships have a symmetrical character.
Some asymmetry emerges as a result of introducing the institution of goodwill that plays a key role in Commons’s work. Goodwill refers to a voluntary
restriction on the number of offers made to an economic agent. The voluntary
nature of the restrictions must be specifically emphasized. An economic agent
that makes an offer to the other agent persuades her competitor(s) not to come
up with alternative offers in exchange for some monetary compensation. ‘A third
party, the possible trespasser or competitor, is burdened … by a duty of avoidance. Up to a certain point he must not intrude between the first and second
parties to the potential bargain.’45
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Goodwill introduces us to the idea of entry control that will be discussed
in the next section in more detail. The party that makes the offer restricts the
third party’s access to the transaction. The former agent negotiates the conditions under which the third party assumes the duty not to intrude between the
parties to the potential bargain. The third party would otherwise prefer to make
the alternative offer, which leads us to acknowledge that the party that makes
the offer exercises power over the third party. This power has more strategic than
structural elements: goodwill results from negotiations between the economic
agents. Goodwill also implies that the interests of the economic agents constellate. The transacting parties increase their utility by trading a good or service.
The excluded parties receive compensation paid by the transacting parties out of
benefits that increase as a result of restricted competition.
Commons further argues that, although the interests constellate, conflicts
may still emerge. Namely, the economic agents may contest the exact division of
the surplus generated by the transaction. A fifth party to the transaction, ‘namely
a judge, priest, chieftain, paterfamilias, arbitrator’,46 may then help. A quad (a
group of five interconnected agents) supersedes the tetrad. In the final account,
five parties are involved in a business transaction:
the first party who claims the right; the second party with whom the transaction
occurs; the ‘third’ parties, of whom one is the rival or competitor of the first party, the
other is the rival or competitor of the second party; and the fifth party who lays down
the rules of the concern of which each is an authorized member.47

The approach developed by Commons serves to make several important breakthroughs. First, it shows how power and domination emerge out of a constellation
of interests in the market. Each party gains something from the transaction, even
the excluded one, if the exclusion has a voluntarily character. Second, it introduces us to the idea of entry control. Once again, however, domination by virtue
of a constellation of interests is supposed to take mainly manifest forms. Goodwill refers to a formal contract that may be enforced in the courts. Goodwill also
lacks universality: this institution exists in selected legal systems only, namely in
common law. In other words, we still need to consider a form of domination by
virtue of a constellation of interests that would be more universal and more suitable for unveiling the invisible techniques of power.

4. Power Triad: Benefits of Entry Control
When discussing barriers to entry and barriers to exit, neoclassical economists
focus on the fact that both types of barriers restrict competition and create unequal conditions for incumbent firms and new entrants. For instance, they define
barriers to entry as ‘the set of structural, institutional and behavioural conditions
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that allow incumbent firms to earn economic profits for a significant length of
time’.48 Barriers to entry and barriers to exit may underpin different techniques
for imposing will, however.
A test for the existence of power requires that the agent subject to it would
prefer to act differently if she had a choice. ‘What would have happened if A did
not act?’49 When applied to barriers to entry and barriers to exit, this approach
raises the question about what the economic agent would do in their absence. If
barriers to entry were absent, the economic agent would prefer to enter the market. Her best interests lead her to make the transaction in the market. If barriers
to exit were absent, the economic agent would prefer to exit the market. Her
preferred choice is to stop transacting in the market.
Exit control means that B is prevented from leaving the group of interconnected agents, the dyad, the triad, the tetrad or the quad. Let us consider the
smallest group, the dyad. A parallel can be drawn between exit control and
prison.50 A prison guard, A, has power over a prisoner, B. A imposes restrictions
on B’s personal freedom (A applies force) as a means for securing B’s compliance
with her orders. If escape were less costly, B would not accept A’s power and
would stop interacting with her.
Entry control has B’s goodwill to transact with A as a point of departure. B’s
involvement may be subject to additional conditions, however. B may be allowed
to make the transaction that she is interested in if B agrees to assume a subordinate role in their relationship. For instance, B accepts a smaller share of the surplus
generated by the transaction, whereas A captures the rest. Commons considers the
case when a party receives compensation for not interfering with the transaction
between A and B. Here, B actually pays for making the transaction with A.
Why do restrictions on B’s involvement exist beforehand? Why can B not
make A pay for accessing the transaction? Several requirements have to be met for
imposing entry control. First, a field of transactions must be clearly differentiated
and separated.51 Boundaries separate the field from the other transactions. The
boundaries can have different natures: informal institutional (ethnic groups, clans
and other ‘us versus them’ divisions), formal institutional (legal restrictions), spatial
(an area or a territory), financial (entrance fees or membership dues) or symbolic
(professional jurisdictions and credentials).52 If the field includes two agents, then
it is a dyad. A triad with boundaries constitutes a larger field, and so on.
Second, there must be disparities in the conditions of A and B, no matter
how minor they may be. Disparities refer either to structural or to strategic
components of power. A smaller structural advantage enables A to impose additional conditions on B. If no party has a structural advantage, then their strategic
capacities enter into play. In a card game in which both parties do not have a
single trump or top card (or have an equal number of trump and top cards),
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the outcome will depend on the players’ memory and capacity to make rational
decisions. One player’s capacity to cheat on the other player may help too:
opportunism deified as ‘seeking self-interest with guile’53 should not be a priori
excluded from the menu of possible strategies. A situation in which both A and
B turn out to be perfectly similar in terms of the structural and strategic components of power cannot be ruled out. This situation is highly unlikely, however.
Structural disparities can also result from the actions of a third party, C, if
she assumes the role of a gate keeper in charge of entry control. The third party’s
involvements allow the parties to profit from the division of labour, which is a
standard neoclassical argument. Thus, the third precondition for imposing entry
control refers to gate keeping. Gate keeping represents a particular strategic component of power. It can be used in the absence of structural components. Gate
keeping serves to create structural disparities when they did not exist.
The gate keeper decides who will be admitted to the field and under which
conditions. If the gate keeper does not restrict the access of B-type agents, they
find themselves on the long side of the market. If the gate keeper restricts the
access of A-type agents, they find themselves on the short side of the market. A
and A’ (see Figure 2.1) want to make an offer to B, but A’ fails to transact with
B because of C’s entry control. A, B and C constitute a specific type of triad, the
power triad. The concept of the power triad was initially developed in my previous work.54 This book is intended to show its subsequent developments and the
areas of eventual application to empirical research.
For the sake of clarity, it should be noted that the role of C in the theory
of contested exchange and her role in the power triad differ. C has no power
in the first case as she does not have any power in Basu’s model.55 C dominates
over A and B in the power triad. By limiting the access of A-type agents, C creates structural disparities favourable to A, who is admitted. A has to pay for
her admission, however. A shares the monopoly profits generated as a result of
restricted competition in the market with C. The exact ratio in which the profits are divided depends on A and C’s relative bargaining power (their capacity
to act strategically), along with structural factors (whether A can get access to
the other field of her interest).
A and C benefit because they share the monopoly profit. B gains because
she has an interest in transacting with A, for instance, she needs a good or service that is offered by A. B’s consumer surplus shrinks, but remains positive. The
three parties constituting the power triad gain something, however unequal
their shares may be. The interests of A, B and C form a constellation despite the
fact that their power is unequal. C dominates over A and B, A dominates over B.
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Figure 2.1: Power triad.

Compared with the conceptualvizations of elementary power relationships discussed in the two preceding sections, the power triad has several advantages. One
advantage consists in unveiling an invisible technique of power. C’s domination
does not need to take manifest forms. Because C does not restrict the entry of
B-type agents to the field, B may even not be aware of C’s role. C interacts solely
with A, A transacts with B. Thus, C dominates over B in an indirect manner,
from behind the scenes.56
Furthermore, C instructs neither A nor B to act in a particular manner. All C
does is decide the ratio of the number of A-type agents to the number of B-type
agents. By doing so, C creates structural disparities in the market. The market turns
out to be split into two sides, short and long. A finds herself on the short side
whereas B finds herself on the long side of this market. The particular position in
the two-side market determines the range of possible options for both A and B.
A parallel with parental control through restricting access to specific areas
and objects seems relevant.57 The child does whatever she wants with toys and
objects that she finds in ‘her’ area of the home. Objects and materials in the other
parts of the home remain outside of her reach. Activities that one can undertake
with the help of the latter objects may be deemed undesirable for the child by her
parents. The key point is that the parents do not need to explicitly tell the child
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what to do and what not to do. They instead control entry to some areas of the
home and backyard and keep some objects locked.
In other words, A and B are free to choose any course of action after being
admitted to the field. For instance, A may apply any pricing strategy for increasing her monopoly profits of her choice.58 B has a limited range of options because
of her position on the long side of the market. C’s domination thus meets the
requirement for domination exercised by the natural course of things discussed
in Chapter 1, Subsection 2.2. Entry control refers to ‘a regulation based upon
and in accordance with the course of things themselves’.59 The natural course of
things just needs to be corrected beforehand in a manner that will subsequently
benefit particular actors, namely C and A.
The other advantage consists in explaining the eventual conversion of political power into economic power and vice versa. Economists have been puzzled
by this issue for a long time. ‘“Pure” economic monopolies are logically possible,
but seem rare and unstable … [whereas] monopolies based on political and economic power are common and stable’.60 How can the synergistic effect resulting
from the combination of political and economic power be explained?
Economic power has multiple dimensions,61 but in the present context it suffices to define it as the agent’s capacity to set a price above the marginal cost. The
equilibrium price in the perfectly competitive market is equal to the marginal cost.
When defining political power, Weber connects it to a territory. He calls a ‘state’
‘a compulsory political (i.e. with a territorial basis) organization with continuous
operations … insofar as its administrative staff successfully upholds the claim to the
monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force in the enforcement of its order’.62
It follows that political power necessarily has a spatial, territorial dimension.
The territorial embeddedness of political power enables the agents, who have
it, to exercise entry control. Within the power triad, C has political power and,
consequently, the privilege of entry control. As a result of C’s entry control, A gains
economic power. C’s political power and A’s economic power do not exist independently from one another. They create and reinforce each other. C may charge
A some entrance fees for being admitted to the field. C may also impose taxes on
A for being allowed to continue transacting within the field. A pays these charges
out of the monopoly profits that she receives due to restricted competition. The
gate keeper’s revenues may be subsequently reinvested in erecting even better barriers and applying even more sophisticated gate keeping strategies. Political power
creates structural disparities favourable for the emergence of economic power.
Economic power generates resources necessary for strengthening political power.
Last, but not least, the proposed conceptualization of elementary power
relationships is compatible with a number of influential approaches for studying power. This is in keeping with Bowles’s and Gintis’s suggestion that there
is no qualitative difference between power exercised in the market and power
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exercised within the firm or any other organization. The character of the boundaries delimiting the field and strategies for entry control may differ. But the
organization necessarily has boundaries and they are established by the power
holder. ‘The boundaries of “integrated” organizations are determined by decision-making power’.63 We will explore the particularities of entry control in the
organization in Chapter 6 using the concept of the internal labour market as a
point of departure.
The concept of the power triad is also compatible with the three-dimensional
view of power proposed by Steven Lukes.64 The first dimension refers to observable behaviour: what changes in B’s behaviour do A’s commands produce? The
second dimension of power emerges when A prevents some issues from being
included in the agenda for decision making. A has power if she manages to
exclude the issues that she considers as going against A’s interests from B’s consideration. The third dimension of power involves changes in B’s preferences
and wants under A’s influence. ‘[A] also exercises power over [B] by influencing, shaping or determining [B’s] very wants’.65 The power triad provides a better
understanding of the two last dimensions of power. Because of A, B and C’s
involvement in the transactions structured in the form of the power triad, the
ranges of options available to them change. We will discuss this aspect of the
power triad in the next section.

5. Choice Sets
The issue of how the range of options from which the economic agent makes
her choice has not been researched thoroughly. Using a common metaphor,
economists have much to say about choosing between apples and oranges. They
pay less attention, however, to the question about why one chooses between
these fruits while setting aside many other equally relevant options: pineapples,
bananas or passion fruits, to cite just a few.
The assumption of exogenous and stable preferences represents a starting
point in the neoclassical economists’ reasoning on this matter. ‘The homo economicus model assumes preferences are exogenous: they are determined outside
of, and substantially unaffected by, the structure of strategic interaction or any
other substantive aspect of the economy’.66 The agent’s exogenous and stable
preferences are then applied to choice sets. How are these choice sets populated?
The simplest answer involves drawing a parallel with shopping at a supermarket.
The agent takes a basket and looks at what is available on the shelves. The use of the
term ‘market basket’ clearly suggests such a shopping environment. The agent’s task
is to decide the optimal combination of various goods placed in the basket in keeping with her preferences and budget constraints.67 As in the case of preferences, the
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selection of goods on the shelves – the agent’s set of choices – is deemed to be exogenous. The agent applies her exogenous preferences to the exogenous choice set.
Subsequent developments in the choice set model68 introduce restrictions
on their scope. Non-zero information costs (a type of transaction cost) account
for the agent’s ignorance of some of the relevant products in the market.69 To
return to the fruit metaphor, not all shoppers may know enough about passion
fruit or pomegranates. If, in addition to the scarcity of information, we consider
the agent’s limited cognitive capacities,70 then the agent’s bounded rationality
emerges as a new restriction on her choice set. The agent’s subjective perceptions
make a difference too. In his theory of situated rationality Tony Lawson invites
economists to consider the agent’s selective perception of available choices in the
context of her socialization.
Not only are individuals’ choices of actions conditioned by the situated options
which they perceive, but also the individuals themselves, their expressions of their
needs and motives, the manner in which their capacities and capabilities have been
moulded, their values and interests and so forth, are conditioned by the context of
their birth and development.71

The acknowledgment that the agent’s subjective choice set tends to be smaller than
the objective choice opens the way for research in several directions. The assessment
of the value of the options in the agent’s choice set represents one such direction.
Some economists argue that the agent values a menu ‘as much as she values the
best option it contains’.72 The size of the choice set, i.e. the number of options that
it contains, does not matter in this case. Another approach assumes that having
a choice is valuable in itself. Georg Simmel discusses the value of money in these
terms: ‘the value of a given amount of money is equal to the value of any object for
which it might be exchanged plus the value of free choice between innumerable
other objects’.73 Thus, any restrictions on the choice set have a monetary expression: the narrower the choice, the less value the agent attaches to it.
Another line of research refers to the attempts to place changes in the choice
sets in the context of power relationships. These studies appear to be particularly relevant for the discussion of the power triad, as they help connect the last
two dimensions of power, according to Lukes, to the issue of choice studied by
economists. The agent’s choice set may be changed by the power holder either by
excluding some relevant options (the second dimension) or by influencing the
agent’s perception of particular options (the third dimension).
Changes in decision sets under the influence of power relationships have
been studied both theoretically and empirically. Original institutionalists made
important theoretical contributions to a better understanding of this issue. They
called for endogenizing changes in the system of constraints under which the
agent makes a choice in general and for studying factors that influence the scope
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of the choice set in particular. One possible theoretical solution involves highlighting the role of power. ‘The analysis of the mechanisms through which social
interaction modifies constraints on individuals and produces economic results
leads to discuss the problem of economic power’.74
A system of conditional welfare implemented in several Western countries
in the framework of neoliberal policies provides an illustration. The agent gains
access to welfare if she modifies her behaviour in the manner required by the
government: improves her professional skills, enrolls in professional development programmes and so on. The government exercises its power by imposing
conditions on the access to welfare and, thus, modifying the agent’s choice set.
The government tries ‘to shape the actions of individuals by establishing the conditions under which choice is made’.75 Some choices become available only after
the agent changes her behaviour in the manner dictated by the power holder;
they are simply excluded from the initial choice set.
John Galbraith’s analysis of advertising also helps connect changes in the
agent’s choice set to the exercise of power by the other agent. He argues that
some options are included in the decision set solely under the influence of
advertising. A consumer buying a product after seeing an advertisement would
otherwise neither be aware of its existence nor willing to consume it.76 The producer’s priorities influence the consumer’s choice by including and highlighting
a new option in the latter’s choice set.
Marketing research produces empirical evidence supporting the assumption
that advertising has an effect on the choice set. Experiments show that advertising does indeed lead to increased product differentiation that in turn decreases
perceived substitutability between perceived alternatives.77 In other words, some
options become more salient as a result of advertising. Only salient options constitute the subjective choice set. ‘The consumer’s attention is drawn to the salient
attributes, which are then overweighted in his choice’.78 By changing the level of
salience of particular goods and their attributes, one manipulates the agent’s choice.
Now let us return to the power triad. Each party involved in the power triad,
A, B and C, has a particular choice set. The three choice sets change compared
with the situation in which no power triad exists. The involvement in the power
triad affects A, B and C’s choice sets in a different manner, however. Let us
assume that A is a producer who sells her products to B (if A and B assume the
other roles, some minor corrections have to be made in the reasoning below).
B participates in the transactions as long as her expected utility exceeds her
reservation utility. Compared to the dyad, B does not necessarily operate solely in
the labour market (in this case, the reservation utility is equal to the reservation
wage). The power triad may exist in various markets and within organizations.
Here, we are considering the case of B performing the role of a consumer.
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C maximizes her expected utility. The role of a gate keeper enables C to select
the mode of transactions. She can vary the intensity of competition in the field of
transactions: from perfect competition (if all interested A-type agents are admitted) to monopoly (if only one A-type agent enters the field). Consequently, C’s
choice set expands.
Compared with the power dyad discussed in the first section of this chapter, A’s choice set also changes. Now A fails to maximize her expected utility.
She minimizes her missed opportunities instead.79 A, namely, chooses between
accepting C’s domination and staying outside the field. The former option is
accompanied by compensation for A’s obedience. A captures some rent (a portion of the monopoly profits generated as a result of restricted competition). It
follows that A is either involved in a productive activity and rent-seeking or is
satisfied with the productive activity. In both cases, A’s expected utility has positive values.80 Yet A does not obtain the maximum in either case. A misses some
opportunities when accepting C’s upper hand (entrance fees and taxes levied by
C) and when staying out of the field (monopoly profits). In these circumstances,
A minimizes her missed opportunities instead of maximizing her expected utility. In more formal terms, the interactions between C and A satisfy the system
of equations [2].
max EUC (Z, R, T, S)
min (U’ – Ū’)
U’=EUA (Z, E, S)
Ū’=EUA (E, S)
[2]
U’ > Ū’ > 0
Ζ = ω(R)
R = φ(Τ)
Ū’ refers to A’s expected utility if she refuses to carry out the transaction with C,
U’ stands for A’s expected utility when she enters the field on C’s conditions, R is
the rent captured by C, Z denotes the rent captured by A (the function connects
Z to R), E refers to the level of A’s efforts devoted to production, S stands for a
set of state variables and T designates the costs related to entry control (because
they represent an ‘input’ necessary to extract the rent, a particular ‘production’
function81 φ connects Z to R).
Now B’s choices can be taken into account. B obtains the reservation utility,
Ū’, as she chooses not to buy A’s products. If A sells her product outside of the
field of the transaction, she charges the price P. If A sells her product under conditions of restricted competition, within the power triad, she charges the price
P*. Returning to the metaphor of the choice of a supermarket shopper, the selection of the products that B sees on the shelves and their prices are determined
by C’s decisions regarding entry control.82 Both B’s and A’s choices are endog-
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enous to the model: they are explained in terms of C’s decisions. The interactions
within the power triad satisfy the system of equations [3].83
max EUC (Z, R, T, S)
min (U’ – Ū’)
U’=EUA (Z, E, S, P*)
Ū’=EUA (E, S, P)
U’ > Ū’ > 0
[3]
Ζ = ω(R,P*)
R = φ(Τ)
EUB (P) > EUB (P*) > Ū’
P* > P
The first equation in the system of equations [3] describes the choice set of the
gate keeper, C. She maximizes her expected utility by picking T. Structural and
strategic factors (the structural disparities and strategies used by A and C in
the process of bargaining ) determine the ratio in which the rent R is divided
between them. The second through the fourth equations describe A’s choice set.
A chooses between a purely productive activity and a combination of the productive activity and rent-seeking. If A chooses not to enter the field, her expected
utility depends on E, S and the competitive price P. If A enters the field, she
charges a higher price for her products, P*, and consequently captures a rent.
In both cases, A maintains an independent status regarding C, which sharply
contrasts with the employment contract specified by the system of equations [1].
Finally, the eighth equation describes B’s choice set. She also obtains a positive
expected utility from transacting within the field.
It should be noted that opportunities for transacting outside of the field may
turn out to be limited for A and B. This happens if the field emerges at a focal
point, i.e. a natural meeting place for A and B.84 C then restricts access to the natural meeting place (a historical market place, for instance) on the part of A-type
agents. This means that A-type and B-type agents may not be able to find each
other outside of the field and, consequently, the choice sets would contain only
two options for them: to transact in the field or not.85
A numerical example shows how the choice sets may appear within the
power triad. Despite its simplicity, it illustrates the need for making changes in
choice sets endogenous. Let us consider the market for natural gas, C being an
institutional regulator, A – a natural gas producer and B – a consumer of natural
gas. C decides the exchange regime: a competitive one if neither A’s access nor
B’s access is restricted and one with restricted competition if A’s access is limited. A can receive approximately $10 per 1MMBtu86 if selling natural gas in the
competitive market and about $20 per 1MMBtu if selling it under conditions of
imperfect competition. In the latter case, there are some natural gas producers
who will fail to transact because they are denied access to the market.
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Under these circumstances B’s choice set is {0, $10, $20}, where 0 refers
to her failure to transact because of her decision not to consume natural gas,
$10 refers to making the transaction on the competitive market and $20 stands
for transacting in the market with restricted competition. A’s choice set is {0,
$10, $20-R}. C’s choice set is {0, Z}. Z + R = $10 per 1MMBtu ($20-$10). If C
chooses Z, which would be a rational decision for her, then A and B’s choice sets
change: {0, $20-R} for A and {0, $20} for B. In the end, A and B’s choice sets are
shaped by C’s decision.

6. Conclusions
The power triad involves a particular configuration of power relationships. The
parties involved divide their labour in the following manner. C performs the
role of a gate keeper which enables her to have an upper hand in the relationships. C erects barriers delimiting the field of transactions and determines the
ratio of the number of A-type agents to the number of B-type agents. The access
of A-type agents may be restricted ; those admitted to the field have a competitive advantage in this case. They find themselves on the short side of the market
and capture rents. These rents are subsequently shared by A and C. In order to
increase her share of the rent, C may use a modified form of two-part tariff (A
pays both for entering and staying in the field),87 among other strategies. The
B-type agents operate on the long side of the market and overpay for goods or
services that they are interested in buying.
By exercising entry control, C obliges A to choose between a productive
activity and a combination of a productive activity with rent-seeking. As a result
of narrowing down her choice set, A clearly prefers combining the productive
activity with rent-seeking to the alternative option (exclusion from the field and
the resulting failure to make any transaction). A’s option of investing only in
the productive activity disappears. Within the power triad, it does not matter
who initiates bribes, C or A. Both may take the first step in this direction. Who
actually takes this step does eventually have an impact on the division of the
monopoly rent (if the chosen strategy implies a first-mover advantage).
The division of labour within the triad can also be described using the typology of transactions proposed by Commons. This exercise further confirms the
compatibility of the proposed conceptualization with some widely recognized
approaches. Commons differentiates three types of transactions: bargaining ,
managerial and rationing.88 Exchanges in the market take the form of bargaining
transactions. Managerial transactions refer to relationships between a superior
and an inferior within the firm. Rationing transactions are activities related to
setting and enforcing the rules of the game (norms that underpin interactions).
The relationships between A and B within the power triad have the features of
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bargaining transactions. Because C sets and enforces rules regulating access to the
field, the relationships of C, A and B have the features of rationing transactions.
The employment contract specified by the system of equations [1] illustrates the
idea of managerial transactions.
The parties involved in the power triad maintain their formal independence. No one hires anyone else. They also have unequal choice sets. C maximizes
her expected utility. A minimizes missed opportunities. We can assert that the
power triad creates an environment favourable for the minimization of missed
opportunities that contrasts with the perfectly competitive market as the environment favouring the utility maximization. B obtains a utility that marginally
exceeds her reservation utility. No one loses, however. C, A and B obtain positive
utilities. Their interests form constellations.
In this sense, the concept of the power triad provides a better understanding
of the mechanics of domination by virtue of the constellation of interests in the
market. The existence of barriers (the structural component) and entry control
(the strategic component) is necessary to make this type of domination operational. C dominates over A and B and does so in an invisible manner. B may never
enter in contact with C whereas A does not receive any explicit command from C.
As a result, all of them want the power triad to continue operating. Thus, a source
of changes, if it exists at all, may eventually be located outside the power triad.
So far, the A-type agent that is excluded from the field, A’, has remained outside the focus of our analysis. Can this excluded agent be considered a ‘dissident’,
a possible force for driving changes in an otherwise internally stable system?
Upon closer inspection, it appears that A’ is poorly suited for such a role. A’ just
turns out to be less fortunate than A, who was actually admitted to the field. A’
would behave in the same way as A does, if A’ were given a chance.
An agent who does not want to be involved in the power triad independently
of her chances to be admitted would be a better candidate for the role of a dissident. Michel Foucault calls such agents ‘people’ in contrast to the ‘population’.
The people comprise those who conduct themselves in relations to the management of
the population, at the level of the population, as if they were not part of the population
as a collective subject-object, as if they put themselves outside of it, and consequently
the people are those who, refusing to be the population, disrupt the system.89

Instead of trying to negotiate admission into the power triad, the ‘people’ question its existence and especially the rationale underpinning its operation, namely
domination by virtue of a constellation of interests.

3 THE 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS THROUGH THE
LENS OF POWER RELATIONSHIPS

The 2008 financial crisis and its aftermath provide a good opportunity for testing the concept of the power triad outlined in Chapter 2 one more time and
for highlighting its difference from the approach of public choice theory, an
influential branch of neoclassical economics. The label ‘second Great Depression’ may seem somewhat exaggerated. However, the 2008 crisis led to a drop in
the US GDP that has had no match since the end of the Great Depression in the
late 1930s (Figure 3.1).1 The crisis originated in the US but affected the world
economy as a whole. In 2009, the US economy contracted by 3.1 per cent,2 the
European Union economy – by 4.3 per cent, the OECD economies – by 3.7 per
cent and the world economy – by 2.1 per cent.3

Figure 3.1: Real GDP growth rates, the USA, 1930–2012, annual percentage. Source: The
US Bureau of Economic Analysis, at http://www.bea.gov/iTable/index_nipa.cfm [accessed
24 November 2013].
– 43 –
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The formation of a bubble in the housing market preceded the crisis. Real estate
assets not only tended to be overpriced, but households and other economic
agents conventionally believed that the prices would continue to rise indefinitely. In the words of John Maynard Keynes, ‘the essence of this convention …
lies in assuming that the existing state of affairs will continue indefinitely, except
in so far as we have specific reasons to expect a change’.4 Very few, if any, actors
expected any change in the circumstances.
The institution of mortgage connects the housing market to the financial sector.5 Real estate prices affect the amount of credits and loans available, as well as
interest rates. Credits underpin the demand for products of the real sector of the
economy (industry, agriculture, research and development, and so forth). The availability of affordable loans is also a prerequisite for growth in the real sector. The
bursting of the housing bubble in 2007 naturally created a chain reaction leading to
a financial crisis and to a general slowdown in economic activity, namely a recession.
In contrast to the late 1920s, the US government was quick to respond. Both
the conservative administration of President George W. Bush (in office until
19 January 2009) and the democratic administration of his successor, President
Barack Obama, initiated several large-scale state interventions in the housing
and financial markets, as well as in the industry. These interventions took various
forms: from the ‘bailouts’, i.e. the purchase of ‘toxic’ mortgages which had fallen
significantly in value from the insurers and other financial institutions, to textbook Keynesian policies such as public spending. The total amount of bailout
funds is estimated at $700 billion, whereas the total amount of stimulus funds is
estimated at $800 billion.6 If one adds to these figures the $250 billion in public
debt increased by ad hoc tax cuts, then state interventions cost $1.75 trillion,7 or
12 per cent of the US GDP in 2008 ($14.72 trillion).
State interventions on such a large scale naturally attracted the attention of
neoclassical economists who are critical of government interference with the market. During the Great Depression, only the lack of state capacity prevented the
implementation of large-scale planning and the emergence of a corporatist state
in the US, as per initial design of the National Industrial Recovery Act signed
into law in 1933.8 Public choice theory scholars have a comparative advantage
under these circumstances because they study taxation and public spending using
the analytical tools of neoclassical economics. For neoclassical economists, nevertheless, power remains at the periphery of their theories. ‘“Power” is a concept
frequently employed by political scientists and sociologists, and totally ignored
by economists and practitioners of public choice’.9 Neoclassical economists are
satisfied with reducing power to market power as one’s ability to set prices above
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marginal cost observed in the ‘deviant’ cases of imperfect competition only
(monopoly, monopsony, and oligopoly). Advocates of the new institutionalism have extended the scope of power in the economy by recognizing its role in
structuring relationships within the firm10 and ‘relational contracting’.11 Yet, they
continue to view the market as an exact opposite of power.
The scholars of original institutionalism also enjoy a comparative advantage in
studying the 2008 crisis and its aftermath, but for another set of reasons. Original
institutionalism represents one of the few economic approaches that explicitly
takes power into account and studies its forms and effects. For institutionalists,
‘the economy is a system of power’.12 Institutionalists acknowledge the existence
of power in all types of economic relationships, including between producers and
consumers, government and businesses, and employers and employees.
This chapter compares two views on the 2008 crisis: a public choice view and
an institutionalist view. The former uses the concept of rent-seeking to explain
the behaviour of government officials and businesses profiting from bailout and
stimulus funds. The latter places the 2008 crisis in the context of power relationships. In particular, what opportunities does it create for strengthening the
positions of the actors vested in power? In the process, I add a new item to the
institutionalists’ toolbox for studying power. Namely, I apply the concept of the
power triad outlined in Chapter 2. The underlying theory of domination by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market helps to overcome, among other
things, the false opposition between the market and power.
I divide this chapter into four sections. Section 1 discusses what public choice
theory has to say about economic power, political power and their eventual connection. In Section 2, I summarize the writings of public choice theorists about
the 2008 crisis. Two articles specifically commissioned by the editors of Public
Choice, a flagship scholarly journal in this field, appear particularly relevant.13
In Section 3, I briefly outline the institutionalists’ contributions to studies of
power. In Section 4, I discuss how the 2008 crisis created new opportunities for
strengthening the power of government in its relationships with businesses and
the broader population. I argue that, in the context of the crisis and subsequent
recovery, a power triad has emerged. In it, government dominates over businesses
and the broader population; selected businesses (e.g. those with privileged access
to bailout and stimulus funds) dominate over the remainder of businesses and
population by virtue of a constellation of their interests in the market. Thus, the
power triad represents a combination of power and the market. Power structures
the market in such a manner that the latter becomes a pillar of the former.
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1. Power: A Public Choice View
Since it is an essentially contested concept,14 power does not have a single and
commonly accepted definition. Nevertheless, Dennis Mueller is correct when
acknowledging the lack of interest in the concept of power on the part of public
choice theorists. He invites them to consider a broad definition of power, initially proposed by Max Weber.15 He also shows how Weber’s approach could be
adapted to the subject matter of public choice theory : ‘Political power means
inducing someone to do something that he did not want to do, as when A gets
a committee to choose x when all but A favour feasible alternative y’.16 Legislative committee deliberations regarding budget allocation attract public choice
theorists’ particular attention.
Mueller links power to uncertainty. In a world with perfect information (zero
transaction costs) no party could decide the outcomes of a transaction in a discretionary manner even if one party is superior, whereas the other plays a subordinate
role. The subordinate would know about the rewards corresponding to each level
of effort that the subordinate applies for meeting the objectives set by the superior.
By choosing a particular level of effort, the subordinate would secure a specific
reward regardless of the superior’s wishes. Recalling Frank Knight’s idea that profit
represents a reward for risk taking,17 Mueller concludes that ‘both profit and
power exist owing to uncertainty; both accrue to the possessors of information’.18
Public choice theory considers four types of actors: voters (they pay taxes
and elect legislators), legislators (they allocate budgets and oversee bureaus),
bureaucrats (their bureaus supply government services and other public goods)
and businesses (they are either regulated by the bureaus or depend on government subventions). All of them supposedly maximize utility, but in a different
manner. Voters want public goods at a price that minimizes their tax burden.
Legislators maximize political power.19 Bureaucrats maximize the budgets of
their bureaus or, as an option, ‘discretionary’ budgets. The discretionary budget
refers to the difference between the bureau’s total budget and the minimum cost
of producing the expected output.20 Businesses seek rents. In contrast to rent
creation, rent-seeking involves the redistribution of income. Income is produced
in the first case and redistributed by means of ‘getting a monopoly or getting
some other government favour’.21
Public choice theory does not consider interactions between the four types
of actors. Instead, its advocates focus on bilateral transactions, for instance,
between voters and legislators, legislators and bureaucrats and so on. Let us
consider some of these pairs in more detail.22 Interactions between voters and
legislators lie at the origin of logrolling, or vote trading. Legislators attempt to
tax the entire population of a country for a rather small amount per capita in
order to spend large amounts in specific areas where their constituency lives.23
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To do so, they need to form coalitions with legislators representing the other
jurisdictions. Today, members of such a coalition vote for preferences for one
jurisdiction, tomorrow – for preferences for the other.
Rent-seeking leads to both static and dynamic losses in interactions between
voters (tax payers and also customers) and businesses. A static loss results from
setting prices above the equilibrium level. The triangle ABC in Figure 3.2 shows
the static loss, or the net loss. It is sometimes called Harberger’s triangle. Neither party appropriates the revenue ABC. The quadrangle DECA (Tullock’s
quadrangle), on the other hand, refers to a dynamic loss, the cost of creating a
monopoly.24 The revenue DECA involves the redistribution of income from the
voter to the business or from one business to another:25 the latter captures what
the former loses. The revenue captured by the business (or at least a significant
part of it) is subsequently spent on bribing bureaucrats and legislators and on
transferring resources to them in other forms, however.

Figure 3.2: Static and dynamic losses as a result of a monopoly. Legend: P refers to price, Q
to quantity, MP to a monopolistic price, CD to a competitive demand, MQ to a monopolistic quantity and CQ to a competitive quantity. Adapted from Tullock, Public Goods,
Redistribution and Rent Seeking, p. 93.

Interactions between businesses and bureaucrats or legislators who regulate particular industries lead to two outcomes. In the first case businesses ‘are able to
acquire regulations that create rents for themselves’.26 This situation is studied
by a version of public choice theory, namely regulatory capture theory.27 In the
second case, ‘politicians use regulation both to create rents and to extract them
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through campaign contributions, votes and bribes’.28 In contrast to the capture
of the regulator by businesses, in this case the regulator captures them. From
the viewpoint of public choice theory, both parties, the business and the regulator, cannot win simultaneously. Either one ‘gets’ the other, or vice versa. This
excludes a win-win outcome, however unequally the rent generated by the transaction might be distributed between the parties involved.
Regulatory capture and business capture theories do not account for unexplained eventual connections between economic and political power. On the
one hand, these two versions of public choice theory suggest the interconnectedness of economic and political power. A monopolist is better off with
a regulator’s assistance when erecting barriers and restricting competition on a
particular market. The involvement of a monopolist allows a regulator to capture
a rent. On the other hand, public choice theorists acknowledge that ‘the pursuit
of profits is not the perceived legitimate goal of public bureaus, and thus it is …
difficult for public bureaucrats to convert the power they have into income’.29
Seen from the perspective of public choice theory, political power and economic power do not form a coherent whole. Either political power prevails over
economic power (the situation of business capture) or vice versa (the situation
of regulatory capture). This comes as no surprise because the imputed interests
of the voter, the legislator, the bureaucrat and the business tend to diverge rather
than to constellate. For instance, the legislator can achieve outcome x of a committee vote without any input on the part of the business.

2. Crisis as an Outlier Event
According to public choice theorists, the 2008 crisis represents an unfortunate
event that calls, however, neither for extraordinary policy responses nor for
theoretical re-evaluations and breakthroughs. Roger Congleton insists that the
scope of the problem was simply exaggerated. The owners of ‘toxic’ assets had an
interest in prompting large-scale state interventions as a way to cover their losses.
A good deal of the initial talk of ‘crisis’ was induced by the financial sector, because
many of its firms (and employees) were in a state of crisis and stood to profit if a major
intervention by the Federal government could be induced.30

A closer look at texts of the annual presidential addresses does not support the
hypothesis about the drift into exaggeration. Content analysis of the presidential addresses helps outline an official take on the current situation and policy
responses to it. Two countries were considered, the US and Russia. The Russian
case adds a comparative dimension to the present discussion. In contrast to the US,
Russia’s economy was severely affected not only by the 2008 crisis, but also by the
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1997 Asian financial crisis. In 1998, Russia’s economy contracted by 5.3 per cent.31
The effect of the 2008 crisis was also more severe in Russia than in the US: Russia’s economy shrank by 7.8 per cent in 2009. The talk of crisis tended to be more
widespread in the Russian official discourse than in the American official discourse
(Figure 3.3).32 President Obama in his 2009 address was certainly not attempting
to underscore the scope of the crisis. Yet he was not exaggerating it either:
If you haven’t been personally affected by this recession, you probably know someone who has: a friend, a neighbor, a member of your family. You don’t need to hear
another list of statistics to know that our economy is in crisis, because you live it every
day. It’s the worry you wake up with and the source of sleepless nights. It’s the job
you thought you’d retire from but now have lost, the business you built your dreams
upon that’s now hanging by a thread, the college acceptance letter your child had to
put back in the envelope. The impact of this recession is real, and it is everywhere.33

Figure 3.3: Frequency of references to crisis in the presidential addresses, the United States
and the Russian Federation, 1994–2013. Legend: the dictionary based on substitution
includes the following expressions and their equivalents in Russian: financial_cris* (* refers
to any letter or their combination), recession*, global_cris*, great_depression. Source: transcripts of the presidential addresses are available on the American Presidency Project website,
at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws [accessed 5 August 2014] and on the President of
Russia’s official website, at kremlin.ru [accessed 5 August 2014].
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Russian President Boris Yeltsin in his address delivered in early 1999 sounded
more alarmist after the Russian government defaulted on domestic debt in late
summer 1998:
The task of strengthening the state capacity cannot be achieved without building
the trust of the society in the state. Unfortunately, this trust has significantly eroded
today, which has a negative impact on the socio-political atmosphere in the country
and its economy. A telling example can be found in the situation of the past summer
when citizens’ mistrust in the government led to a deepening of the financial crisis
and caused the collapse of the entire banking system.34

In his attempt to demonstrate the ‘normality’ of the 2008 crisis, Congleton sees
its origin in an excessive yet ‘perfectly legal’ opportunistic mood that prevailed
in the markets before its start.
Opportunists, unlike optimists, may expect the good times to end at any time, but
expect to gain sufficient income during the good times to carry them through the bad
times, even if their companies fail. Both optimists and opportunists can offer terms
in the short run that more prudent firms cannot.35

Opportunist consumers continued to convert rising real estate values into new
credits that fuelled overspending. Opportunist insurers and investors continued
to decrease their reserves by profiting from low financial delinquency rates and
so forth. When doing so, they missed the moment when ‘neglected outlier possibilities came to pass’.36 In other words, the crisis had an ‘all too human’ nature.
So far, the only significant particularity of the public choice theorists’ take
on the crisis refers to the presumed (yet not confirmed) tendency of ‘perfectly
legal opportunists’ to exaggerate the negative consequences of their belief that
‘the existing state of affairs will continue indefinitely’. Public choice theory also
predicts that the government’s response to the crisis – increased state interventionalism – would lead either to the capture of businesses by the state regulator
or to the capture of the state regulator by regulated businesses.
Congleton claims that these predictions turned out to be largely confirmed.
On the one hand, ‘many of Treasury’s decisions appear to be consistent with
regulatory capture theory, because they benefit the recipient firms and their
employees far more than they do the taxpayers’.37 On the other hand, the government re-nationalized – captured – privately held government sponsored
enterprises (GSEs) such as Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac (home mortgage insurers). It is worth noting that these two GSEs directly or indirectly insured more
than half of the market for mortgage-backed securities.38
According to public choice theorists, the crisis did not undermine the essential differences in the interests of voters, legislators, bureaucrats and businesses.
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State interventions lobbied for by particular businesses profit the rent-seeking
business at the expense of voters-taxpayers, which causes the legislator to manoeuvre between mutually excluding expectations on the part of the rent-seeking
business and voters-taxpayers. ‘When incumbents vote on special interest legislation, they weigh continued financial support from special interests against
continued electoral support of (or loss of it from) their constituents’.39 The interests of voters, legislators and businesses in these circumstances contradict one
another instead of constellating. Congleton suggests that voters, who are not
directly affected by the crisis, may vote for increasing bailout and stimulus funds
out of altruism.40 The assumption of altruism may well be plausible, but how can
it be reconciled with the foundational – for neoclassical economists – assumption of self-interested behaviour?

3. Power: An Institutionalist View
The 2008 financial crisis, and its subsequent developments, caused a revival of
institutional economists’ interest in the issues of power. For instance, the Journal
of Economic Issues has published a total of forty-six articles with ‘power’ as their
topic in the five year crisis and post-crisis period (2008–12), which exceeds a
similar figure in the previous sixteen years (1992–2007).41
A critical and sceptical stance of ‘original institutionalists’ toward existing
institutions leads a number of them42 to adapt Weber’s definition: power refers
to one’s ability to impose one’s will on others, despite their eventual resistance.
This ability can be used in various interactions: social, political, and economic.
Domination as a particular form of power means that the one in a dominant
position imposes her will on those whom she dominates to the detriment of the
latter group.43
Compared with political power, economic power has several distinctive features. Economic power influences resource allocation,44 despite the wishes of the
‘have-nots’. Political power underpins claims to determine the parameters of an
order within a particular territory,45 despite eventual counter-claims. Techniques
for achieving a desired outcome differ accordingly. Physical force is rarely used as
a technique of economic power. On the other hand, the monopoly of the use of
physical force is quintessential of political power.
It would be an exaggeration to say that there is a coherent institutional theory
of economic power. Instead, the relevant literature contains the detached building blocks of what would eventually become a theoretical edifice. Even though a
detailed overview is far beyond the scope of this chapter, I will briefly introduce
some ideas to prepare the ground for subsequent discussion.
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John R. Commons’s taxonomy of transactions serves to differentiate bargaining transactions that do not involve power from those that do: managerial
transactions and rationing transactions. Managerial transactions take place within
the firm and thus appear to be less relevant for bridging the gap between power
and the market. ‘The rationing transactions differ from managerial transactions
in that the superior is a collective superior while the inferiors are individuals’.46
This distinction paves the way for interpreting relations between government, on
one hand, and businesses and population, on the other, in the same terms.
The dependence effect, described by John Kenneth Galbraith,47 represents
another useful concept for theorizing power in the market (and through the
market). With respect to the dependence effect, Galbraith means that producers create the demand for their products – i.e. they shape consumers’ needs by
urging them to buy something that they would not otherwise consider.48 The
dependence effect shows that power relationships structure basic market transactions in accordance to how the market works.
A similar line of reasoning is further developed by Samuel Bowles and
Herbert Gintis.49 They argue that power relationships emerge every time the
market does not clear.50 Economic actors on the short side of the market influence the range of choices available to those on the long side of the market. In
other words, actors on the short side of the market are able to define the individual choice (decision-making) sets of their counterparts on the long side of it.
Economic power finds its expression in the system of constraints under which
actors make their ‘free’ choices.51
Weber juxtaposes domination by virtue of a constellation of interests to
domination by virtue of authority (i.e. compliance with rules and norms; see
Chapter 2). The key feature of this concept is the idea that the interests of those
who are dominated may actually constellate with those who dominate, instead of
being totally suppressed. The economic actor, dealing with a monopoly, appears
to still be better off transacting with the monopoly than if refusing to do so.
True, the monopoly appropriates the lion’s share of the rent generated by any
and all transactions, but those who are dominated still retain a greater share of
the rent than when not transacting at all.
Although political and economic powers have their own particularities
studied by separate disciplines – political science and institutional economics
– they tend to be interconnected. The case of monopolies illustrates this point.
Because the exact nature of the links existing between political and economic
monopolies remains obscure,52 this calls for further exploration. The 2008 crisis
makes the study of interconnections between political and economic powers
more theoretically and practically relevant than ever.
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4. Crisis as an Opportunity for Strengthening Power
The crisis, which started in the second half of 2008, created a situation with
substantial risk for transforming the market into a weapon in the hands of the
power holders. Existing approaches to studying power are arguably insufficient
for evaluating all of its emerging configurations. For instance, the effect of conspicuous consumption, attributed by Thorstein Veblen to top income groups
(those vested in economic power by virtue of pecuniary wealth),53 may be a factor explaining the emergence of the US housing bubble.54 Yet, it hardly explains
the situation in the financial market. A rise in government spending – a textbook
Keynesian recipe – boosts the relative size and scope of rationing transactions.
Bargaining transactions, however, are believed to remain unaffected.55
The crisis involves a series of structural biases that create numerous opportunities for profiting from them and converting them into a resource for
strengthening the market power of particular businesses. Government interventions, intended to bridge structural gaps, also offer ample opportunities
for strengthening power with their help, the power of office holders and that
of selected businesses. The crisis has given rise to a power triad consisting of C
(government), A (selected businesses) and B (the rest of the population).
The unusually sharp structural biases, occurring during the crisis, have called
for government interventions around the world. And current governments,
unlike those of the 1930s Great Depression in the US, appear to be better
prepared and more willing to intervene in the market by providing financial
assistance and through investments. Access control to funds distributed by government may eventually take place, provided that access to subventions, loans
and tax exemptions becomes a matter of survival for businesses.
The power triad may emerge as a result of transformation in the distribution of public funds into a particular field of domination with clear boundaries
and control of access. Although everyone wants to get into the field, only a few
succeed because of the scarcity of funds and the barriers erected by the government (C) before them. At the same time the rest of the population (Bs) would
be better off if some businesses survive and provide them with jobs; no one has
an interest in a total collapse even if most funds come out of their pockets. C
eventually transforms the role of a distributor of public funds into a resource for
strengthening its power. As a result, a constellation of the interests of C, A and
B – government, businesses and population – emerges.
The key elements of the power triad are: boundaries (they have an institutional nature: to apply for stimulus funds, one must meet several criteria as
to the type of business, nationality, etc.) and entry control.56 The existence of
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boundaries and entry control allows C to convert political power (the control
over a territory) into economic power of A, having a privileged access to stimulus
funds and fewer competitors, even though some A-type actors do not manage
to gain access (see Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2). A’s economic power then becomes a
resource for strengthening C’s political power by returning part of its profits to
C through formal (e.g. political contributions or support for C’s initiatives) and
informal (kickbacks and other services rendered in exchange) channels.
C, A and B may engage in bargaining , rationing and managerial transactions.
On one hand, C, A and B maintain their autonomy and interact in the market.
On the other hand, C distributes stimulus funds (rationing transaction) and
controls entry to the market (managerial transaction). This unusual combination helps one to better understand that C dominates B and A, while C and A
dominate B without using physical force or threats. Instead, domination involves
changing the individual choice sets of B and A. They are better off accepting C’s
power even if they are unable to maximize their utility/profit as a result. Instead,
B and A minimize missed opportunities.57
Some sections of the Recovery and Reinvestment Act 2009 do not prevent
the possible drift into transforming the distribution of public funds into a weapon
in the hands of office holders charged with this function. The Act is intended to
regulate government spending and tax credits totalling about $800 billion, or
approximately 5.5 per cent of the GDP, at the federal level. The authors of this
law devote significant attention to issues of accountability and transparency in
using public funds. For instance, the Recovery Accountability and Transparency
Board was established ‘to conduct oversight of covered funds to prevent fraud,
waste, and abuse’ (Section 1521). An official website, www.recovery.gov, was
created in order to help taxpayers track their money spent under the Act ‘from
below’. This represents ‘a first-time government-wide accountability system’.58
However, the existing transparency safeguards do not extend to all instances of
power relationships, especially when power does not take manifest forms.
The provision on the mandatory use of American iron, steel and manufactured goods in all projects benefiting from the funds appropriated under the
Act appears particularly controversial (Section 1605, labelled ‘Buy American’).
This provision facilitates office holders’ eventual transformation into gate keepers within the power triad (C). The head of a federal department or agency
can waive the ‘Buy American’ requirement under certain conditions (Subsection 1605b). At least some non-American suppliers (A), on the other hand, are
not excluded from being admitted to the national market, characterized by less
severe competition (i.e. a structural bias), in exchange for their reinforcing the
interests of those who could waive the requirement (C). For their part, taxpayers
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(B) gain something, as an alternative to nothing (when there is no Act), since
some jobs are still created.
To find out whether the power triad emerges as a by-product of the recovery
policies, I offer several tentative tests. First, I have to check whether the access
to bailout and stimulus funds depends on the economic agent’s organizational
form and geographical location within the US. If it does, the boundaries and
access control probably exist within the US. Content analysis of publications in
the mass media confirms that access to the funds, made available under the Act
(1) varies across different groups of businesses and (2), in some cases, has a problematic character. LexisNexis Academic shows a higher frequency of references to
car-makers in the context of ‘access to bailout funds’, followed by those to banks
and insurers. Car-makers were mentioned in 50 per cent of the major US and
foreign English-language publications in 2009. Three years later, the frequency of
mentioning of banking and financial institutions exceeded that of car-makers.59
Not all financial institutions appear equally eligible for funds, however. Only
those registered as banks can get access to the funds, which prompted some institutions, such as Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley (both initially financial firms)
and American Express (initially a credit- and charge-card company), to change
their organizational form. There are also sharp divides between large and small
banks, as well as between regional and national ones.60
The analysis of the data about recipients of stimulus funds produces rather
surprising outcomes. The total value of stimulus funds per state does not depend
on the dynamic of their GDP. I found no correlation between, on one hand,
the GDP changes in 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011 and, on the other hand, the
total value of awards (grants, contracts and loans), made under the Act, in 2009,
2010, 2011 and 2012.61
If the total value of stimulus funds awarded to businesses in a particular state
does not depend on the recession’s depth (regardless of the temporal lag used),
then the impact of a number of other macroeconomic and political variables
could also be explored. These include the size of the population (in 2011), the
value of the GDP, the number of electors representing the state in the US Electoral College, and a political index that I constructed.62 The number of electors
turned out to be the only significant predictor for the independent variable,
the total value of stimulus funds (Table 3.1).63 This means that the location of a
particular business does indeed influence its chances to gain access to stimulus
funds. At the national level, the institutional boundaries derive from political,
rather than from economic or social, considerations: the larger the number of
electors representing a particular state (as opposed to its total population), the
easier access to stimulus funds.
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Table 3.1: Results of statistical (Method = Forward) multiple regression to predict total
value of awards (Y) from population (in 2011), GDP, number of electors and political
index, 2009–12
Total value
of awards Number
(LG10) of electors
B
Beta SR2incremental
Number of electors (LG10) .922***
1.098***
.922
.85
Not entered:
Population
.807***
.873***
–
–
–
GDP
.813***
.863***
–
–
–
Political index
.041
–.031
–
–
–
Intercept= 8.576*** Mean
9.566
0.902
R2=.85
2
St. deviation
.372
0.312 R adj=.847
R=.922
Legend: *** Significant at the .001 level (2-tailed).

Second, I studied the profile of foreign businesses that gain access to the US stimulus funds. If businesses from particular countries outnumber businesses from the
rest of the world, then boundaries and access control probably exist at the international level. At this stage, the data about foreign recipients of US stimulus funds
was used with a country as a unit of analysis, excluding the five US insular areas.
The dependent variable was the number of awards as a result of significant omissions in the data about the total value of awards received by foreign recipients.
The longlist of candidate predictors included standard macroeconomic indicators from the Word Bank’s World Development Indicators, the data about the
US trade produced by the US Department of Commerce and political indicators, namely, the Freedom House’s indexes of political rights and civil liberties.
However, after correlational analysis, only four variables were used in regression
analysis: the share of a particular country in the total volume of US exports and
imports, the Freedom House’s composite index (an average of its indexes of political rights and civil liberties), the Gross National Income and the World Bank’s
Ease of doing business index. The first and second of these candidate variables
turned to be the only significant predictors (Table 3.2).64 This result suggests that
the national origin of a particular business influences its chances to get access to
the US stimulus funds. At the international level, the institutional boundaries
derive from political considerations and priorities in the US trade. The more
important a trade partner is and the more developed democracy it has, the more
chances exist that the requirements of the Act will be waived.

Table 3.2: Results of statistical (Method = Forward) multiple regression to predict total
number of awards (Y) from export–import share, Freedom House composite index, GNI
and World Bank’s ease of doing business index, 2009–12

Export–import
share (LG10)
Freedom House
composite index
(1 = full-fledged
democracy)
Not entered:
GNI (LG10)
Ease of doing
business index
(1 = the most
business friendly
regulations)
Mean
St deviation

Total
Freedom
number Export– House
of awards import composite
(LG10) share
index
.654***
.357***

.146*

.459***
.409***

.424***
.338***

.138
.32

.0935
.193

B
1.012***

Beta
.611

SR2incremental
.423

.045***

.271

.072

–
–

–
–

–
–

Intercept=
R2=.495
R2adj=.49
R=.704

.197***

.525***
.512***

3.307
1.971

The case of Canada is revealing. Canadian businesses got more awards (ninetyfive) than businesses from any other country. However, this exceptional success is
the result of a long and difficult bargaining process, involving the governments of
both countries. A bilateral agreement signed with Canada in early February 2010
provides Canadian companies with access to contracts under the US stimulus
package in exchange for some preferential treatment of American companies in
Canada. The treaty also confirms the reality of case by case exemptions and horse
trading.65 Furthermore, the Canadian government decided in 2012 to implement
a similar plan, nicknamed ‘Buy Canadian’. This involves spending CAN$240
billion over the next twenty years on military acquisitions, giving priority to
domestic suppliers.66 Access control to these funds will probably be used by the
Canadian government as a lever in dealing with its foreign partners. This lever
neither needs parliamentary approval, and is not subject to public scrutiny.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the insufficient attention paid to issues of access to bailout and
stimulus funds can potentially undermine the spirit of public accountability and
transparency intended for the recovery policies. This shortcoming does not nec-
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essarily result from ‘ill will’ on the part of office-holders seeking an additional
opportunity to strengthen and extend their power. It may also be attributed to
an insufficient understanding of the conditions, under which government intervention transforms from a means to restore order into an end-in-itself.
At a more theoretical level, this chapter compares the approach developed in
the present book with that of public choice theory. Both theoretical frameworks
are intended to be ways of studying the relationships between businesses, government and population. Public choice theory, nevertheless, assumes a divergent
character from such interests. What one party gains, the other party loses. The
concept of the power triad, on the other hand, suggests that the interests of the
parties constellate instead of being divergent and mutually exclusive. Government, businesses and population gain, but to an unequal extent.
When applied to the study of the 2008 crisis, public choice theory views it as
an opportunity for creating and capturing rents. Because these rents are captured
only by some actors (for instance, businesses in the situation of regulatory capture), the emerging equilibrium tends to be unstable. The idea of a constellation
of interests in the market, on the other hand, suggests that rents can be captured
by all the parties involved in transactions. This makes the emerging imperfect
equilibrium more sustainable. C, A and B might have incentives to sustain the
power triad even after the crisis is over.

4 WELCOME TO RUSSIA: BENEFITS OF
OBEDIENCE

The discussion of the 2008 financial crisis in the previous chapter resulted in a
situation that is common in the social sciences: the same event can be explained
in terms of several theories, namely, public choice theory and the theory of gate
keeping outlined in this book. The application of public choice theory required
the introduction or modification of several assumptions, however. These assumptions were absent from the initial formulation of its premises.
From the point of view of neoclassical economists, the 2008 financial crisis
represents an outlier event, a ‘black swan’ in the population of white swans. In
contrast to terrorism, a financial crisis has a non-zero probability that can eventually be assessed in a rational manner.1 Financial crises of a similar magnitude
occur on a regular basis (see Figure 3.1). Rationally minded individuals – the
model of rational choice is a core premise of neoclassical economics – should
not completely discard the eventuality of a crisis. If they do, their behaviour fails
to meet standards of rationality. Rational agents hold enough reserves for covering any eventual losses during a financial crisis.
In order to address this problem, public choice theorists introduce additional
assumptions of optimism and opportunism.
The under-holding of reserves may be regarded as products of optimism and perfectly
legal forms of economic opportunism. Optimists will take on more debt and have
higher rates of return during good times than more prudent investors, because they
hold lower reserves (on which lower rates of return are earned).2

Opportunists believe that the extra income gained during good times will help
them cope during bad times. The activities of both opportunists and optimists
contribute to the deepening of the crisis. Public choice theorists enhance the
explanatory power of their theory by adding particular adjectives to rational
agents, opportunist and optimist. The theory turns out to be saved at the price
of reformulating a statement with which it is eventually inconsistent. Reformulation makes the statement consistent with the theory.
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The alternative strategy consists in introducing a new theory based on a
new set of assumptions. The new theory is intended to explain the behaviour
of individuals when an outlier event occurs without ad hoc reformulations and
adjustments. For instance, an alternative to neoclassical economics, Keynesian
economics, emerged in response to the Great Depression of the 1930s. Premises of Keynesian economics go beyond the assumption of individual rationality.
They also include elements of social economic action. In contrast to economic
action, social economic action ‘is driven by economic interests and oriented to
other actors’.3 John Maynard Keynes argues that a successful investor must predict the behaviour and expectations of the other market players:4
Professional investment may be likened to those newspaper competitions in which the
competitors have to pick out the six prettiest faces from a hundred photographs, the
prize being awarded to the competitor whose choice most nearly corresponds to the average preferences of the competitors as a whole; so that each competitor has to pick, not
those faces which he himself finds prettiest, but those which he thinks likeliest to catch
the fancy of the other competitors, all of whom are looking at the problem from the same
point of view. It is not a case of choosing those which, to the best of one’s judgment, are
really the prettiest, nor even those which average opinion genuinely thinks the prettiest.

Keynes also explicitly acknowledges the importance of optimism in economic
decisions instead of doing this on an ad hoc basis. He asserts that ‘a large proportion of our positive activities depend on spontaneous optimism rather than on a
mathematical expectation’.5 In other words, optimism refers to a rule in Keynesian economics and to an exception to the rule in neoclassical economics. The
exception applies mostly to times of crisis.
To further complicate the matter, the assumptions of Keynesian economics are
subject to revisions and ad hoc adjustments as well (as reflected in the development
of Post-Keynesian economics, for instance). The relative elasticity of premises and
the acceptance of adjustments made on an ad hoc basis complicate the task of collecting empirical evidence that confirms or refutes a particular theory. As a result,
both neoclassical economists and advocates of Keynesian economics claim that
the 2008 crisis can eventually be explained using their theoretical frameworks.
It comes as no surprise that economists using competing theories rarely listen to
arguments put forward by their opponents.6 As long as scholars have the freedom
to adjust the premises of a particular theory at will, they do not need to consider
alternative theories. All theories are believed to be true in all situations.
The tendency to make ad hoc adjustments can be avoided or at least limited by
raising standards for the formulation of premises and predicted outcomes of a theory. Premises and predictions have to be specific and precise enough. This chapter
is intended to further specify the key assumptions of the theory of gate keeping. It
also shows that the theory of gate keeping explains the economic agents’ responses
to the 2008 financial crisis in North America (as discussed in the previous chapter)
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and transactions in an apparently very distant situation, in the emerging market
in Russia, without ad hoc adjustments. More specifically, this chapter discusses
the practices of access control in the regional markets in Russia and offers a new
empirical test for the theory of gate keeping. In contrast to the empirical test whose
outcomes were reported in Chapter 3, the new test was designed in such a manner
as to oppose predictions of public choice theory and the theory of gate keeping.
This chapter has four sections along with this introduction and the conclusion. Section 1 provides a theoretical discussion of falsifiability as a criterion of
the validity of a theory. The emphasis on falsifiability is not universal in nature.
However, from the outset, economic sciences have been attempting to replicate
the model of the natural sciences.7 Consequently, an economic theory shall pass
the test of falsifiability however positivist or conventionalist it may otherwise
be. Section 2 presents the Russian case. It also provides an overview of some
forms that gate keeping takes in this emerging market. Sources of data, key
variables and their operationalization, procedures for data screening and robustness checks are explained in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the outcomes of the
empirical test. It argues that the interests of the state representatives (C), selected
businesses (A) and population (B) form a constellation. Contrary to the predictions of public choice theory, the interests of one actor (C or A) do not tend to
suppress the interests of the others.

1. Can the Theory of Gate Keeping be Falsified?
Public choice theory claims to be able to interpret the 2008 financial crisis.
The arch-rival of neoclassical economics, Keynesian economics, offers a different take on the crisis, insisting on its unique validity. Paul Krugman argues that
‘John Maynard Keynes … is now more relevant than ever’.8 The theory of gate
keeping also claims to provide an explanation for a particular aspect of the crisis, namely the reaction of the state representatives and economic agents to the
recession and the wave of bankruptcies in the financial sector. The number of
theories making similar claims does not stop here. How is it possible for so many
theories using conflicting premises to be valid?
In this respect, Karl Popper recalls his experience with psychoanalysis at the
start of the twentieth century in Vienna, the capital of this discipline at that
time. He observed that many cases (stories of particular patients or behavioural
patterns) could be interpreted ‘in the light of [Alfred] Adler’s theory or equally
of [Sigmund] Freud’s’,9 despite the conflicting premises on which these theories
are based. The lack of commonly accepted procedures for assessing the validity
of competing theories leads to their proliferation. Even today, one century later,
psychology suffers from the proliferation of theories. Some psychologists admit
that ‘“theory” accumulation is not a proof for progress, but rather an indicator
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for the lack of a shared methodology for theory construction and testing in our
science’.10 Arguably, the same observation applies to the economic sciences, even
if one approach in economics, the neoclassical one, clearly prevails. The prevalence of neoclassical economics is partly due to the elasticity of its premises and
the acceptance of adjustments made on an ad hoc basis.
Popper’s solution to the problem of theory accumulation involves requiring
that a theory must be falsifiable. ‘A theory is falsifiable if the class of its potential
falsifiers [basic statements with which it is inconsistent] is not empty’.11 Two
aspects of falsification deserve particular attention. First, falsification involves
empirical testing. Popper insists that logical considerations and tests are not
sufficient for falsifying a theory. ‘Empirical scientific statements or systems of
statements are distinguished by being empirically falsifiable’.12
Second, empirical tests must be very specific. A simple reference to ‘empirical
evidence’ is not sufficient. A valid test has several possible outcomes only one of
which is consistent with a theory’s predictions. The more eventual outcomes of
a test there are and the more diverse they are, the more powerful confirmation it
produces of a theory. Popper insists that falsification requires risky predictions.
Confirmations should count only if they are the result of risky predictions; that is to say,
if, unenlightened by the theory in question, we should have expected an event which
was incompatible with the theory – an event which would have refuted the theory.13

Economic theory deals with several kinds of empirical evidence: econometric
tests, experiments,14 case studies and, far less frequently, qualitative data collected
with the help of in-depth interviews or participant observation.15 Econometric
tests represent probably the most commonly used procedure of falsification, at
least by neoclassical and Keynesian economists. Very often, however, econometric tests fail to meet the standard of riskiness: the list of independent variables
(predictors) tends to be wide open. As the author of the article with the telling
title ‘I Just Ran Two Million Regressions’ admits, ‘the problem faced by empirical growth economists is that growth theories are not explicit enough about what
variables xj belong in the “true” regression’.16 A data-driven approach appears to
some economists as a natural (if not unique) solution. They ‘tease’ data by running ‘two million regressions’ or more, if it is needed to confirm a theory.
By formulating a theory in a weak, non-specific manner one extends one’s
room for manoeuvring at the falsification stage. The preference for weakly formulated theories does not solely characterize growth economists. Public choice
theorists also avoid making risky predictions when conducting empirical tests.
Let me illustrate this point by considering one of the pioneering attempts at
falsifying public choice theory, namely the study of the regulation of entry
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by Simeon Djankov, Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes and Andrei
Shleifer.17 The authors had used a battery of predictors that was subsequently
included by World Bank experts in the Ease of Doing Business index: the number of procedures that a start-up must comply with in order to obtain legal
status; the time that it takes to obtain legal status; the cost of obtaining legal
status; the number of taxes that a start-up has to pay and their volume; and so
forth. They run a series of regressions to test a more specific version of public
choice theory, namely the tollbooth hypothesis. The tollbooth hypothesis predicts that the regulation of entry benefits regulators: ‘politicians use regulation
both to create rents and to extract them through campaign contributions, votes
and bribes’.18 The alternative hypothesis, regulatory capture theory, states that
regulation benefits the business subject to it.19
Two actors are of particular interest: regulators (government officials) and
start-up businesses. To test the tollbooth hypothesis, the authors cited formulate
a prediction: ‘corruption levels and the intensity of entry regulation are positively correlated’.20 Is this prediction risky as per the Popperian criterion? It is
not because, on the one hand, it can be made on the basis of a number of other
theories as well and, on the other hand, it takes into consideration the situation
of only one actor (regulators). The theory of gate keeping also predicts a positive
correlation between the level of perceived corruption and the intensity of entry
regulation. Thus, it would eventually be possible to use the results reported by
the cited authors as evidence in support of the theory that has little in common
with the tollbooth hypothesis.
So formulated, the prediction totally omits the situation of the second actor,
start-up businesses. What if start-up businesses benefit from regulation as well
as a result of restricted competition? Then a hybrid of the tollbooth hypothesis
and regulatory capture theory would be needed. Neoclassical economics fail to
make a more specific prediction by differentiating a win-win situation and the
situation with a single winner. An explanation for this failure refers to neoclassical economists’ exclusive focus on individual decision making as opposed to
the transaction as a unit of analysis.21 The prediction of the win-win outcome
appears to be riskier because it increases the number of relevant outcomes (regulator wins, business wins and both win) and simultaneously restricts the number
of outcomes consistent with a particular theory.
Andreas Glökner and Tilmann Betsch propose several principles that can
help formulate a theory in a stronger manner: specification, empirical content
and critical properties.22 Specification involves stating a finite set of definitions
and propositions that constitute a theory. A theory with empirical content predicts that particular states of the world will occur and others will not. Critical
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properties refer to the empirical observations that would constitute a fundamental violation of a theory. If an economic theory does not meet these Popperian
requirements, then it contributes solely to theory accumulation and can be discarded without substantial loss.
Does the theory of gate keeping meet these requirements? The statistical tests
whose outcomes were reported in Section 4 of Chapter 3 are not risky enough.
These tests have the same flaw as the tests designed by Djankov and the coauthors: they do not serve to discriminate between the theory of gate keeping and
the alternative explanations, namely the tollbooth hypothesis. Thus, additional
empirical tests are needed. The new test should refer to more specific, riskier predictions made on the basis of the theory of gate keeping, the predictions that the
tollbooth hypothesis and regulatory capture theory would rule out.
The theory of gate keeping considers interactions between three actors, the
gate keeper, C, the business acting under conditions of restricted competition, A,
and the population as the buyer of A’s goods and services (or, eventually, as the
seller of labour to A). According to this theory, all three economic agents gain,
no matter how unequally the gains may be distributed among them.23 In the
case of the interactions of C, A and B in the market, their gains have a monetary
expression. C maximizes her expected utility by appropriating a significant part
of the rent captured by A under conditions of restricted competition. A minimizes missed opportunities by keeping the remaining part of the rent. B obtains
goods and services of interest even if she overpays for them and her consumer
surplus may actually decrease, approaching zero asymptotically.
The interactions of C, A and B may eventually produce eight possible states:
all three gain; A gains and the others lose; B gains and the others lose; C gains and
the others lose; A and B gain and C loses; A and C gain and B loses; B and C gain
and A loses; all three lose. Depending on the operationalization of the economic
actors’ gains, only two states are compatible with the predictions of the theory
of gate keeping: (i) all three gain and (ii) A and C gain whereas B loses. Ideally, a
theory should predict a unique state of the world. The assessment of B’s situation
may be difficult because the theory predicts that she loses in relative terms and
can still gain something in absolute terms. If empirical observations underpin one
of the remaining six states then the theory of gate keeping would be refuted. This
theory absolutely excludes the eventuality that A and/or C incur losses.
The application of two criteria for assessing the empirical content of the
theories suggested by Glökner and Betsch serves to summarize the discussion of
falsification. These criteria refer to:
their level of universality (Allgemeinheit) and their degree of precision (Bestimmtheit).
The former specifies to how many situations the theory can be applied. The latter refers
to the precision in prediction, that is, how many ‘subclasses’ of realizations it allows.24
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This book is intended to show that the theory of gate keeping is both universal
and precise enough. The universality of this theory can be confirmed by applying
it to various countries and diverse contexts of interactions. Chapter 3 suggests
that the responses of the government and businesses in North America to the
2008 financial crisis can be interpreted in line with the theory of gate keeping.
The subsequent sections of this chapter will show that the theory of gate keeping
successfully predicts outcomes of transactions in the emerging Russian market as
well. As for the degree of precision, the theory of gate keeping produces riskier
predictions than, for instance, both versions of public choice theory, namely the
tollbooth hypothesis and regulatory capture theory.
It would be a mistake, however, to reduce the theory of gate keeping to
purely positivist content. The positivist reading of this theory is offered in order
to facilitate exchanges with the representatives of the economic mainstream,
neoclassical economics. ‘Popper’s proposal that scientific theories are distinguishable from non-scientific theories because they are testable has been widely
accepted in the social sciences’, namely economics.25 Neoclassical economists
commonly refer to the Popperian criteria, even if they often prefer to use these
criteria in a weak form that leaves enough room for manoeuvring. The theory
of gate keeping also has some constructivist content. The constructivist dimension appears to be a must, taking into consideration the essentially contested
character of several key concepts used in this book, starting with the concept of
power.26 Thus, the theory of gate keeping does not rule out empirical tests built
upon mixed and qualitative methods (for instance, case studies as illustrated in
Chapter 7, and content analysis as exemplified by Chapter 5).

2. Particularities of Gate Keeping in Russia
The country specific repertoire of techniques for imposing will27 in Russia has
been evolving over time.28 For some, Russia is still associated with the heavy reliance of the power elite on the use of force. The use of force in international affairs
requires a strong military;29 in internal affairs it involves prioritizing the prison
institution. There is little doubt about the strength of both components during
the Soviet times. For instance, the prison population ratio – the number of prisoners per 100,000 of the national population – in the Soviet Union was one of the
highest in the world. In the late 1940s and early 1950s, the power elite kept almost
every seventieth citizen behind prison walls (Figure 4.1). Prison has recently lost
its privileged status within the Russian repertoire of techniques for imposing will,
however. Russia is no longer among the most punitive countries in the world. In
2013, this country ranked tenth in the world prison population list, with the US,
St Kittis & Nevis and the Seychelles being the top three countries on the list.30
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Figure 4.1: Prison population ratio (number of prisoners per 100,000 of national population), the Soviet Union and the Russian Federation, 1917–2014, selected years. Source:
The Federal Penitentiary Service of the Russian Federation, at http://www.fsin.su/statistics
[accessed 5 August 2014] and the Federal State Statistics Service of the Russian Federation,
at http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/population/
demography [accessed 5 August 2014].

Which technique(s) for imposing will has/have recently taken the place of brute
force in the Russian repertoire? The members of the Russian power elite rely on
manipulation by closely controlling the mass media, especially electronic media
(TV and radio). ‘Control of the mass media is … key to control of the virtual
world’.31 As of 2014, Russia ranks 148th out of 180 countries in the world press freedom list: the mass media in Russia have less freedom than in most other countries.32
I argued elsewhere,33 however, that the market, more specifically the market with restricted access and resulting structural disparities, has become the key
instrument for maintaining and strengthening the dominant positions of the
Russian power elite in the first decade of the twenty-first century. It is highly
unlikely that the members of the Russian elite read Michel Foucault or other
theorists who have written about the invisible hand of power.34 More plausibly,
they realized the benefits of using the techniques of power based upon and in
accordance with the course of things themselves after the multiple trials and
errors of the 1990s when the market was officially legalized in this country, following the collapse of the centrally planned economy.
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Strategies for controlling access to a particular field of transactions work if individuals are interested in entering the field beforehand. Why are economic agents
interested in doing business on the Russian market? Russia has a resource-rich
economy, one of the best endowed economies in the world. In 2011, total natural
resources rents amounted to 22.03 per cent of the Russian GDP.35 The mean value
of total natural resources rents is 9.53 per cent; the standardized Z-value for the
Russian economy is 0.83. In other words, fewer than 20 per cent of countries have
more natural resources than Russia does. The value of the Mineral Potential Index
compiled on the basis of mining company executives’ perceptions of the geology
(discovered and potential deposits) for this country is 89 out of 100.36
Natural resources rent directly and indirectly (through spillover effects)
fuelled the Russian economy in the first decade of the twenty-first century. After
nine years of recession in the 1990s (the average annual growth rate was -6.2 per
cent in 1990–8), Russia experienced ten years of remarkable economic growth
interrupted by the 2008 financial crisis (the average growth rate was 6.9 per
cent in 1999–2008). The 2009 recession (-7.8 per cent) was followed by a slow
recovery (the average growth rate was 3.4 per cent in 2010–13).37 By 2012, the
Russian GDP per capita had fully recovered from the 2008 financial crisis (Figure 4.2). Similar tendencies are observed at the regional level.

Figure 4.2: GDP per capita, purchasing power parity (PPP), constant 2005 international
dollars, the Russian Federation, 1991–2012. Source: World Development Indicators by the
World Bank, at http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
[accessed 5 August 2014].
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Controlling access to the market makes little sense if growth rates are negative
as in the 1990s. However, when growth rates are positive and eventually reach
the two digit level, as in 2000, the domination by virtue of a constellation of
interests in the market starts to be considered feasible and even desirable by all
the actors involved because none of them loses in absolute terms. To control
the access to the market C has to erect barriers, namely, administrative barriers.
This generic term refers to official and unofficial restrictions of various kinds
that have no other purpose than to make access to the market more complicated
and restricted. The existence of administrative barriers enables government
representatives to perform the role of gate keepers (C) and, consequently, to
appropriate a significant share of the monopoly profits captured by A transacting with B under conditions of restricted competition.
World Bank data on the ease of doing business suggest that access to the
market tends to be problematic in Russia. As of 2013, this country ranked 111th
(out of 189) in the world ease of doing business list.38 An individual planning
to start a business needs to go through eight procedures (7.4 on average for the
World Bank sample) spending 18 days (29.6 on average) and 2 per cent of her
annual income on fees (33.9 per cent on average). After registering the startup, the businessperson must be prepared to pay labour taxes and contributions
amounting to 41.2 per cent of her profit (16.5 per cent on average). The total
tax rate amounts to more than half of the profit, 54.1 per cent (44.1 per cent
on average). If the businessperson intends to trade across borders, she should be
prepared to file more documents than on average (9 compared to 6.2 in the case
of export; 11 compared to 7.3 in the case of import) and to bear higher than
average costs to export (US$2,595 per container compared to US$1,473.8) and
to import (US$2,780 compared to US$1,769.3).
It should be noted that the World Bank data do not cover all types of businesses.
The Doing Business Project looks at domestic small- and medium-sized companies.
Large international companies face higher barriers on their way to the Russian market, especially if they want to invest in mining and several other so-called ‘strategic’
industries. Federal Law 57-FZ ‘On Foreign Investments in Economic Enterprises
of Strategic Importance for the State Security and Defense’ enacted on 29 April
2008 (i.e. before the 2008 financial crisis) restricts access both to natural resources
as the key source of wealth in Russia and to the fields of transactions characterized
by significant structural biases (for instance, natural monopolies).39 Investments in
these industries must be approved by a particular state body.
Controlling access to the market for large and medium national economic
agents takes more manifest forms as well. They have to negotiate their entry into
a new industry or a regional market with top politicians whereas small firms deal
mostly with low-level state representatives. The authors of an econometric study
report that ‘large and medium firms are more likely to rely on personal networks
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with top politicians than small firms are’.40 In other words, no business in Russia
can expect to get free, unrestricted access to the market. Particular barriers differ
according to the industry and business type, but they exist everywhere.
In the 1990s, before the strengthening of the ‘vertical of power’ during the
tenure of President Vladimir Putin,41 the variation of administrative barriers,
their forms and height across regions and industries was particularly significant.
The Russian economy was stagnant at that time, which did not rule out the eventuality of local growth in some industries and regions. This means that the access
to these markets could have been regulated with profit to regulators. State representatives and organized crime (because of the weakness of the state) seized the
opportunity by restricting access to the market for certain agricultural products,
vodka and other alcoholic beverages. State representatives, for instance, charged
regional tariffs on the import or export of certain agricultural products in the
regions of Ulyanovsk, Belgorod, Sverdlovsk and Orel. The practice of collecting regional duties on the importation of vodka and other alcoholic beverages
was common. ‘Arbitrary licensing of one kind or another is also pervasive, and
provincial authorities often create local monopolies by granting single licenses’.42
After 1999, the variation of practices for capturing and redistributing rents
in the markets decreased. The regional and local governments lost not only the
opportunity for charging their own tariffs, collecting additional duties and levying extra taxes, but also their previously tolerated attempts to collect regional
and local taxes in a more diligent manner than federal taxes are now subject to
discipline. An econometric study of tax administration shows that
the central government during its periods of strength did not really rely on strategic
tax collection; there is no evidence that the regional tax administrations differentiated their attention with respect to federal and to regional taxes, that is, tax arrears
accrued on costs of both central and regional budgets.43

State representatives have not lost all their discretionary powers with respect to
controlling access to the market at the regional and local level, however. They
cannot vary the level of their efforts when collecting federal and regional taxes,
but they can still enforce various rules and regulations differently, depending on
the particularities of their relationships with a specific business. Despite being
set in a centralized manner, administrative barriers remain high. Administrative
barriers can be lowered or removed altogether on a case by case basis, if the beneficiary manages to ‘motivate’ the regulator to do so. The tax administration may
pay more or less attention to particular taxpayers. The former taxpayer suffers
and incurs losses; the latter prospers and enjoys a competitive advantage. The
enforcement of health and food security by a state body, the Federal Service for
the Supervision of Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare, and its
branches in the regions also may vary, and so forth.
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To get a green light in business endeavours, an economic agent has to secure
the removal of administrative barriers from her way. The economic agent must
show her willingness to share prospective profits with the gate keeper. A share of
the additional income that is captured by A as a result of lowering or removing
administrative barriers and subsequently transferred to C, accelerates the wheels
of commerce. The arrangement between A and C can be made either informally,
on the basis of personalized relationships and connections, or formally, within an
institutionalized system of agreements between state bodies and selected businesses. Personal connections play a notoriously important role in the emerging
markets. If businesses, namely foreign companies, do not have such connections,
they cannot solve problems related to their entry into the market, even when using
bribes or other corrupt practices.44 In this sense, the need for membership in networks of personalized relationships that include state representatives performing
the role of gate keepers is itself a barrier delimiting the field of transactions.
The agreement between C and A also takes explicit and institutionalized
forms. It is known as the ‘agreement of socio-economic cooperation’ between a
state body and a business in several regions of the Russian Federation.45 A agrees
to pay ‘voluntary contributions’ to C in exchange for a green light to pursue business projects from C. A makes voluntary contributions in addition to paying
regular taxes. A’s voluntary contributions are accumulated on specific accounts
in C’s budget or are spent in C’s interests without being accounted for in the
budget (for instance, A sponsors a project deemed important by C). Regardless
of the manner in which A’s voluntary contributions are accounted for, they further C’s individual or group interests. A’s voluntary contributions are tended to
strengthen C’s position of power and her capacity to perform gate keeping functions. For instance, if C is an elected official, A’s voluntary contributions may be
spent on increasing electoral support for C.
A-type economic agents do not try to change the system, however. They do
not protest against its existence either. Instead, they maintain the status quo by
bribing state representatives. Corruption serves as a means for securing the economic rents captured by A in these circumstances. Bertrand Venard reports on the
basis of a survey of Russian managers that ‘the greater competition between private
firms, the greater corruption’.46 This finding is consistent with both the regulatory
capture theory and the theory of gate keeping, however. A riskier test will help to
discriminate between the alternative explanations for the same finding.

3. Sources of Data, Key Variables and their Operationalization
Because of the focus on the emerging market in Russia, the region was used as
a unit of analysis in econometric tests. As of the start of 2014, eighty-three subjects constituted the Russian Federation: forty-six regions (oblast’), twenty-one
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republics, nine territories (krai), four autonomous districts (okrug), one autonomous region and two federal cities.47 Sub-national data informed a number of
relevant econometric studies exploring the relationships between, on the one
hand, political regimes and, on the other hand, economic performance,48 tax
administration,49 foreign direct investments (FDI)50 and the entry of new firms.51
The data are for 2012. The year 2012 was chosen for the following reasons.
The 2008 financial crisis caused disruptions in the ‘business as usual’ scenario of
the interactions between A, B and C. Instead of controlling access to the market,
C started to control A’s access to subventions, loans and tax exemptions. Without these funds, A would not have been able to survive.52 During the crisis, fewer
firms sought entry to Russia in general and to the Russian regional markets in
particular. ‘In the period 2008–2011, EU investors established fewer firms in
resource-abundant Russian regions than before the crisis’.53 By 2012, however, the
Russian economy had fully recovered from the crisis (Figure 4.2). Consequently,
practices of controlling access to the market made sense again for C and A.
This section and the following sections discuss an econometric study of the
factors conditioning the amount of voluntary contributions received by the
administrations of the seventy-nine components of the Russian Federation in
2012.54 The theory of gate keeping suggests that voluntary contributions represent a part of the price for entering the regional markets in Russia and for
continuing operations in these markets. This theory considers the pecuniary
interests of the three economic agents, A, B and C, and predicts that they form
a constellation. The empirical model [1] describes the constellation of interests
of A, B and C. To test it, I used official statistical data from Russian government
bodies, the Federal State Statistical Service of the Russian Federation, the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation and the Russian Federal Treasury.
CONTRIBUTIONSi = β0 + β1NET_PROFITi + β2INCOMEi +
β3OWNERSHIPi + βnCONTROLni + εi[1]
where CONTRIBUTIONSi is the amount of voluntary contributions in a
particular Russian region i (i=1,…,79) in 2012;55 NET_PROFITi refers to net
profits (profits minus losses) of the firms operating in the region i;56 INCOMEi
to monthly income per capita (PC) in the region i;57 OWNERSHIPi to the
share held by the regional administration in the share capital of the firms operating in the region i;58 and CONTROLSi to the set of control variables.
The thesis that the interests of A, B and C form a constellation does not necessarily imply the existence of causal relationships between them. Cross-sectional
studies are not sufficient for establishing causation in any case: experiments
produce more relevant information in this respect. The theory of gate keeping
predicts that the interests of A, B and C will be statistically associated, which
allows for the use of the cross-sectional econometric model. The language of
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dependent and independent variables is used in the following discussion for the
sake of convention rather than for more substantial reasons.
The task of operationalizing C’s interests, the dependent variable in the model
[1], represents several challenges. Broadly defined, C’s interests consist in maintaining and strengthening their position of power. Monetary and other material
resources represent a necessary, but hardly sufficient condition for achieving this
outcome. On the one hand, significant material resources may simply be misused if a strategic component of power is missing.59 Strategic components of
power – C’s capacity to apply the best strategy furthering her interests given the
available resources – can eventually be assessed with the help of expert surveys.
Namely, a panel of Russian experts regularly assesses the chances of a particular
regional leader, governor, to remain in power.60 The reliability of experts’ assessments tends to be low, unfortunately. For this reason, the use of official statistics
represents a better option, even bearing in mind the fact that these data do not
cover strategic components of power.
On the other hand, in addition to material resources the power holder also
needs non-material ones. For instance, in addition to two kinds of material
sources of power, namely military and economic, Michael Mann considers two
non-material sources, ideological and political.61 Ideology as a particular worldview ‘influences behaviour and the framework of institutions of a society’.62
However, in order to be consistent with the premises of neoclassical economics,
it is assumed in this case that only C’s pecuniary interests count.63
The official statistical data contain several indicators that can be used as a proxy
for C’s pecuniary interests. The number of state servants employed in the region
represents one option. This indicator is subject to multiple interpretations, which
results in some ambiguity. The number of state servants is indicative of either state
capacity or competition inside the state service.64 The size of the budget which a
power holder has the discretion of spending provides a better idea of C’s pecuniary interests. Public choice theorists use the term ‘discretionary budget’ in this
regard.65 ‘All the models of bureaucracy [proposed in the public choice literature]
suggest that bureau budgets will be too big in some sense because bureaucrats
have the discretion to pursue their own goals at the sponsor’s (citizen’s) expense’.66
My previous studies reveal that, in the Russian context, funds accumulated
in the account ‘Other voluntary contributions’ of the regional budgets67 serve
as a proxy for their discretionary part.68 A transfers the official part of her voluntary contributions to this account and C has discretion for spending these
moneys as she sees fit. The account ‘Other voluntary contributions’ accumulates
a relatively minor part of the consolidated regional budgets – 39.5 billion Russian roubles in 2012 (US$1.3 billion), which corresponds to 0.45 per cent of
all budget revenues69 (0.35 per cent in 2007).70 A plausible explanation consists
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in C’s preference for receiving A’s voluntary contributions through unofficial
channels, which further extends the scope of C’s discretion. A rarely if ever uses
bank accounts, let alone regional budget accounts, to transfer the unofficial part
of voluntary contributions. A often pays her unofficial contributions in cash or
in kind (by providing C with some goods or services). Because monetary flows
induced by informal arrangements between C and A tend to be non-transparent,
only monetary flows resulting from formal agreements and arrangements are
likely to be analysed in a vigorous manner.
Some parallels may be drawn between the funds accumulated in the account
‘Other voluntary contributions’ and campaign contributions made in the context of US politics. A’s voluntary contributions help C to remain in office by
being reappointed for the next term. Campaign contributions help a candidate
to get elected or re-elected. Businesses interested in having their projects lobbied
for by the prospective public official willingly make such contributions. A study
of votes cast by US congress members on proposals regarding financial support
for various sectors of the US economy affected by the 2008 crisis shows that
‘larger campaign contributions from the financial sector increase significantly
the probability that the representative voted yes on the initial bailout proposal’
essentially benefiting banks and some other financial institutions.71 Most studies
of connections between campaign contributions and lobbying reject the eventuality of a constellation of interests of the regulator (the US congress member)
and the regulated business explored in this chapter.
Two key dependent variables refer to A’s and B’s equally pecuniary interests.
As per the system of equations [3],72 A minimizes her missed opportunities by
capturing a part of the monopoly rent (the other part goes to C). B buys goods
and services of interest from A, paying for them more than in a perfectly competitive market. B’s consumer surplus tends to zero, remaining positive. The amount
of net profits serves as a proxy for A’s interests. The population’s level of income
– monthly income per capita – is a proxy for B’s interests. Based on the theory
of gate keeping, I make a risky prediction that A’s, B’s and C’s interests will be
positively correlated. A slightly weaker form of the prediction is that there is a
positive association between A’s and C’s interests, whereas B’s interests are
associated (in a positive or negative manner) with the interests of the first
two agents. It should not be forgotten that B plays the role of a utility donor
in transactions with A and C. Any other outcome of the econometric test will
constitute a fundamental violation of the theory of gate keeping.
The list of control variables includes more than a dozen items. The first
of them, the share of the regional administration in the share capital of firms
operating in the regional market (Regional_assets), should be singled out. This
variable serves to oppose the invisible and the visible hands of power. The first
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three variables are intended to operationalize the technique for imposing will
that underpins the invisible hand of power. Economists conventionally consider
state ownership (regional government ownership in this case) to be a measure
for the government’s direct involvement in the economy.73
The outcomes of the relevant previous studies account for the selection of
the other control variables, namely Gross Regional Product (GRP) per capita,74
capital funds (the value of fixed assets per capita),75 the volume of retail trade
turnover per capita (RetailPC),76 the size of population,77 the stock of human
capital (the number of students in the system of higher education per 10,000
of population, StudentsPC),78 the stock of entrepreneurship as a factor of
production (the number of small enterprises per 10,000 of population, Small_
businessPC),79 the volume of foreign direct investments (FDI), foreign portfolio
investments (PortfInv) and other foreign investments (OtherInv) largely composed of trade credits and bank deposits,80 the density of telephone coverage
(the number of cell phones per 1,000 of population, Cell_phonesPC),81 the
density of railroads per 10,000 square kilometers of territory and the density of
paved roads per 1,000 square kilometers of territory,82 the distance between the
national capital and the regional capital (Distance),83 the average temperature in
January (as a proxy for the severity of climate, WTemperature)84 and a dummy
variable for border regions and regions with sea ports (Border_port).85
Taking into consideration the importance of Russia’s mining sector, the value
of natural resources rents has to be controlled. Russian regions are unequally
endowed with natural resources: for instance, only thirty-eight out of the eightythree Russian regions report non-zero oil and natural gas production.86 In order
to account for the use of the other natural resources (minerals, coal and timber)
and also to ensure a more normal distribution of the data, I used the amount of
the tax on mining, oil and gas extraction (Nalog na dobychu poleznykh iskopaemykh, NDPI) levied in a particular region as a proxy for natural resources rents.87
The distribution of all the variables was inspected visually and it turned out
that their values were not distributed normally. The application of log, square
root or exponential transformation helped significantly improve normality in
most cases.88 Bivariate distributions of each independent/control variable and
the dependent variable were also inspected in order to identify eventual outliers. Six regions with zero other voluntary contributions89 represent a borderline
case: they were kept in most econometric models but removed in one. The
assumption of the equality of variances was also tested for the sole dummy variable. Levene’s F-test suggests the existence of another borderline case. On the
one hand, the number of scores in two groups (‘1’=border regions and regions
with sea ports, ‘0’=all other regions) is similar. On the other hand, the F ratio
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is large enough to approach the level of statistical significance.90 A decision was
made to run regressions with and without the dummy variable.
The ordinary least squares (OLS) method was used for running regressions.
The variables were entered in groups (method: ‘Enter’) based on their shared
attributes. Model 1 specifies a statistical relationship between the interests of
C, A and B in a pure form, i.e. without taking other factors into account. Model
2 introduces the variable of regional government ownership and, consequently,
accounts for the impact of the visible hand of power. The volume of retail trade
turnover was added in Model 3. This separate treatment serves to assess the
predictive value in a more careful manner. The region’s resources were entered
in Model 4. It turned out that three variables (GRP per capita, Population
and Capital funds) had to be dropped because of collinearity issues.91 Model
5 controls for external resources, namely foreign investments. Models 6 and 7
introduce the variables that operationalize various aspects of the regional infrastructure. Model 6 includes the dummy variable for border regions and regions
with sea ports, whereas Model 7 does not. I dropped the density of railroads and
paved roads because of their high collinearity with the other variables.
In order to perform robustness checks, I used different operationalizations
for a number of variables.92 In Model 8, A’s interests are operationalized as the
total amount of the profits of the firms operating in the region i.93 This operationalization does not account for the amount of losses. The total amount of
losses as a proxy for A’s interests is entered in Models 9 through 14. This variable has a symmetric flaw and does not take into account the amount of profits.
The dependent variable has two alternative operationalizations: the number of
state servants employed in state bodies at the regional level per capita (Regional_
staff PC)94 and the average assessment of the governor’s chances of remaining
in office for 2013 (Survival).95 The use of both indicators in Models 9 through
15, however, made it necessary to make additional assumptions, such as Robert
Merton’s claim that ‘bureaucracy maximizes vocational security’.96 These claims
may be plausible, but they lead us away from our initial assumption of C’s pecuniary motivation.

4. A Constellation of Interests in the Russian Regional Markets
The testing of the basic model (Model 1) shows that the interests of A and C do
indeed have a positive association. The higher A’s net profits are, the more voluntary contributions A transfers to C’s account. B’s interests tend to have a negative
association with A’s and C’s interests, but this relationship fails to reach the level
of statistical significance (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Results of statistical (Method = Enter) multiple regression to predict other voluntary contributions, lg10 of, (Y) from net profits, income per capita and control variables,
standardized (beta) coefficients, 2012
Model
1
2
3
4
5
Net_profit 0.391* 0.347*
0.371* 0.354* 0.336*
(exp)
(2.39)
(2.19)
(2.65) (2.36)
(2.2)
Profit
(lg10)
IncomePC -0.138
-0.127 -0.676*** -0.649** -0.605**
(lg10)
(-0.84) (-0.81) (-3.725) (-3.48) (-3.12)
Regional_
-0.284**
-0.189* -0.213* -0.255*
assets
(-2.68)
(-1.97) (-2.18) (-2.42)
(Lg10)
RetailPC
0.700*** 0.692*** 0.710***
(Lg10)
(4.71) (4.49) (3.885)
Natural_
0.082
0.093
resources
(0.7)
(0.78)
(Lg10)
StudentsPC
0.085
0.084
(0.76) (0.735)
Small_
-0.142 -0.154
businessPC
(-1.185) (-1.22)
(entrepreneurs)
FDI
-0.201
(Lg10)
(-1.28)
PortfInv
0.060
(Lg10)
(0.52)
OtherInv
0.101
(Lg10)
(0.71)
Cell_
phonesPC
(Lg10)
Distance
(Lg10)
Border_port
(dummy)
C (unstand- 14.749 14.973
-2.669 -4.522 -8.572
ardized
(1.26)
(1.33)
(-0.25)
(0.4) (-0.67)
coefficient)
R2
0.092
0.171
0.362
0.380
0.399
R2adj
0.068
0.138
0.328
0.319
0.310
F-statistic
3.834* 5.160** 10.503*** 6.226*** 4.512***
Obs.
79
79
79
79
79

6
7
0.313^ 0.299^^^
(1.93)
(1.82)

-0.662** -0.605**
(-3.375) (-3.08)
-0.262* -0.248*
(-2.47) (-2.31)

8

0.826***
(4.845)
0.390*
(2.12)
-0.005
(-0.06)

0.771*** 0.717*** -0.523**
(4.14)
(3.84)
(-2.7)
0.115
0.096
-0.024
(0.91)
(0.75) (-0.19)
0.087
(0.76)
-0.191
(-1.41)

0.086
(0.735)
-0.190
(-1.38)

-0.112
(-1.25)
0.109
(1.09)

-0.236
(-1.49)
0.021
(0.175)
0.082
(0.57)
0.124
(0.85)

-0.216
(-1.35)
0.057
(0.47)
0.105
(0.725)
0.104
(0.7)

0.174
(1.28)
0.201
(1.955)
-0.144
(-1.13)
-0.201
(-1.71)

0.097
(0.76)
-0.180^^
(-1.75)
-11.262
(-0.83)

0.048
(0.38)

0.050
(0.47)

-10.704 12.734*
(-0.78)
(2.12)

0.430
0.403
0.623
0.316
0.295
0.547
3.776*** 3.718*** 8.246***
79
79
73

Legend: ^ significant at p=0.059, ^^ significant at p=0.084, ^^^ significant at p=0.074.
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The introduction of Regional_assets in the model does not change the pattern.
There is a negative and significant association between C’s pecuniary interests
and the scope of her direct involvement in the regional economy.97 This finding
suggests that C tends to substitute gate keeping practices for the visible hand of
power. The invisible hand of power and the visible hand do not seem to complement one another, at least not in the Russian case. The visible hand requires more
resources, namely human resources, than the invisible hand. Regional_staff PC
is positively correlated with Regional_assets (Pearson’s r=0.301 significant at
α=0.01) and negatively correlated with the amount of voluntary contributions
(Pearson’s r=-0.373 significant at α=0.001). C has good reasons for preferring to
make the system work for her to employing a large number of lieutenants who
assist C in realizing her interests.
In keeping with my previous findings, RetailPC appears not only to be
associated with the three previously entered variables, it makes the negative
association between B’s interests and C’s and A’s interests statistically significant. In terms of the elaboration paradigm, entering RetailPC serves to achieve
an interpretation of the relationships within the power triad. ‘Interpretation
represents the research outcome in which a test variable [RetailPC in this
case] is discovered to be the mediating factor through which an independent
variable [IncomePC] has its effect on a dependent variable [Other voluntary
contributions]’.98 C and A rely on retail trade as a mechanism for appropriating
B’s monetary resources. C and A increase their well-being by making B overpay for goods of interest and thus reducing B’s consumer surplus. RetailPC
has a positive association with the proxies for A’s and C’s interests and a negative association with B’s interests. The present study confirms my previous
conclusion about the important role played by retail trade in securing and
strengthening C’s position of power in the Russian case.99 C controls access to
the field of retail trade in the same manner as she controls access to the other
industries and markets.
The addition of sets of variables referring to the region’s internal and external
resources does not alter the picture significantly (Models 4 and 5). Beta coefficients significant for the falsification of the theory of gate keeping remain
unaffected. Of the three variables specifying the regional infrastructure, only
one, namely Border_port, has an impact on the amount of other voluntary contributions that approaches the level of statistical significance (Model 6). The
more a regional economy is open to the outside world, the more difficult it is
for C to control access to it. It comes as no surprise that this dummy variable
has a negative association with the rents appropriated by C. The removal of the
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dummy variable due to the eventual non-homogeneity of variances does not
change the previously described patterns (Model 7).
Model 8 is even more conservative. I substituted the total amount of profits
for the amount of net profits as a proxy for A’s interests and did not enter the
dummy variable. I also removed the regions with zero other voluntary contributions.100 A’s and C’s interests continue to have a positive association. More
surprisingly, B’s interests start to have a positive association with C’s and A’s
interests whereas the beta coefficient for RetailPC changes sign and becomes
negative. A possible explanation refers to the difference between total profits
and net profits. The latter indicator takes losses of A into account (businesses
that did not manage to get administrative barriers removed out of their way)
whereas the former does not. Both total profits and total losses increase as a
result of gate keeping. Profit and Loss appear to be strongly and positively correlated (Pearson’s r=0.814 significant at α=0.001). As for the negative beta
coefficient for RetailPC, it may well be possible that the total losses of small
retailers (who find themselves in the position of A’ in the field of retail trade)
actually exceed the total profits of large retailers (they occupy the position of
A in this case). Additional studies focused on the situation in retail trade are
needed to falsify this speculation.
Models 9 through 15 represent additional robustness checks to the baseline model (Table 4.2). Models 9–14 produce results that are consistent with
the risky predictions of the theory of gate keeping. C’s interests are positively
correlated with A’s interests (because total losses decrease relatively)101 and B’s
interests (because B’s income increases relatively). These models also confirm
that the power holder does not need to use both her hands, visible and invisible,
to achieve her interests understood here as C’s desire to increase the number of
subordinates, lieutenants. A large number of lieutenants are needed for carrying
out direct government interventions. When C rules by relying on market forces,
namely in retail trade, her army may be much smaller. The fact that B relatively
loses in Models 1–7 and relatively gains in Models 8–15 is still consistent with
the weak prediction of the theory of gate keeping (B’s interests are associated
with A’s and C’s interests). B’s income simply does not tap all aspects of her pecuniary gains or losses (namely, the size of her consumer surplus and the range of
choices of products of interest).
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Table 4.2: Results of statistical (Method = Enter) multiple regression to predict number of
state servants employed in state bodies at the regional level per capita, lg10 of, and average
assessment of the governor’s chances to remain in office (mean of two assessments in 2013) (Y)
from net profits, income per capita and control variables, standardized (beta) coefficients, 2012
Model
Dependent Variable
Loss
(lg10)
Net_profit
(exp)
IncomePC (lg10)
Regional_
assets (Lg10)
RetailPC (Lg10)
Natural_resources
(Lg10)
StudentsPC
Small_
businessPC
(entrepreneurs)
FDI
(Lg10)
PortfInv
(Lg10)
OtherInv
(Lg10)
Cell_
phonesPC
(Lg10)
Distance
(Lg10)
WTemperature
Border_port
(dummy)
C (unstandardized
coefficient)
R2
R2adj
F-statistic
Obs.

9

10

11
12
13
14
15
Regional_staff PC (lg10)
Survival
-0.835*** -0.787*** -0.512*** -0.509*** -0.442** -0.430**
(-8.65) (-8.2)
(-5.09) (-4.44) (-3.58) (-3.19)
-0.289^^
(-1.585)
0.706*** 0.693*** 1.024*** 1.021*** 1.028*** 0.930*** 0.593**
(7.32) (7.375)
(9.67)
(8.51)
(8.59)
(7.21) (2.69)
0.183*
0.146* 0.148*
0.098
0.102 -0.098
(2.31) (2.095)
(2.05)
(1.3)
(1.34) (-0.825)
-0.639*** -0.64*** -0.541*** -0.440** -0.350^
(-4.94) (-4.72) (-3.84) (-2.95) (-1.673)
-0.006
0.015
0.016
0.049
(-0.07)
(0.17)
(0.16) (0.34)
-0.011
-0.048
-0.055
0.006
(-0.135) (-0.58) (-0.67) (0.045)
0.016
0.053
0.034 -0.274^
(-0.18)
(0.58)
(0.35) (-1.8)
-0.210^
(-1.835)
-0.020
(-0.22)
-0.047
(-0.46)

-3.151*** -3.167*** -1.178^ -1.152^ -1.815*
(-5.8) (-5.99) (-1.92) (-1.77) (-2.58)
0.523
0.555
0.665
0.665
0.690
0.510
0.537
0.647
0.632
0.644
41.647*** 31.136*** 36.752*** 20.168*** 15.118***
79
79
79
79
79

Legend: ^ significant at α=0.1, ^^ significant at p=0.118.

-0.258*
(2.215)
-0.053
(-0.6)
-0.078
(-0.76)
0.080
(0.8)

0.439*
(2.47)
0.248^
(1.83)
-0.097
(-0.6)
0.068
(0.41)

0.006
0.055
(0.06) (0.38)
-0.121
(-1.347)
-0.115
0.013
(-1.56) (0.11)
-1.977** -1.919
(-2.78) (-0.374)
0.711
0.282
0.648
0.138
11.263*** 1.962*
79
79
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Model 15 uses the most subjective (and, thus, arguably the least reliable specification of the dependent variable). It also produces outcomes that are more
consistent with the tollbooth hypothesis than with the theory of gate keeping.
C gains (by increasing her chances of remaining in office), A loses. The tollbooth
hypothesis does not explain B’s gain, however, because this approach does not
explicitly take into account B’s interests. Public choice theorists’ prediction of
net loss102 suggests that B should lose as well from their perspective. In other
words, it is difficult to interpret the outcomes of Model 15 in an unambiguous
manner, which provides an additional reason for being rather sceptical in respect
of using subjective experts’ assessment in econometric testing.103
To summarize, the outcomes of the econometric tests show that the risky
predictions of the theory of gate keeping are confirmed. A’s and C’s pecuniary
interests have a positive association. The only ambiguity refers to B’s interests.
Models 8 through 15 show a positive association of B’s interests with the interests
of A and C, whereas Models 1 through 7 show a negative association between
them. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the weaker form of the risky predictions
was confirmed with the help of empirical testing.

5. Conclusions
The discussion in this chapter produced several important outcomes. First,
the theory of gate keeping can eventually be falsified by way of empirically
testing the risky predictions made with its help. Predictions of the theory of
gate keeping tend to be more specific and, consequently, riskier than predictions of public choice theory. This means that the level of confidence in the
results of empirical testing is eventually higher in the case of the theory of
gate keeping than in the case of public choice theory.
The testing using the Popperian criteria represents one of the strategies for
assessing the validity of the theory of gate keeping, however. The presence of the
contested concepts, starting with the concept of power, undermines the prospects of replicating the model of the natural sciences in this case. Neoclassical
economists’ attempts to do so appear to be hardly successful as their successes are
often achieved at the price of relaxing their initial assumptions and, thus, making
less risky predictions.
Second, this chapter sheds additional light on the mechanisms of domination
by virtue of a constellation of interests in the market. This shows that Foucault’s
insights in respect of regulation based upon and in accordance with the course of
things themselves104 provide for a better understanding of the situation in both
the developed (North American) and emerging (Russian) markets. At the same
time, the Foucauldian approach fails to clearly identify the beneficiary of the
transformation of the market into a technique of domination.
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Agents performing the role of gate keepers in the market are the major beneficiaries, as unveiled by the theory of gate keeping. They restrict and control the
access of businesses either to the market (in the periods of economic growth) or to
subventions, loans and tax exemptions (in the periods of recession). In exchange
for admitting a particular business in the field of transactions, they expect that its
owner should transfer a part of the monopoly rent that she captures. In the case
of Russia, this transfer takes the form of businesses’ voluntary contributions to
the power holders’ endeavours, political, economic and social. The power holder
has full discretion with respect to spending these moneys regardless of whether
the business makes the transfer in a transparent (through a treasury account) or
non-transparent (in cash or in kind) manner. The power holder spends the voluntary contributions on projects that further her individual and group interests.
These projects may eventually benefit the population, but they ultimately must
maintain and strengthen the gate keeper’s position of power.

5 ACCESS TO JUSTICE: THE RULE OF LAWYERS

The study of the judiciary allows us to see an array of both visible and invisible
techniques of domination. On the one hand, the judicial system serves to legitimate the state’s monopoly of the use of physical force.1 A court order gives the
clout of legitimacy to a prison sentence as the most manifest expression of the
use of physical force. The ‘visible’ side of the domination exercised by the judiciary can be perceived easily. For instance, countries with a high prison population
rate (the number of prisoners per 100,000 of the national population) are often
criticized as being too oppressive.2
On the other hand, the operation of the judiciary also involves invisible techniques of domination. In contrast to the visible techniques, the invisible ones are
rarely accounted for in public discussions and are rarely subject to criticism. Critical sociology partially bridges this gap by directing our attention to the symbolic
power of naming or labelling.3 The actor, who gives names and definitions to things
and processes, simultaneously gains power over the other actors, who use these
definitions. They see the things in a way that benefits the author of the definitions.
The symbolic power of the jurists (they produce legal definitions as the only
acceptable ones) does not exhaust the list of invisible techniques of domination in the case of the judiciary, however. Access control to justice represents
the other major technique of domination, which explains the inclusion of the
present chapter in this monograph. Chapter 5 discusses access control to justice
as a tool for sustaining and enhancing the power of the jurists. It applies the
concept of the power triad to the context of juridical transactions and explains
the inequalities embedded in them with its help. The application of this concept requires making some adjustments, however. In the previous chapters, we
considered eventual constellations of interests in the market. In this chapter, I
will use the broader notion of field first introduced in Chapter 2, Section 4. As a
matter of fact, the restricted-access market represents a special case of the field of
transactions. If access to justice turns out to be problematic, the judicial system
also transforms into a field of transactions.
The ideal of equal justice is a distinctive feature of Western democracies. For
instance, the official mission of the Department of Justice of Canada is ‘to ensure
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that Canada is a just and law-abiding society with an accessible, efficient and fair
system of justice’.4 Equal justice requires free access to justice. Access to justice
can be defined as
the ability of groups and individuals to be able to bring an alleged rights violation to
the attention of a court and to have that court adjudicate the claim in a fair and impartial fashion on the basis of the evidence and according to the applicable rules of law.5

In reality, however, not everyone can successfully bring an alleged rights violation before a court. The outcome of a legal suit depends less on the merits of
the case than on how well a party is represented in the court. An unrepresented
party – a pro se litigant – experiences court dismissals more often than a party
represented by a professional lawyer.6 Despite a growing number of pro se litigants – they initiate up to a quarter of all new civil cases in the United States7
– the existing judicial system has an institutionalized bias against them.
A common-sense explanation emphasizes the supposed complexity of the
law that makes it impenetrable for the untrained litigant. ‘It is usually contended by [lawyers] that the rules are so difficult and complex that they can
be understood only by experts or those who by long training have become
experienced in interpreting them’.8 This line of reasoning does not explain why
the legal rules have to be so difficult to understand. Furthermore, it fails to
explain unrepresented litigants’ lack of success even in the simplest matters, for
instance, in disputes about due procedure.
The existing theories highlight the consequences of the institutionalized
bias rather than its origins. The economic theory of the unequal access to justice
emphasizes the high costs of obtaining legal assistance, which leaves low- and
middle-income groups unrepresented and excludes them from the judicial system. Economists suggest that the high costs result from the monopoly over
legal advice. Nevertheless, they do not explain why this monopoly emerged and
became sustainable. Critical sociologists link the monopoly over legal advice to
the specific interests of the jurists. They show how the acceptance of the rule
of lawyers (as opposed to the rule of law) becomes a key condition for gaining
access to justice. At the same time, their theory of the jurists’ domination undermines the interests of the litigants, assuming that they play a passive role only.
Section 1 of this chapter discusses three theories of access control to justice:
economic approaches, critical sociology, and the concept of the power triad
adapted to the particularities of juridical transactions. Section 2 compares the
academic discourse about access to justice with the public discourse in the mass
media. It shows ‘the lack of public recognition that there is a serious problem’
with respect to the access to justice.9 This outcome is not surprising, taking into
consideration the thesis formulated above about the invisible character of access
control. References to financial barriers and to an informal hierarchy in the judiciary prevail in the – rare – newspaper articles devoted to the issue of access control.
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1. Existing Theories of Domination in the System of Justice
1.1 Economic Approaches
Economists consider the judicial system as a particular market. As in any other
market, the price for a commodity or service (legal advice) that is traded is determined by supply and demand. Litigants need the advice of experts (lawyers);
lawyers charge a fee for offering it. Some people cannot afford food and shelter,
others cannot afford legal services. ‘There is certainly broad consensus that middle-income people are closed out of the system’.10 The ‘prohibitive’ (for low- and
middle-income people) cost of legal advice is nothing other than a ‘fact of life’: it
results from a particular combination of supply and demand.
The specific combination of supply and demand on the ‘judicial market’
results from several factors. First, traditionally, there were more restrictions on
ownership and advertising with respect to law firms, which limited competition in this market. For instance, the relaxation of the rules on advertising in the
domestic conveyancing market in the United Kingdom in the 1980s increased
competition among the law firms.11 Second, and more substantially, the supply is
limited by the existence of a monopoly over legal advice. Only accredited jurists,
i.e. lawyers admitted to the Bar, can legitimately provide legal advice to litigants.
Other experts, including paralegals and ‘jailhouse lawyers’,12 cannot legitimately
offer assistance to litigants, regardless of their experience and know-how. As in
the case of any other monopoly, this increases legal fees.
The monopoly over legal advice is not a natural one. On the one hand, it does
not exist in all legal systems.13 On the other hand, even in the countries based in
Anglo-Saxon law (the United Kingdom and its former colonies, including the US
and Canada) with the most professionalized judiciary, lawyers held no monopoly
over legal advice for long periods of time. For example, in the US ‘unauthorized
practice started to be banned after the [first] Great Depression’ only.14
Unlike natural monopolies (public utilities being a prime example), the production of legal services by a single provider, namely the Bar, has no advantages
in terms of costs compared with their supply by multiple competitive providers. The existence and stability of the monopoly over legal advice can hardly
be explained in terms of transaction costs, or costs related to contract making,
either. Specific assets cannot be redeployed without a loss in their value.
Transaction costs depend on the degree of the specificity of assets involved
in the transaction,15 including human asset specificity (one’s know-how specific to the transaction) and procedural asset specificity. The latter type of asset
specificity refers to the degree of a provider’s workflows and processes that are
customized in accordance with a court’s requirements.16 Court documents
must be prepared, formatted, filed and served according to court rules that are
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notoriously complex and impenetrable.17 Professional lawyers may outperform
non-accredited suppliers of legal advice and unrepresented litigants in meeting
specific requirements and following particular procedures set by the courts.18
Economic approaches do not explain, however, why these requirements and
procedures are so specific that they require highly idiosyncratic knowledge.
Could the rules not be simplified and made more accessible for non-specialists?
A common solution to the problem of the high cost of access to justice – the
system of legal aid and assistance – takes the monopoly over legal advice for
granted, while trying to mitigate some of its effects. Most countries based on
Anglo-Saxon law rely on this system as a unique tool for enhancing access to
justice. The Legal Advice and Assistance Act of the British Parliament (1949)
provided people who are unable to pay for legal advice with free legal aid.19 The
system of legal aid has been subsequently reformed several times, most recently
in the 1990s, which led to ‘a retreat from universality and an emphasis on targeting services to those most in need’.20 In the US, after a ruling of the Supreme
Court in Gideon v. Wainwright (1963), the right to free legal counsel in criminal
prosecutions has been acknowledged and enforced.21
Civil litigations are excluded, however, from the legal aid system. The right
to civil counsel – the so-called ‘civil Gideon’ – is still only being debated without
much chance of being introduced in the foreseeable future.22 Both in the UK
and the US, the government simply helps the least wealthy to pay a portion of
their legal bills without questioning the domination of professional lawyers.
This brief discussion of the economic approaches to the problem of access to
justice can be summarized in the following manner. Professional lawyers dominate
in the judiciary. Their domination has just one dimension: the high fees charged
for legal services. Professional lawyers have a monopoly over legal advice that enables them to charge more than in a competitive market. Lawyers’ knowledge of
a court’s procedural requirements (the specificity of their human and procedural
assets) is the source of their comparative advantages over non-specialists.
Economic approaches do not address the question of the stability of
the monopoly over legal advice. How can we account for the persistence of
requirements that are so specific that they restrict access to justice for low- and
middle-income people? Purely economic monopolies, with the exception of
natural monopolies, tend to be unstable.23 Does political power play a role in
establishing and sustaining the lawyers’ monopoly?
Economic approaches also leave the issue of litigants’ interests unaddressed.
From an economist’s point of view, lawyers maximize their income by charging high fees for legal services. Why are some litigants prepared to pay them?
In other words, what leads them to bring their issues before a court despite the
associated costs? Economists – neoclassical economists, to be more precise –
consider preferences as stable and exogenous to their models.24 The demand for
legal mediation and legal services are no exception.
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1.2 Critical Sociology
Probably the most important contribution of critical sociologists to our understanding of how the judiciary works lies in their attempt to make supply and
demand endogenous. Instead of taking the interests of professional lawyers and
litigants for granted (both presumably maximize their utility), critical sociology
offers an explanation of their making. It is presumed that the interests of the professional lawyers and litigants evolve in the process of the interactions between
them and with representatives of the state.25
Critical sociologists use conflict as a starting point in their analysis. In contrast to economists, who consider mutually profitable transactions (both parties
win to some degree) as prevailing on the market, critical sociologists see conflicts
everywhere. People disagree over everything: from the distribution of household chores to who has control of an organization or a state. A peaceful solution
to these disputes can be found in a court. While not being a critical sociologist,
John Commons formulates a relevant argument: ‘there is always a third party to
every transaction, the judge who decides or is expected to decide every dispute
upon the principle of the common rule applicable to all similar transactions’.26
From this perspective, transaction as an elementary form of interaction is
seen as a site of power struggles. The parties to a transaction attempt to impose
their wills on the opposite parties. The parties do not differ in kind. The party
that is currently more successful in gaining control over the transaction may be
relegated to a subaltern position next time and vice versa. Everything depends
on the distribution of the resources in a particular situation and the strategies
chosen by the parties. If there were more chances, ‘B [the actor in a subaltern
position] would do more or less the same things: A [the actor vested in power]
and B are engaged in plays of power’.27
Professional lawyers dominate in the system of justice because their particular interests coincide with the need for peaceful conflict resolution. Pierre
Bourdieu argues that the ‘specific interest of the jurist’ consists in promoting ‘the
universal’, i.e. rules and procedures the universal enforcement of which offers
everybody security and justice.28 Lawyers succeed in persuading the others that
their individual and group knowledge serves the common interest. To achieve
this result, they rely on techniques of symbolic power representing specific rules
and procedures as having a universal character.
The litigants’ interest in having their disputes resolved in a peaceful manner
is subsequently reshaped by professional lawyers. Using their power of labelling, they appropriate the right to decide which disputes can be brought before
a court and which cannot.
The specific power of legal professionals consists in revealing rights – and revealing injustices by the same process – or, on the contrary, in vetoing feelings of injustice based on a
sense of fairness alone and, thereby, in discouraging the legal defense of subjective rights.29
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Only disputes that can be expressed in specific terms proposed by professional
lawyers have a legal solution in these circumstances. This means that by bringing
a case before a court, the litigant agrees to have it reformulated in the specific
terms proposed by professional lawyers and accepts their domination. Without
a lawyer, the litigant is as helpless as a foreigner without knowledge of the local
language or a translator’s help.
One strategy for ‘translating’ disputes, namely making them suitable for
a legal solution, refers to rationalization. Justice is not inherently rational, i.e.
based on strictly formal conceptions and procedures. Max Weber opposes the
system of rational justice proper to civil (or ‘continental’) law and common (or
‘Anglo-Saxon’) law to what he calls Kadi justice. Kadi justice implies informal
judgments rendered in terms of concrete ethical or other practical valuations.30
In contrast to rational justice, Kadi justice tends to be more personified and
emotionally charged. The rationalization of legal arguments is intended to
reduce the personal or emotional dimensions of a conflict. The jurists argue that
the unrepresented litigant is unable to get rid of what is personal or emotional,
which justifies their involvement.
As a result of a power play regarding dispute resolution, the judicial system is
transformed into a particular field of power, a juridical field. ‘The juridical field is
the site of a competition for monopoly of the right to determine the law’.31 Litigants
occupy a subaltern position within this field. The group of professional lawyers is
also highly stratified in keeping with their ability to change the law or to interpret
it according to individual and sub-group preferences. Big law firms outperform
small law firms and sole practitioners in this respect. The resulting informal hierarchy within the legal profession clearly undermines the doctrine of professional
collegiality and the theoretical equality of all practising members of the Bar.32
As it often happens, the weaknesses of critical sociology are the flip side of
its strengths. Critical sociologists explicitly assume that both litigants and professional lawyers seek power. The latter simply turn out to be more successful in
the circumstances. An exclusive emphasis on power plays overshadows all other
reasons for using the system of justice. A litigant brings a suit hoping to ‘get’ a particular business or an individual. Such a suit is often ‘frivolous’.33 A lawyer steps in
to ‘get’ the litigant. Such a lawyer is perceived as a ‘bloodsucker’. The ‘bloodsucker’
overcharges the litigant and distorts the substance of the initial claim by ‘translating’ it into legal parlance. The legal field is populated by ‘power freaks’. It must be
noted that neither economic approaches nor critical sociology pay special attention to the figure of the judge and the judge’s role in controlling access to justice.
In critical sociology, the eventual connection between the law and legitimate
interests and plans disappears. Rational considerations emerge as a by-product of
‘translating’ initial claims into legal (‘rational’) terms instead of being their eventual source. Professionals differentiate themselves from lay people (litigants) ‘by
fostering a continual process of rationalization’.34
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Hernando De Soto demonstrates that people, including the least fortunate,
have a rational interest in relying on the law in their everyday activities.35 The law
not only helps solve conflicts, it serves to prevent their emergence by facilitating
the coordination of individual plans and projects. To coordinate their actions –
on the road or in the marketplace – individuals need to refer to the same norms
and rules. The rules of the road do as much to help solve disagreements between
the motorists as to prevent collisions. In its role as a coordination device, the law
facilitates predictions and, consequently, makes the rational choice possible. A
motorist achieves the ultimate goal – safely moving from point A to point B –
being able to calculate manoeuvres of the other motorists and to adjust to them.
In other words, the process of rationalization should be considered not only as
an outcome, but also as a point of departure for accessing the law. Anyone who
interacts with other people when trying to achieve rationally chosen goals needs
the law and, consequently, access to the justice system.

1.3 Power Triad
A better approach to understanding the problematic character of access to justice is
that it should meet apparently incompatible requirements. First, critical sociology
highlights the importance of the desire for power as a motive in human behaviour.
Economic approaches assume that actors intend to maximize their utility and do so
in a rational manner. A more comprehensive framework shall serve to analyse the
interplay between two motives, utility maximization and the desire for power. 36
Second, both the economic approaches and critical sociology consider the
issues of access control and domination separately. The economic approaches
show how lawyers dominate litigants by successfully upholding the claim to the
monopoly over legal advice. Access to justice turns out to be limited because of
the high fees charged for legal advice. Critical sociology links this monopoly
to the use of a particular technique of power, namely the symbolic power of
labelling (the power of naming things and processes using specific categories).
Only the litigants, who agree that the jurists have an upper hand in defining
their interests, get access to the juridical field. From this point of view, problems
with access to justice also represent an outcome of the lawyers’ monopoly instead
of being its precondition. Thus, a more comprehensive framework should shed
light on access control as a technique of power and its role in establishing and
sustaining the lawyers’ monopoly.
The concept of the power triad serves to meet these requirements, arguably.
As stated before, interactions within the justice system involve at least three parties: two opponents and a ‘judge, priest, chieftain, paterfamilias, arbitrator’.37
The involvement of three parties is not, however, sufficient for the emergence
of a power triad. The existence of the power triad requires the interactions to be
structured in a particular manner, namely, in a chain of domination, and a party
in this chain to perform a specific function, namely, gate keeping.38
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The triad existing within the justice system includes actors of three types:
judges (C-type actors), professional lawyers (A-type actors) and unrepresented
litigants (B-type actors). Other parties involved in juridical transactions can be
classified in one of these categories. For instance, registry officers, who regulate
document turnover at a court, and paralegals (non-accredited and non-professional lawyers) are also B-type actors.
The judge plays a central role in the justice system. All other parties agree that
the judge has the power to decide matters brought before the court. The judge’s
power has several sources. Some of them take manifest forms and are commonly
acknowledged. For instance, the judge’s decisions are believed to derive from
legal authority : the judge has the ultimate right to apply and to interpret (in
common law) the law in keeping with the circumstances of a particular case. In
this sense, the judge ‘is himself subject to an impersonal order by orienting his
actions to it in his own dispositions and commands’.39
This ideal-typical description of the judge’s behaviour lacks important
nuances, however.40 First, the nature of the judge’s power depends on characteristics of the law that underpin court orders. The law may be either ‘good’
or ‘bad’.41 Good laws facilitate coordination and mutual adjustments. The rule
‘drive on the left’ or ‘drive on the right’ illustrates the idea of a good law in the
context of road traffic because it creates certainty as to other motorists’ manoeuvres. ‘Bad’ laws create opportunities for extracting rents instead of facilitating
coordination. To continue with the example of road traffic, setting a speed limit
when road conditions allow safe driving at a higher speed construes a ‘bad’ law. It
has no other rationale than the extraction of fines and, eventually, bribes.
‘Good’ laws derive from customs and cannot be imposed ‘from above’. The
situation in former colonies and countries with various, sometimes divergent
legal traditions turns out to be problematic in this respect.42 If law is associated
with actions of occupying states or discriminating groups, then most laws are
perceived as ‘bad’ because they are disconnected from everyday practices.43
A simple and most straightforward solution for getting ‘good’ laws involves
legalizing customs, i.e. giving them the force of law.44 When embedded in customs, ‘the rules can be justified by reference to beliefs’ prevailing in a society.45
Traditions are often inconsistent and contradictory, which requires the involvement of the state or the courts.46 By selecting relevant customs, the judge draws
boundaries as to what is legal and what lies outside the justice system.47 As a
result, some transactions (and their parties) are included, whereas others are
excluded from legal regulation.
In common law, the judge exercises complete discretion in selection of customs. This discretion extends the scope of the judge’s power beyond the limits of
legal authority. In addition to the existing law, the judge’s choices are determined
by the judge’s personal preferences, the extent of the judge’s knowledge and so
forth. ‘Discretion resides wherever there is power’.48
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Second, the circumstances of a case brought before a court are never fully
known. The parties involved have different, most often conflicting, takes on
what happened. The judge is provided only with bits of the relevant information,
which prevents the judge from reconstructing the entire picture. Acting with
incomplete information, the judge faces a dilemma. In the case of criminal prosecution, the judge can err by deciding that a person is innocent when, in fact, the
suspect is guilty. What is more acceptable then, to send an innocent person to
jail or to leave a criminal unpunished?49 The probabilistic nature of the court’s
orders has implications for the discussion of the judge’s discretionary power.
The more limited the information available to the court is, the larger the scope
of the judge’s discretion. This postulated regularity can be demonstrated with the
help of a thought experiment. Let us first assume that the judge acts with complete information, i.e. there are no information asymmetries between the parties
involved in a dispute and the transaction costs are nil. In this case, the judge has
the unique task of persuading the party who is clearly wrong and denying evident
matter of fact. In a world of zero transaction costs, all contracts would be selfenforceable.50 Actors would prefer not to bring matters before a court whereas the
judge would have no discretion. The judge’s discretion would be limited by what
is evident to everyone. Unfortunately, this perfect (from several points of view)
world has several features of a totalitarian society: it requires the total transparency
that undermines privacy and safeguards against total surveillance and control.
If the conditions of zero transaction costs are relaxed, the parties to a dispute
act in conditions of information asymmetry. One party has only a part of the
relevant information at its disposal. The bits of information possessed by the
parties do not necessarily add up and represent the entire picture because the
parties share it with the court in a selective manner (the one that maximize their
chances to win).51 No one, including the judge, knows the truth. A court order
represents a best guess at what really happened, at best.
Court rules further restrict the amount of evidence available to the judge.
Legally admissible evidence refers to a subset of the evidence available to the parties. Not all evidence can be admitted by the court. To be admitted, the evidence
must be produced in accordance with specific rules (for instance, ‘rules of discovery’) and formatted in a particular manner (for example, administered as an
affidavit). The judge has the ultimate authority for deciding the admissibility of
evidence. By doing so, the court also shapes the scope of the judge’s discretionary
power. The less evidence is admitted, the larger the scope of the judge’s discretion, all other factors being equal.
The judge performs the role of a gate keeper in several respects. The judge selects
particular customs and dismisses others. As a result, some stakeholders and their
claims get a legal status whereas the others do not. The judge decides the admissibility of the evidence brought by the parties to a dispute. As a result, one party may
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strengthen its position in the proceedings. The judge allows the actors to become
parties in a dispute (granting them the status of an intervenor in the regular proceedings or a class/subclass member in the class proceedings). As a result, the balance of
power between the parties may change. Gate keeping in various forms extends the
scope of the judge’s discretion and, consequently, enhances the judge’s power.
It must be noted that no specific assumptions as to the judge’s motivation
have been made so far. One reason is the lack of comprehensive empirical studies
of this issue.52 Regardless of a particular judge’s motives – utility maximization53
or personal affects and predispositions or the desire for power or the disinterested search for truth and justice – the judge performs the function of gate
keeping, or access control to the justice system. The gate keeper’s role objectively
serves to extend the scope of the judge’s power beyond the rather narrow limits of legal authority. Furthermore, the gate keeper’s power rarely takes manifest
forms. A formal decision regarding the merits of a case turn out to be disconnected in space and time from the seemingly ‘technical’ decisions as to who is
allowed to appear before the court and what is permitted to be brought before it.
This extended power appears to be compatible with both prevailing theories of law, formalism and instrumentalism. According to the former, the justice
system has complete autonomy with respect to external sources of influence,
including political power. According to the latter, the justice system tends to be
subordinated to outside sources of power whereas the law is a ‘partisan weapon’
in the hands of the power elite.54 ‘Formalism … asserts the absolute autonomy of
the juridical form in relation to the social world … instrumentalism … conceives
of law as a reflection, or a tool in the service of dominant groups’.55
From the formalists’ point of view, the judge’s powers, enhanced by gate keeping, help to protect the autonomy of the justice system. Only its representatives
can decide who and what is ‘in’ and ‘out’. From the instrumentalists’ point of view,
gate keeping refers to nothing other than an additional ‘partisan weapon’ complementing other weapons. It can be compared with the preliminary screening of
candidates running for public offices in some countries. Screening serves to get
rid of unwanted candidates at the very beginning, thereby reducing the need for
vote fraud at the end. The only difference lies in an additional layer in the instrumentalists’ model of legal stratification: the judge presumably acts on behalf of
the higher-ups (for example, state representatives or large corporations).
Litigants, or B-type actors, need the law and the justice system to better
coordinate their everyday actions, which prevents conflicts or solves them when
conflicts emerge nevertheless. Some litigants may indeed aim to ‘get’ a particular
individual or organization, i.e. they seek power, in keeping with the assumption
of critical sociology. However, the explanation of the power triad in the justice
system does not require this assumption without ruling it out. The litigant’s
willingness to be ‘in’, to be admitted into the justice system, represents the key
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moment. Litigants believe that the legal recognition and enforcement of their
rights helps them better fulfil their individual and group interests.
Access to justice is not free, nevertheless, because of the gate keeping exercised by the judge, a C-type actor. To be admitted to the justice system, litigants
must be able to express their claims in a very particular manner and to produce
supporting evidence in keeping with very specific rules. The unrepresented
litigant with no or limited previous litigation experience has minimal chances
of succeeding. In addition to knowing the rules for each step in litigation, the
litigant must predict the discretionary decisions of the judge. ‘The citizen can
disregard the state – he wants to know what the court and the sheriff will do’ in
the circumstances.56 No code or manual or book can help in fully understanding
the gate keeping, only extensive experience. Yet, without this full understanding,
litigants will see their claims dismissed regardless of their eventual merits. Litigants will appear before the court without being heard and properly understood.
The chances of the litigant, a B-type actor, to be heard by the judge, a C-type
actor, can be increased by involving a professional lawyer, an A-type actor. The
A-type actor translates the claims of the B-type actor into the language that is
comprehensible for the C-type actor and gives them the proper format. The
judge has a more limited power to restrict the lawyer’s access to justice because
the latter normally knows the rules and procedures and has extensive experience
in appearing before a court. The lawyer can predict how the judge will use the
discretionary power in the circumstances of a particular case.
A’s role is far from being purely technical, however. An ordinary translator
from one language to the other does not normally gain any power over the individual whose words are translated. The translator is an agent (a B-type actor),
not a principal (an A-type actor). Instead of being satisfied with the technical
role of an agent, the lawyer de facto performs the role of a principal in relationships with the client, the litigant. The lawyer has some power over the litigant, as
paradoxical as this may sound.
The lawyer’s power to charge high fees for legal advice refers to just one
dimension of A’s domination over B. A also makes changes in B’s choice sets
by suggesting which claims and evidence can be deemed legally admissible and
which cannot.57 If A decides B’s strategy in the proceedings, then A has power
over B. ‘The will chooses between opportunities, and opportunities are held and
withheld by other wills which also are choosing between opportunities’.58 The
litigant’s opportunities are ‘held and withheld’ by the lawyer. As a matter of fact,
B has two options: either to see B’s claims dismissed by C or to be heard by C in
keeping with the conditions imposed by A.
A has the power to alter the set of opportunities available to B by virtue of
A’s preferential access to the justice system. In other words, A’s power over B has
a structural nature. B can access justice only by changing the initial claims and
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accepting A’s conditions, both financial and other. A would not have preferential
access to justice without C performing the role of a gate keeper and without A’s
acceptance of C’s discretionary power.
To become operational, the power triad requires a constellation of the interests of all three actors, A, B and C. C erects barriers (institutional, by setting
and enforcing rules and procedures; cultural, by referring to some traditions and
excluding the others; and symbolic, by requiring credentials from lawyers), and
controls access to the justice system. C provides A with preferential access to the
justice system, whereas A accepts C’s discretionary power. A helps B to be heard
by C. In exchange, B pays inflated fees and accepts A’s power.
The triad structures transactions within the justice system in such a way that
they enhance C’s and A’s power. Control of access to justice represents a key condition for the operation of the triad in this case. A stratified system emerges as a
result. C is on the top of the judicial hierarchy, B is on its bottom and A is in an
intermediate position. C dominates B both directly and indirectly, with the assistance of A. A would not be able to dominate B if access to justice was unrestricted.
B is dominated by both C and A. The power triad produces the drift toward
discrimination against unrepresented litigants. C’s and A’s prejudice against
them is institutionalized in nature. An institutionalized prejudice is differentiated from social, racial or personal prejudice because of its embeddedness in
formal institutions. The prejudice against unrepresented litigants depends less
on the good or bad will of a particular judge or lawyer than on the consistent
patterns of interactions within the justice system. In other words, the prejudice
has structural origins. Nevertheless, even B gains something from entering the
justice system. If B decides to stay out of it, the prospects for B’s coordination
with other individuals and organizations would be undermined.
B’s conditional access to the justice system (B enters under the condition of
being represented by A) creates a demand for legal counsel. B does not choose
between being an unrepresented litigant and being represented by a lawyer. B
chooses between being represented by a lawyer and not entering the justice system.
The first choice implies that B prefers to be represented because of the associated
advantages (for instance, the need for training and experience to make better use
of the court rules and procedures). B interacts with A as a principal with an agent.
The second choice means that B decides to be represented as a condition for gaining access to justice. Without being represented by A, B will see all claims dismissed
by C.59 A gains power over B, relegating the litigant to the role of an agent. The
lawyer, legal counsel, also becomes a key figure within organizations.
Those who tacitly abandon the direction of their conflict themselves by accepting entry
into the juridical field (giving up, for example, the resort to force, or to an unofficial arbitrator, or the direct effort to find an amicable solution) are reduced to the status of client.60

Access control sustains the lawyers’ monopoly over legal advice. In other words,
this monopoly does not have an economic nature, as economists believe. It can-
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not be explained exclusively in terms of C’s and A’s desire for power as suggested
by critical sociologists either. The monopoly results from a combination of
rational interests in the justice system and the attempts on the part of its representatives to enhance their power.
The operation of the justice system as a power triad has important implications for the character of the power relationships between the parties involved.
In the case of legal authority, law is an independent variable, a cause, judicial
power – a dependent variable, an effect. The latter restricts and derives from
the former. The existence of the power triad extends the scope of the judge’s
discretionary power and, consequently, makes it less constrained by legal restrictions. Legal authority transforms into power. The rule of law becomes the rule
of lawyers (C and, to a lesser degree, A). Judicial power changes its place in the
causal sequence with law. Judicial power is now an independent variable, law is
a dependent one. Judicial power shapes law as its representatives see fit. Namely,
when a court changes the defection of something, it ‘legislates’.61

2. Public Discourse on the Access to Justice
The problematic character of access to justice is not easily recognized either in
the professional discourse on the justice system (because the jurists have the symbolic power of labelling) or in public discourse. A study of publications in the
major printed mass media helps to empirically demonstrate the latter assertion.
The study has two objectives: first, to confirm the lack of public acknowledgement that there is a serious problem with access to justice and, second, to show
that the mass media pays more attention to the visible techniques of domination
in the justice system (for instance, inflated legal fees and the existence of formal
hierarchies) than to the invisible ones (namely, access control).
Publications in the major newspapers of three countries based on AngloSaxon law, the UK (The Times), the US (the New York Times) and Canada (the
Globe and Mail), were included in the sample.62 The natural language search
terms were ‘access to justice’ (with two index terms added: ‘law & legal system’
and the country name). The search covered the period from the start of July
1985 to the end of March 2013, i.e. almost twenty-eight years.
In total, 642 publications were included in the sample after eliminating
duplicates: 362 articles, commentaries and letters to the editor from The Times
(‘T’), 100 from the New York Times (‘NYT’) and 180 from the Globe and Mail
(‘GM’).63 A series of additional searches served to assess the relative attention
paid by the mass media to the issue of access to justice and, consequently, to
verify whether public recognition is indeed lacking. First, the number of publications mentioning ‘homicide rate’ suggests that in North America (the US
and Canada) a particular aspect, the problem of homicides, attracts more public
attention than the broader problem of accessing justice (Table 5.1). Overall, the
mass media in the three Anglo-Saxon countries mention high homicide rates
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more than twice as often as problematic access to justice in general. Second, the
issues of access to some other goods, namely credit and education, also attracts
more public attention in North America than access to justice.
Table 5.1: Relative frequency of mentions for selected key terms, July 1985–March 2013
Access to Homicide Access to Access to
justice
rate
credit education
The Globe and Mail
180
320
239
192
The New York Times 100
684
391
254
The Times
362
341*
154
109
Total
642
1,345
784
555
Legend: * A total of 57 mentions of ‘homicide rate’ and 284 mentions of ‘murder rate’ (this
expression is more common in British English, apparently).

The British mass media show a somewhat divergent pattern. They devote relatively more attention to access to justice, which can be explained by a series of
reforms of the schemes for legal aid carried out during past twenty years by the
New Labour governments.64
The US case deserves particular attention. According to common belief,
Americans are among the most litigious people on earth. In 2002, a total of 99.72
million suits were filed in state and federal courts in the US.65 The 2000 census
estimated the United States population to be 281,421,906, which amounts to
0.35 lawsuits per person, including newborns, per year. At the same time, the
American mass media discusses the issues of access to justice less willingly than
the mass media in the less populous and less litigious Canada and the UK. This
lack of public recognition sharply contrasts with the intensity of the problem in
the US. As one observer notes, ‘“equal justice under law” … comes nowhere close
to describing the legal system in practice’ in this country.66
The selected publications were content-analysed using both qualitative
and quantitative techniques as well as an original methodology for triangulating the outcomes of qualitative and quantitative content analysis.67 Namely, 10
per cent of the publications (N=67) were randomly selected for manual coding
(qualitative content analysis). The structure of a code book for manual coding
derives from the three theoretical approaches discussed in the first section of
this chapter. Three categories, ‘Economic approach’, ‘Juridical field’ and ‘Power
triad’, regroup eleven codes (Table 5.2). The code ‘Financial barriers’ refers to
‘Economic approach’. Five codes (‘Government’, ‘Big law firms’, ‘Small law firms’,
‘Judges’ and ‘Unrepresented litigants’) refer to the second category, ‘Juridical
field’. They operationalize various elements of the formal and informal hierarchies that constitute the juridical field. ‘Like the Church and the School,
Justice organizes according to a strict hierarchy’.68 Five remaining codes (‘Cul-
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tural barriers’, ‘Institutional barriers’, ‘Symbolic barriers’, ‘Excluded actors’ and
‘Gate keeper’) operationalize two distinctive features of the power triad, namely
boundaries and access control.
Table 5.2: Code book and frequency of codes and categories
in sample (N=642, automated coding with the help of a dictionary based on substitution)
and subsample (N=67, manual coding)

Category

Code

Economic Financial
approach barriers
Juridical
Big law
field
firms
Government
Judges
Small law
firms
Unrepresented
litigants
Power triad Cultural
barriers
Institutional
barriers
Symbolic
barriers
Excluded
actors
Gatekeeper
Total

Category
Code
Cases
frequency
Frequency
(% of cases)
(% of total)
subsample sample subsample sample subsample sample
168
2449 46 (65.7%)
436
158
2449
(67.9%)
(36.2%) (31.8%)
21
396 15 (21.4%)
173
184
3662
(26.9%)
(39.7%) (47.6%)
60
1319 31 (44.3%)
413
(64.3%)
44
1086 26 (37.1%)
293
(45.6%)
53
687 24 (34.3%)
228
(35.5%)
6
174
6 (8.6%)
86
(13.4%)
10

75

6 (8.6%)

8

158

8 (11.4%)

23

191

7 (10%)

39

759

20 (28.6%)

32

396

16 (22.9%)

464

7960

31
(4.8%)
101
(15.7%)
96
(15%)
254
(38.2%)
173
(26.9%)

112
1589
(24.1%) (20.5%)

464 (100%)

7690
(100%)

It should be noted that the three approaches partly overlap. After all, they help
describe various aspects of the same phenomena (a problematic access to justice). For instance, ‘Financial barriers’ refer to the idea of the monopoly over
legal advice (‘Economic approaches’) and a particular barrier that a gate keeper
may erect (‘Power triad’). Elements of the formal and informal hierarchies are
relevant to the discussions of both ‘Juridical field’ and ‘Power triad’ (for example,
the judges perform the role of C-type actors and occupy a top position in the
formal and informal hierarchies).
The code ‘Financial barriers’ was applied to fragments discussing fees charged
by lawyers as an impediment to free access to justice:
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Approximately 70 per cent of those who need legal aid help in connection with family
matters are women. Men traditionally have the money. They hire private lawyers independently. So this decision primarily affects women and their dependent children.69
Lawyers have indeed encouraged an increasingly litigious society. But Mr.
Quayle addresses himself mainly to richer Americans, like manufacturers, municipalities and doctors. He offers nothing for the poor and middle class who need
lawyers but can’t afford their fees.70
Solicitors in England and Wales lost their legal battle yesterday to force the Lord
Chancellor to withdraw cuts in legal aid which in effect restrict access to justice for
millions of people.71

State representatives (the Crown, government officials: the Attorney General, the
Lord Chancellor, etc.) play leading roles in the juridical and bureaucratic fields.
The bureaucratic field, i.e. ‘the space of play within which the holders of capital (of
different species) struggle in particular for power over the state’72 is of interest to
the extent to which it affects transactions within the juridical field. The legal aid
programmes administered by the government and the legal reforms initiated by
its representatives are prime examples of how the code ‘Government’ was applied.
In Ontario, every client has the right to choose any lawyer, and the province pays
the bill if the client can’t. Ontario’s Attorney-General, Howard Hampton, wants to
change all this. He is determined to establish a family law clinic by this fall where
clients are assigned the next available government-paid lawyer.73
The government has been required to provide lawyers for people facing jail
because of criminal charges since a landmark ruling by the United States Supreme
Court in 1963, Gideon v. Wainwright.74
A review of legal aid will conclude early next year. The Law Society is willing to
work with officials to their tight timetable, Mr. Nally says, but the challenge for the
Government was to ‘do more and to do it quickly’.75

Big law firms occupy dominant positions in the juridical field together with the
government and the judges. In contrast to small law firms, they work with corporate clients and wealthy individual clients. They have a significant influence over
court decisions and the interpretations of law underlying them. The code ‘Big law
firms’ was applied to fragments referring to the role and operation of these actors.
Plaintiffs’ lawyers say the arrangements level the playing field when they take on big
corporate defendants with seemingly limitless cash for legal fees.76
But, after two years of litigation, Mr. Dowd and a big Chicago law firm to which
he referred Ms. Corcoran advised her to settle the case for the $1.4 million she had
originally been offered. The lawyers had taken the case on contingency, meaning they
were entitled to a percentage of anything she received.77
Lord Carter of Coles consulted disproportionately with London firms and practices undertaking very high-cost criminal cases so his proposals do not address the
issues facing most legal aid solicitors.78

The code ‘Small law firms’ refers to the role and operation of small law firms and
sole practitioners. In contrast to big law firms, they serve small businesses and
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individuals with limited financial resources. Small law firms have a limited say
within the juridical field.
Lawyer Deanna Ludowicz said the deep cuts left her the only person in the town of
Grand Forks doing legal aid. But recently, Ms. Ludowicz said she had to stop doing
legal aid work because of inadequate payments and demanding clients. She now refers
those seeking help to larger centres.79
Mr. Dowd earned his law degree at night at Oklahoma City University. He
passed the Illinois bar on his second try and set up shop in Des Plaines, where he
works as a solo practitioner handling mostly divorce and bankruptcy cases. As of
2002, his biggest injury case ended in a $14,000 settlement.80
Criminal defence lawyers will seek to rebuff a notion that they are ‘fat cats’, and
concentrate on the key role they play in helping the public, and the increasingly straitened circumstances they claim affect their profession. ‘The fact of the matter is, an
hourly rate for a criminal defence lawyer is less than that of a plumber’, said Mark
Harrower, the vice-president of the Edinburgh Bar Association.81

The judges are in the highest layer of the judicial hierarchy, both formal and
informal. The code ‘Judges’ was applied to references to their leading role within
the judicial system.
In the case last month, a judge refused to let a man be tried for gross indecency, ruling
that he could no longer obtain a fair trial after the Sexual Assault Crisis Centre of
Essex County destroyed its files. It is believed to be the first such ruling in Canada.82
In a speech in Albany, the chief judge, Jonathan Lippman, said his proposal, the
first such plan by a top court official in New York, reflected a commitment by the
state’s courts ‘to bring us closer to the ideal of equal access to civil justice’ that he
described as one of the foundations of the legal system.83
As similar cases have revealed, British judges think they smell humbug when
they are faced with journalists claiming that a promise of anonymity must override a
court’s demand to reveal a source.84

Unrepresented litigants form the lowest strata in the informal judicial hierarchy.
The theoretical equality of the parties in juridical transactions sharply contrasts
with the unrepresented litigants’ lack of any power in reality. ‘The system has
been designed by and for lawyers, and too little effort has been made to ensure
that it is fair or even comprehensible to the average claimant’.85 The code ‘Unrepresented litigants’ highlights various aspects of their situation.
Mr. Steinberg said the issue of access to justice is inextricably tied to the legal aid funding issue, since people who cannot get legal aid lawyers have to represent themselves.86
Ms. Corcoran, negotiating without a lawyer, had already received a settlement
offer of $1.4 million.87
The inability of the public to understand how barristers can take on awkward
cases, and the consistent failure to understand the very clear, if broader, morality of
the professional service barristers provide is no reason at all for a change in practices.
The apparently guilty must be represented because to have them unrepresented or
underrepresented is outrageous.88
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A set of four codes is intended to describe specific types of barriers delimiting
the field of juridical transactions and creating conditions for access control.89
‘Cultural barriers’ exist if the law turns out to be disconnected from customs and
traditions. A gap between law and customs makes the former impenetrable for
unprofessional claimants and complicates their access to justice.
I believe the relationship between aboriginal and non-aboriginal peoples of Canada
could be the dominant issue of the next decade. It is an affair that is soul-size for
Canada, and its outcome will tell us what kind of society we choose to be. Globe columnist Jeffrey Simpson recently called attention to the ‘dangerously widening divide’
between aboriginal and non-aboriginal Canadians. We need to confront anything
within the soul of our nation that indicates weariness with doing justice, or reveals a
potential for prejudice or even racism.90
With the Assembly now responsible for Welsh subordinate legislation, its bilingual nature is a key feature of its distinctive approach to the drafting and presentation
of legislation – an approach similar to that followed in Canada, an important common law jurisdiction with similar bilingual requirements.91

‘Institutional barriers’ refer to the sometimes obscure and contradictory court rules
and procedures that complicate interactions between the parties to a dispute instead
of facilitating them. ‘Court procedures and legal discourse can in themselves, unless
popularized, constitute a process of social exclusion rather than empowerment’.92
Ms. Joy managed to obtain a memo on courtroom rules of conduct from Judge
Rawlins that stated lawyers shall appear in court in ‘conservative clothing’. By any
standards, this incident is a farce. It confirms what Dickens’s Mr. Bumble said: ‘The
law is a ass, a idiot.’ But it is an ass that insists on a dress code. Although Ms. Joy’s
treatment is relatively trivial, it does speak to the law’s tendency to place form over
function and style over substance.93
Last year, a group of lawyers, in a concerted campaign, filed petitions with state
supreme courts, bar associations or ethics commissions in 12 states seeking to cap
contingency fees at 10 percent of the first $100,000 of a settlement, and 5 percent
of anything more. The petitions were denied in five states, rejected on procedural
grounds in two and remain pending in five.94
The first phase of its civil justice reform programme takes effect from April, Lord
Irvine said. ‘These reforms will unify, simplify and speed up court procedures and
protocols, to deliver justice directed towards the needs of court users’, he added.95

The code ‘Symbolic barriers’ was applied to fragments discussing professional
qualifications and other credentials as a formal requirement for providing legal
advice. The division between lawyers and paralegals (individuals who have relevant expertise without meeting formal requirements) is a case in point.
One type of competition Mr. Gervais worries about is a new class of advisers who
have made inroads into what was traditionally a lawyer’s bread and butter – areas such
as estate planning and tax planning. ‘There has been a definite erosion of practices to
paralegals and tax advisers. We must use technology to get closer to clients by partnering on source information’.96
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For a while, that traditional carve-up worked well: the Bar enjoyed a monopoly
of advocacy rights in the higher courts; and solicitors of conveyancing and probate.97

The code ‘Excluded actors’ refers to the people, mostly unrepresented litigants,
who are excluded from the justice system. The excluded individuals see their
claims dismissed not because the claims lack merit, but as a result of the existence of various barriers and access control.
Judge Wagner said aboriginals were left out of the national discourse for far too long and
credited key judgments from the Supreme Court of Canada for ending this injustice.98
‘I am not talking about a single initiative, pilot project or temporary program’,
Judge Lippman said, ‘but what I believe must be a comprehensive, multifaceted, systemic approach to providing counsel to the indigent in civil cases’.99
Without that [legal] help the most disadvantaged members of our communities
cannot defend their fundamental rights.100

The code ‘Gate keeper’ is central for understanding how the power triad operates. The gate keeper benefits from the existence of various barriers (erecting
some of them) by providing conditional access to the field of juridical transactions. The judges and state representatives exercise access control more often
than the other actors.
I’m just not convinced there are many people out there with valid claims who are
being denied access to justice. We’ve shifted way to the other side, creating a chance
for people to bring lawsuits with no risks.101
In the second major revision this week, Assemblywoman Margaret M. Markey, a
Queens Democrat, told supporters that her bill would now establish 53 as the maximum age for anyone wishing to file suit claiming sexual abuse as a child.102
Accordingly where, as in the present case, the judge gave permission to appeal on
terms, the prospective appellant could not appeal against those terms since he would,
almost always, have been present when permission was given.103

After completing the qualitative content analysis, the validity and reliability
of the manual coding were assessed by triangulating the results with the outcomes of the quantitative content analysis in two forms: the analysis of words
co-occurrence and the use of a dictionary based on substitution. It was impossible to calculate alternative measures of the reliability, namely, the coefficients
of inter-coder agreements, because of the involvement of a single coder, namely
the author of this monograph.
The use of two specialized computer programmes, QDA Miner v. 4.0.4 and
WordStat v. 6.1.5 served to perform the following tasks. First, coding co-occurrences in the manually coded publications was visualized and the distances of all
the publications from the publication lying in the centre of a two-dimensional
map (‘centroid’)104 were calculated. The distances are expressed in values of Jaccard’s coefficient. Second, a dictionary based on substitution was created. It has
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the same structure as the code book. There is a list of words and expressions for
each code. For instance, the words ‘judge’, ‘judges’ and ‘the court’ can be used as
substitutes for the code ‘Judges’. The selected publications were then coded in an
automated manner. The distances from the same centroid were calculated after
analysing coding co-occurrences. The distances are expressed in values of cosine
coefficient. Third, the distances from the same centroid were also calculated after
running the word co-occurrence analysis. These distances are expressed in values
of cosine coefficients. Fourth, the distances obtained in the three previous cases
were cross-correlated. Moderately strong coefficients of correlation are indicative
of an acceptable level of reliability and validity.105 In the present case, the Pearson correlation coefficients r are .752 (between the qualitative coding and the
automated coding using the dictionary based on substitution), .282 (between
the automated coding and word co-occurrence) and .223 (between the qualitative coding and word co-occurrence; N=67 in all three cases). Fifth, the entire
sample (N=642) was coded in an automated manner using the dictionary based
on substitution. Table 5.2 reports the outcomes of both the manual coding of
the subsample and the automated coding of the entire sample.
The mass media pay the most attention to the formal and informal hierarchies in the judiciary (47.6 per cent of the fragments coded in the automated
manner, 39.7 per cent of the manually coded fragments). The issues of the cost
of access are also in the focus of the public discourse (31.8 per cent of fragments
coded in the automated manner, 36.2 per cent of the manually coded fragments). Various aspects of the power triad do not attract much public attention
(20.5 per cent of fragments coded in the automated manner, 24.1 per cent of the
manually coded fragments).
The relative ignorance of the eventual existence of the power triad in the
justice system is consistent with the ‘invisibility’ of gate keeping as a technique of
domination. Even the actors directly affected by access control do not necessarily
perform relevant operations in a conscious manner. For instance, the judge may
erect additional barriers (e.g. by introducing a new procedural ‘filter’) attempting
to better control the entire process. As a result, however, the number of excluded
actors may be increased. The only alternative for the would-be excluded is to hire
a lawyer. These processes strengthen the power triad instead of disbanding it.
A more detailed analysis of coding co-occurrences suggests that the public
discourse revolves around the financial barriers (Figure 5.1).106 The financial barriers (in short, high legal fees) are mentioned not only more often than other
obstacles to free access to justice, they also co-occur with most other codes.
This finding comes as no surprise: the monopoly over legal advice takes obvious
forms. The fees charged by lawyers can be relatively easily assessed and studied.107
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Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional map of coding co-occurrences, multidimensional scaling
(N=642, automated coding). Stress 0.25, R?=0.69.

The codes included in the category ‘Power triad’ refer to the invisible technique of
domination, namely access control. Not surprisingly, the idea that the problematic character of access to justice is due to the prevalence of access control tends
to be overlooked. Common references to the judges in the context of the discussion of the barriers, especially cultural and institutional,108 suggest that they may
perform the role of a gate keeper.
The analysis of the sequences of the qualitative codes shows that in a few
cases only there are reasons to believe that a particular sequence is not due to
chance alone. Out of 121 eventual sequences (a matrix of eleven codes by eleven
codes), only 16 sequences have the probability of occurring by chance alone of 5
per cent or less.109 Five sequences referring to various aspects of gate keeping have
to be discussed in more detail: ‘Judges’ followed by ‘Gate keeper’ (p=.009), ‘Gate
keeper’ followed by ‘Financial barriers’ (p<.001), ‘Financial barriers’ followed by
‘Gate keeper’ (p=.001), ‘Gate keeper’ followed by ‘Symbolic barriers’ (p<.001),
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‘Symbolic barriers’ followed by ‘Gate keeper’ (p=.014). Their existence suggests
that the judge performs the role of a gate keeper more often than the other actors
do. The symbolic and financial barriers help delimit the field of juridical transactions and subsequently control access to it. Here is an example of the code
‘Judges’ followed by the code ‘Gate keeper’:
Apart from Judge Rawlins’s perverse and arrogant refusal to give her reasons (which
seems a flagrant disregard of basic principles), this incident adds fuel to the critical
fire that judges and courts are more concerned about appearance than reality – or, to
put it more accurately, that there is some important and deep connection between
the two. Indeed, the fact that judges dress in a rather camp style themselves seems to
give some credence to this unfortunate idea […]
But sadly, Judge Rawlins is not on her own. A couple of years ago, in a highly
charged trial, a judge asked a spectator to leave the court unless he removed his headgear. When the man said that his kufi (Muslim cap) was an obligatory accessory for
a person of his religion, the judge had him removed from the court, insisting that
decorum and respect were essential to the judicial process.110

This situation refers to the judge’s discretionary power to eventually exclude
a party whose dress does not conform to the judge’s expectations from the court
room. This case also illustrates how a party’s non-conformity to purely formal,
procedural requirements may lead to this party’s disqualification regardless of
the eventual merits of the party’s arguments.
A comparison of the relative frequencies of the codes (automated coding with
the help of the dictionary based on substitution) across countries and by the publication format (article, commentary, letter to the editor) did not reveal significant
– statistically and substantially – differences with a few exceptions.111 The public’s
attention only varies in the case of three codes out of eleven. The North American
mass media pay relatively more attention to the excluded actors than the British
press does (F=3,620, p=.027). On the contrary, the British mass media discuss the
role of the government more actively (F=4,599, p=.010), which can be explained
by its active involvement in the above mentioned series of legal reforms. The British
press also discusses the role of small law firms more willingly (F=14,328, p<.001).
The publication format plays the role of a differentiating factor with respect to
all the codes except three: ‘Institutional barriers’, ‘Judges’ and ‘Symbolic barriers’.
The difference in the coverage of the situation of the excluded authors appears to
be particularly noteworthy (Figure 5.2). Most references to the excluded actors
can be found in letters to the editors (F=3,506, p=.015). They are written mostly
by ordinary people without being commissioned. In the commissioned publications (articles) the mass media devote less attention to this issue. In other words,
the journalists tend to under-evaluate the consequences of the operation of the
power triad. The technique of access control turns out to be particularly impenetrable for external observers. These consequences are seen more clearly by those
who have first-hand experience of the institutional exclusion.
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Figure 5.2: Relative frequency of the code ‘Excluded actors’ by publication format, percentage of total codes (N=642, automated coding)

3. Conclusion
The three analytical approaches to the problem of access to justice depict various aspects of the same phenomena. They all lead to the same conclusion: access
to justice is problematic. However, the economic approach serves to discuss the
most visible dimension of this problematic access, namely, excessive legal fees.
Critical sociology serves to unveil a less visible technique of domination, the symbolic power of labelling. Finally, the concept of the power triad is intended to link
the problematic access to the prevalence of access control as one of the most invisible techniques of domination. The concept of the power triad also sheds light on
how the formal and informal judicial hierarchies are established and reproduced.
The invisible character of access control accounts for the lack of public recognition of the importance of the problem with respect to access to justice in
general and with the existence of access control in particular. The mass media in
the three Anglo-Saxon countries under discussion devote less attention to the
issue of access to justice than to more specific topics. When discussing problems
with respect to access to justice, they often focus on the surface of the problem
(emphasizing high legal fees) instead of its essence. Other barriers (institutional,
cultural and symbolic) remain on the periphery of the public’s attention. The
public discourse does not acknowledge the eventual existence of the institutionalized prejudice against unrepresented litigants.
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To test the hypothesis of the institutionalized prejudice against unrepresented litigants in a more comprehensive manner, one needs to content-analyse
the court rulings, probably using the methodological approaches discussed in
this chapter. The researcher should expect several challenges in going down this
road. For instance, the status of the parties (unrepresented, represented) is not
always unambiguous. A party may be represented by in-house counsel, a small
law firm, a large law firm or by several counsel simultaneously. Court records are
not always specific enough in this regard.
Some solutions to the problem of access to justice can be briefly outlined without claiming to offer a systematic overview. Deborah Rhode aptly formulates a
general principle that a better system should satisfy: ‘it should maximize individuals’
opportunities to address law-related problems themselves’.112 This means that a better system should offer more opportunities for unrepresented litigants, which would
undermine the current system of the institutionalized prejudice against them.
The simplification of the law, court rules and procedures represent one
practical strategy for enhancing access to justice. Another strategy involves
unbundling. Unbundling involves the following arrangement: the lawyer performs ‘only certain of the required tasks, with the client doing the remainder’.113
In other words, the litigant determines the overall strategy and division of tasks.
The litigant hires the lawyer to perform some of them that require the most specialized knowledge and experience. As a result, the litigant regains power and
the status of a principal in the relationship with the lawyer.
The litigant’s empowerment will allow lessen the current, almost exclusive,
emphasis on legal-aid programmes. The ‘do it yourself ’ principle redirects spending from supporting the monopoly over legal advice to programmes of technical,
educational and informational assistance to unrepresented litigants. Being empowered, they could achieve their objectives better and at less cost. The ‘do it yourself ’
system is the exact opposite of the existing system based on access control.

6 AN INVISIBLE DIMENSION OF THE VISIBLE
HAND: ENTRY CONTROL IN INTERNAL
LABOUR MARKETS

Organizations are conventionally seen as the opposite of the market. Transactions
in the market are guided by an invisible hand, whereas organizations are governed
by administrative fiat, explicit commands.1 In this sense, the coordination of individual actions within the organization is achieved with the help of a visible hand.
Ronald Coase starts his 1937 article on the nature of the firm by citing Dennis
Robertson, who considers organizations as ‘islands of conscious power in [the]
ocean of unconscious co-operation’ and compares them to ‘lumps of butter coagulating in a pail of buttermilk’.2 The theory of gate keeping suggests, however, that
the opposition between the market and the organization may not be this clear-cut.
This chapter addresses the question as to whether the organization is governed solely by the visible hand. Is there any room left for the invisible hand on
the ‘island of conscious power’? The discussion in Chapter 2 showed that, in
order to explain how the power triad works, one has to take into account both
bargaining and rationing transactions. The former prevails in the market; the
latter exists within the organization as long as its operation involves setting and
enforcing specific game rules. In a sense, my intention at that stage was to bring
elements of the employment relationship back to the market, namely a nonclearing market. In this chapter, I will undertake a symmetrical attempt to bring
the market back in, i.e. to take into consideration bargaining (market) transactions when making sense of the internal operation of the organization.
If the principal attention was previously concentrated on the market, the
‘ocean’, now emphasis is placed ‘ashore’, on the island of conscious power that
takes explicit and visible forms. Does the reliance on the visible hand of power
make its invisible hand unnecessary and redundant? I will argue, using the theory
of gate keeping, that the invisible hand of power complements and eventually
replaces the visible hand within the organization. The boss has power over the
employee not only by virtue of authority, i.e. the former’s power to command and
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the latter’s duty to obey.3 The boss as a gate keeper also dominates the employee by
virtue of a constellation of their interests in the internal labour market.
The argument of this chapter goes beyond a rather straightforward assumption
that the boss secures power within the organization either by offering a monetary
compensation for the employee’s obedience (positive incentives) or by punishing her for disobedience (negative incentives). Both techniques for imposing the
boss’s will have been well researched. For instance, James Coleman considers the
use of positive and negative incentives as a distinctive feature of disjoint authority. The employee transfers the right of control to the boss in exchange ‘for some
extrinsic compensation’ (positive incentives such as salary) or for the boss’s promise ‘to withhold an action that would make the [employee] worse off ’ (negative
incentives such as the threat of firing).4 It should be noted that disjoint authority
eventually emerges in the relationship between individuals with pecuniary motivations, which allows Coleman to keep a key assumption of neoclassical economics.
Instead, I will discuss the eventual applicability of gate keeping as a particular
technique for imposing will within organizations. The boss controls access to
the internal labour market by keeping a gate that leads to it from the external
labour market. She decides who among the applicants for a job is going to have
a permanent position and who is going to be offered only a temporary position.5
The situation of an individual admitted into the internal labour market depends
on external market conditions to a much lesser extent than the situation of a
temporary employee. This admission, nevertheless, comes at a price. The wouldbe permanent employee must accept the boss’s control over her actions at the
workplace as a condition for accessing the internal labour market. This condition is not necessarily stated in an explicit manner. It turns out to be unavoidable
as long as the same job can be performed either by a permanent employee or
a temporary one and the boss has discretion with respect to determining the
nature of the employment relationship.
This chapter has five sections. Section 1 defines the organization and discusses
its particular form, hierarchy, in more detail. I briefly summarize the theory of internal labour markets put forward by Peter B. Doeringer and Michael J. Piore (the
‘ILM theory’) in Section 2. This theory serves as a key reference point in my subsequent arguments. I will go beyond the original formulation of the ILM theory
by proposing my own interpretation of the relationship between the internal and
external labour markets in Section 3. I will highlight the role of the boss as a gate
keeper who controls access to the internal labour market. Section 4 outlines the
particularities of the labour market in academia. Section 5 provides a case study of
the labour market in four universities, two in North America and two in Russia.
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Only secondary sources of data were available for the case study, which prevents
me from making and testing risky predictions. At the same time, the outcomes of
the case study suggest that the labour market in academia has an increasingly dual
character. As everywhere, the coexistence of the internal and external labour market
in academia eventually contributes to the strengthening of the gate keeper’s power.

1. The Boss’s Visible Hand
It is common in writings about organizations to assume that they emerge virtually from scratch in the ocean of market transactions. Oliver Williamson states
that ‘in the beginning were markets’6 and outlines a logical sequence of organizational forms to which market transactions eventually give rise: a peer group, a
simple hierarchy, complex hierarchies such as unitary-form and multi-divisional
form organizations, and so forth. The question as to which came first, the market
or the organization, might be relevant for historical research or for studying the
evolution of a particular organization. For the purposes of the present discussion,
however, it would be enough to state that both the market and the organization
refer to alternative modalities of social action. In contrast to individual action,
social action requires coordination and mutual adjustments. Social action ‘takes
account of the behaviour of others and is thereby oriented in its course’.7
A party in the market (bargaining ) transaction takes the other party’s interests into account and plans, in an implicit manner, by reacting to relative prices
of goods and services offered for exchange. Prices convey information about the
behaviour of others. The issue of the completeness, reliability and validity of
this information deserves a separate discussion. The point is that coordination
through the market makes the other information sources irrelevant.
Within the organization, the adjustment of individual actions takes explicit
forms and requires conscious efforts. Chester I. Barnard, a founding father of the
theory of organizations, writes: ‘formal organizations are “associations of cooperative efforts”. Formal organization is that kind of cooperation among men that is
conscious, deliberate, purposeful’.8 Commands replace prices as vehicles of relevant
information. Commands contain instructions as to how to adjust the individual
behaviour of members to particular circumstances. ‘Bilateral [and multilateral]
adaptation effected through fiat is a distinguishing feature of internal organization’.9
Because of its conscious, deliberate and purposeful character, a higher intensity of cooperation can be achieved within organizations than in the market
place. A positive side of the organization is the enhanced scope of the possible
for its individual members. As members of organizations, they face fewer restrictions. By joining efforts and resources within the organization, they achieve
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more than by acting individually or by relying on the invisible hand of the market. ‘Cooperation justifies itself … as a means of overcoming the limitations
restricting what individuals can do’.10
Cooperation within the organization has a downside as well. The visible
hand creates a rent, or a surplus of cooperation, but its distribution among the
members of the organization turns out to be unequal. The visible hand not as a
metaphor but as a practical coordination device is the hand of a particular agent
– the owner or the executive (the manager). This agent has a privileged access to
the cream and butter (to return to Robertson’s comparison) produced by common efforts. She determines the share of the cooperation surplus given to an
organization member. Using the terms introduced in Section 1 of Chapter 1, the
organization involves exercising both ‘power to’ and ‘power over’.
The exact location of the visible hand depends on the organizational structure. In simple non-hierarchical associations (for instance, self-managed firms),
the visible hand acts in a democratic manner. All members of the organization
have a say in how it is operated. In the same manner as in a polity, ‘the power
to control members’ options and behaviours must somehow be distributed’.11
In unitary organizations (Williamson calls them ‘U-forms’), or hierarchies,12
a single agent – the owner or the executive – determines the movements of
the visible hand. In complex organizations, for instance, multi-divisional firms
(‘M-forms’, in Williamson’s terms), several visible hands coexist.13 Their areas of
operation may overlap partly.
Relationships between the owner and the executive as the owner’s representative in day-to-day management deserve some clarifications. The owner’s
power resides in property rights. ‘Property … means any of the expected activities implied with regard to the thing owned’.14 The executive has power because it
occupies specific organizational positions. Individuals in these positions do not
need to have superior abilities or property rights to issue orders.15 If one has the
position of authority, her individual qualities and property play a secondary role.
The question as to whether the owner always has an upper hand in the
relationship with the executive or the executive becomes the principal powerholder within the organization16 is not relevant for the present discussion. For
the sake of simplicity, I will call the agent, who determines the movements of
the visible hand, the boss. In some organizations the owner is the boss; in the
others the executive decides and the visible hand follows. My main task consists
in unveiling an often overlooked source of the boss’s power, namely her role as
a gate keeper. Both the executive (in her relationships with the subordinates)
and the owner (in her relationships with the executive) may eventually use this
technique for imposing will.
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2. Bringing the Market Back In:
The Internal and External Labour Markets
Most organizational theorists since Barnard consider the organization and the
market as opposite forms of coordinated action. There is no place for the market within the organization and vice versa.17 According to certain neoclassical
accounts, the organization represents nothing other than ‘one form of legal
fiction which serves as a nexus of contractual relationships’.18 Viewed in this perspective, the market exists both outside and inside the organization. The external
and internal markets do not differ in nature.
The ILM theory challenges both these assumptions. This theory emerged in
the early 1970s as a critical response to a neoclassical take on the labour market.
According to the ILM, the labour market has a dual character. The market exists
both inside and outside the organization. The internal and external markets differ in nature, however. Neoclassical assumptions remain valid with respect to the
external labour market. The internal labour market of the organization does not
completely exclude competition and, thus, bargaining transactions. At the same
time, the involvement of the visible hand strengthens elements of managerial
and rationing transactions within the organization.
The internal labour market, an administrative unit, such as manufacturing plant,
within which the pricing and allocation of labour is governed by a set of administrative rules and procedures … is to be distinguished from the external labour market of
conventional economic theory where pricing, allocating, and training decisions are
governed directly by economic variables.19

The ILM predicts that wages in the internal labour market tend to move independently of external wages. The larger the gap between internal and external
wages, the more dual the labour market becomes.20 The internal labour market
is still a market, but social forces – customs, norms, power – enter into play and
lead to divergent trends in the dynamics of the two labour markets.
Organizations operate in a common external environment, in the external
labour market. None of them has full control over its key parameters: the price
of a unit of labour (wage rate), the stock of non-specific human assets (the level
of general education of labour force), etc. The parameters of the internal labour
market tend to be specific to a particular organization, however. Namely, they
depend on the location of the visible hand and on the system of checks and
balances under which this hand operates. Does the organization have a union?
How strong is the union? Does the organization have customs and, speaking
more broadly, a culture?21 How idiosyncratic is the organizational culture? As
a result of a plurality of possible organizational arrangements, a single external
labour market coexists with multiple internal labour markets.
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The essential idea of an ILM is not [that] a particular set of rules is established, but
rather that some set (or sets) of rules emerge that shape the employment relationship
and have an impact beyond the direct effect of market forces.22

The ILM theory reached the peak of its popularity in the late 1970s–80s. Since
then, growing concerns have been expressed as to whether the ILM theory
remains valid at the time of the subsequent expansion of the markets, including
the external labour markets (the 1990s onward). More and more available jobs
are temporary in nature, as opposed to permanent. Their parameters tend to be
determined in the external labour market. ‘Many observers believe that in recent
years the market has pushed [social forces – customs, norms, power] aside and
that the changes we observe reflect the triumph of market forces’.23
There are several counter-arguments in this matter. On one hand, available
statistical data tend to produce a mixed picture at best. Job stability – measured
by the length of employee’s tenure or retention rates (the probability that a job
will continue to exist during the next period of observation) – represents a proxy
for permanent employment. In contrast to temporary employment, permanent
employment has a stable and continuous character. Labour force surveys show
that retention rates did not significantly change in North America in the late
1990s compared with the late 1970s. In Canada, ‘after controlling for the initial
tenure distribution and the age distribution, the conditional one-year retention
rate fell from 0.762 in 1978–80 to 0.736 in 1987–9 and recovered to 0.762 in
1999–2001, indicating no period-long decline’.24
On the other hand, the internal labour markets eventually exist not only
within boundaries of the organization, but also at the regional level (within
regional clusters of similar organizations) or in particular industries (they coincide with professions then). If an employee moves from a position in one firm to a
similar position in another firm located in the same area, she does not necessarily
enter the external labour market. The employee’s career may remain unaffected
by external economic conditions as long as both employers, previous and present, offer essentially similar conditions. Advocates of the ILM theory argue that
the visible hand (various regional associations control its movements) determines
careers within regional clusters to a greater extent than external market forces.25
Regardless of the relative size and scope of the internal and external markets,
the ILM theory is relevant with respect to the argument developed in this book.
The ILM theory shows that, without taking power into consideration, economists are unable to offer a satisfactory explanation of employment relationships.
Nevertheless, the ILM theory does not consider the eventuality of mutual
reinforcement of power and the market. Power shapes the internal market configuration, whereas market forces prevail outside the organizational boundaries.
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In order to explore any eventual synergic effects of power and the labour market,
I will shift the focus of inquiry from the external and internal labour markets
taken separately to connecting links between them.
The internal and external labour markets are connected through particular positions in the organizations, namely ports of entry and exit. ‘Movement
between [the two labour markets] occurs at certain job classifications which
constitute ports of entry and exit to and from the internal labour market’.26 The
employee is initially offered an entry-level position that represents a port of entry.
She leaves the organization through a more senior position that can be compared
with a port of exit. External market forces influence employment conditions at
the ports of entry and exit to a greater extent than employment conditions at
intermediate positions within the organization. To get good job applicants, the
organization has to make a competitive offer. In the same vein as in recruitment,
the employee has incentives for leaving her position in the organization after
being offered competitive conditions. In contrast, internal careers – the progression through the ranks – tend to be shaped by the internal labour market.
The boss wants to create an internal labour market because of her interest in
minimizing her labour costs. ‘The structure of the enterprise internal market is
influenced by management’s interest in internal allocation as a means of promoting
efficiency by reducing training and turnover costs’.27 The applicant has an interest in
applying for the entry-level position because of her expectation of finding protection against the instability of the external labour market and to build a predictable
career. ‘The structure most efficient in [the] terms [of reducing training and turnover costs], however, is compromised by the work force’s interest in the internal
market as a means of enhancing job security and advancement’.28 Entry is not free
and unrestricted, however. The number of applicants willing to accept the competitive conditions usually exceeds the number of positions offered. Who keeps the
gate, namely who controls movements through the ports of entry and exit?

3. The Boss as a Gate Keeper
The term ‘gate keeping’ might sound strange to an economist’s ear, but it certainly rings a bell for organization theorists. This concept has several meanings
in organization studies. First, gate keeping refers to a particular communication
technique used in the organization. Second, gate keeping might be related to
the process of hiring and promotion, i.e. an employee’s progression through the
ranks. I will discuss these two forms of gate keeping in the organization briefly
before unveiling a new dimension of its second form, which will represent an
additional application of the theory of gate keeping, as developed in this book.
Communication and information exchanges represent an important aspect
of the organization’s operation. Following Barnard, organization theorists con-
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sider communication as a raison d’être of the organization because no social
action is possible without communication. ‘Communication technique shapes
the form and the internal economy of [an] organization’.29
Williamson offers a hypothetical example illustrating this point. As stated
previously, the organization can take the form of peer groups, or simple nonhierarchical associations. Bilateral information exchanges tend to be costly,
however. High information costs (this refers to a particular type of transaction
costs) characterize an all-channel network in which all members communicate
with one another. Transforming the all-channel network into a wheel network
serves to reduce information costs. Now, a single agent, who occupies a position
in the centre, communicates with all the others. The wheel network is an intermediary form on the way toward the emergence of a hierarchy : ‘having more
complete information gives [the agent occupying the central position] a strategic
advantage over everyone else’.30
The information gate keeper holds a position at the intersection of external and
internal information flows. She ‘funnels information into an organization from
the outside world’.31 In a manner similar to the agent, who eventually converts
her position in the centre of the wheel network into a comparative advantage, the
information gate keeper ‘use[s] external information as a source of power within
[her] organization’.32 This can be achieved, for instance, with the help of sharing
external information in exchange for certain services or enhanced reputation. In
other words, the information gate keeper acts strategically and aims to convert a
strategic component of her power into a structural one (a higher position in a formal or informal hierarchy).33 The strategy of information gate keeping represents
the first technique for enhancing power through access control.
Gate keeping can also be used as a tool for controlling hiring and internal promotions. In the context of internal promotions, gate keeping has a specific meaning.
It involves filtering out the least competent employees at the early stages of their
careers and offering the others more positive treatment.34 Chances for promotion
depend not only on one’s qualifications, general and idiosyncratic skills and performance on the job, however. Opportunities may be either created or reduced
purposely by particular organization members, namely gate keepers. A similar
observation applies to hiring: the gate keeper influences one’s opportunities for
being hired, all other factors (work experience, gender, education, etc.) being equal.
The gate keeper as a career shaper has the power ‘to provide or deny access
to jobs, internal promotions or developmental opportunities’.35 Superior connections, better information and positions of status enable the career shaper to
influence the outcomes of hiring or promotion. This individual does not necessarily make formal decisions – she might simply direct a potential applicant’s
attention to relevant openings, encourage or discourage applications for a job or
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promotion, introduce the applicant to organization members in charge of hiring/promotion and so forth. In a manner similar to the information gate keeper,
the career shaper uses the strategy of gate keeping for the purpose of further
strengthening her power. Thus, gate keeping in hiring and promotion refers to
the second technique for enhancing power through access control.
Arguably, the connection between gate keeping and the process of hiring
and promotion has some underexplored dimensions. The previously overlooked
dimensions can be unveiled by placing the gate keeping in the context of the
internal and external labour markets. This approach serves to achieve two objectives. On one hand, the concept of gate keeping serves to further explore the role
of power in the functioning of the internal labour market. ‘The role of power in
shaping work organization is a key element of the ILM perspective’.36 On the
other hand, the organization’s operation represents a new context of interactions
to which the theory of gate keeping outlined in this book can be applied.
The ILM theory predicts that ‘strong points of entry at low job levels and long
internal careers’ are indicative of the existence of an internal labour market.37 The
ports of entry connect the external and internal labour markets. The agent, who
manages to assert her control over the port of entry, occupies a key structural
position and is able to enhance her power using the strategy of gate keeping. A
conventional take on the control of access to hiring and promotions highlights
the benefits of being a middle-person, a third party facilitating a transaction.
‘When you take the opportunity to be the tertius, you are an entrepreneur in
the literal sense of the word – a person who generates profit from being between
others’.38 An alternative way of considering the control of access to hiring and
promotion involves identifying an eventual constellation of interests of three
agents: the boss, the permanent employee and the temporary employee.
Three agents form a power triad in the dual labour market:39 the agent, who
restricts access to the internal labour market (C), the agent, who is admitted to
the internal labour market (A), and the agent remaining in the external labour
market (B). As in the other contexts, the existence of the power triad within the
organization requires that two conditions are met, structural and strategic. The
dual character of the labour market represents a structural condition. A strategic
condition refers to restricting access to the internal labour market.
The power triad might emerge if the labour market has two segments: the internal
and external labour markets. Permanent employment prevails in the first segment,
whereas temporary, or fixed-term employment characterizes the second segment. It
is the coexistence of the internal and external labour markets that creates opportunities for gate keeping, not the internal labour market as such. If the labour market
was homogenous, e.g. the individual had a choice between being unemployed and
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having some job, then the interests of the parties involved would not form a constellation. Namely, the unemployed would be a clear loser in this situation.
The dual labour market takes particularly manifest forms in Japan. The
J-firm, a country-specific form of the economic organization in Japan, signs
long-term incomplete contracts with its employees.40 The ports of entry into
the J-firm are largely restricted to school graduates. The employees start their
career in the J-firm early and expect not to change their employer until retirement. A comparative study of two similar firms in Japan and the US shows
that the retention rate for employees who entered the organization fifteen
years ago in the Japanese case exceeds 80 per cent, which is about 30 per cent
higher than in the American case.41 The fact that both the employer and the
employee expect the model of permanent employment to prevail does not altogether exclude the eventuality of temporary employment. The least competent
employees tend to be filtered out at the early stages of their careers and thus
they return to the external labour market. The internal and external labour
markets coexist even in the Japanese case.
A similar situation is observed in the public service and academia (the case
of the university will be discussed in more detail in the next two sections) where
permanent and temporary employment is also present. In North America, the
government employs two types of human resources, permanent and temporary.
Employees admitted to the internal labour market of the government as a particular organization enjoy a high level of protection and security. For instance,
they can be fired only in exceptional circumstances. More commonly they are simply redeployed within public service organizations.42 Public employees without
permanent contracts return to the external labour market each time after the expiration of their fixed-term contracts. New Public Management – a set of policies
for reforming government implemented first in the US and then in several other
Western and developing countries in the 1990s – involves placing greater emphasis
on the market as a supplier of public goods and government services.43 In practical terms, this means that more tasks are outsourced to private businesses and the
number of temporary workers grows faster than that of permanent public servants.
C, A and B prefer cooperation to uncoordinated actions. By joining their
efforts, the three agents achieve more than by making individual efforts. ‘To survive, cooperation must itself create a surplus’.44 In contrast to the rent captured
in the conditions of restricted competition in the market,45 the cooperation rent
does not necessarily involve any loss. It is a bonus attributed to a superior productivity of concerted efforts. There is no guarantee, however, that C, A and B
get equal shares of the cooperation rent. As long as each actor’s expected utility from joining the organization exceeds her expected utility from acting in an
individual manner, she will prefer to enter the internal labour market. In other
words, C, A and B prefer cooperation even under conditions of an unequal distribution of the cooperation rent.
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The agent can join the organization as either a permanent or temporary
employee. In the former case, the agent enters the internal labour market; in the
latter, she remains in the external labour market. The agent with a discretionary power to determine the character of a particular individual’s employment
performs the role of a gate keeper. Gate keeping allows her to further strengthen
and enhance her powers.
What functions does the gate keeper, C, perform in the organization? As
long as the boss has discretionary powers in this regard, she acts as the gate
keeper to the internal labour market. The concept of managerial discretion
applies to multiple contexts. It serves to help us understand ‘whether, and when,
executives have strategic leeway’.46 The boss’s discretion in questions of hiring is
of particular interest here. The theory of gate keeping predicts that, if the boss
has discretion in selecting candidates for a job and determining the conditions of
their employment (namely, permanent versus temporary),47 then a power triad
emerges and the boss becomes a C in the triad.
‘Within the limits established by job content and training costs, management can exercise discretion over the kind of workers it is willing to hire’.48 If C
has discretion in hiring, she determines the ratio of permanent positions (occupied by A) to temporary jobs (performed by B). C strengthens her power by
increasing the ratio of temporary jobs to permanent positions. The theory of
gate keeping predicts that the higher this ratio, the more valuable are permanent positions and, consequently, the stronger C’s hold on power is. The relative
size of the internal and external labour market represents a key parameter of the
power triad in the organization. C may also choose candidates for permanent
positions using the acceptance of her power as a selection criterion in addition
to (or in lieu of ) such formal criteria as professional experience and education.
Barnard identifies three basic functions of the boss: to provide the system of
communication, to promote the securing of essential efforts and to formulate
and define purpose, i.e. to set organizational goals.49 It can be argued that gate
keeping contributes to the exercise of all three. The conventional interpretation
of gate keeping in hiring (the gate keeper as a career shaper) highlights the boss’
first function. A’s knowledge that, compared with B, she occupies a privileged
position makes her work harder, especially at the early stages of A’s career. C’s
access control to promotions in the internal labour market creates additional
incentives for A at the subsequent stages of the latter’s career.
‘A formal system of cooperation requires an objective, a purpose, an aim’ distinct from the individual ones.50 In order to be able to set organizational goals, C
needs discretionary powers. If she does not have these powers, then organizational
goals are set in consultation with A and, eventually B, i.e. by all members of the
organization. Gate keeping allows C to increase the scope of her discretion. If C
directs the organization towards profit maximization, then the organization takes
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the form of the firm. In the firm, C captures the lion’s share of the profit generated
by concerted efforts of its members. C’s decision to maximize the organization’s budget, or, as an option, the ‘discretionary’ budget,51 is consistent with the
transformation of the organization into a bureau. In the bureau, C controls the
largest share of the discretionary budget. When C sets non-pecuniary goals, her
gains also have a non-pecuniary dimension. For instance, if the organization is a
research-intensive university, then C selects priority research areas and so forth.
A’s gains from cooperation within the organization as the power triad tend
to be more modest. A gets a lesser share of the cooperation rent regardless of its
form, namely pecuniary or non-pecuniary. The stable and predictable character
of A’s compensation (for instance, her salary) matters as much as its size. Under
conditions of permanent employment, A’s expected utility – the product of her
compensation and the probability of securing it – is higher than what she could
get in the external labour market.
B is also better off by cooperating than by acting individually. B receives compensation (in a pecuniary or non-pecuniary manner), no matter how insecure
it may be. Even if B receives a high wage, her expected utility is lower than A’s
expected utility because of the insecure character of B’s employment. B prefers
temporary employment to unemployment, however.
In the power triad within the organization no one loses. All the three agents
win, no matter how unequal the distribution of the cooperation rent may be.
The power triad is efficient in the sense that it allows C, A and B to satisfy their
motives. ‘The meaning of “efficiency” as applied to organization is the maintenance of an equilibrium of organization activities through the satisfaction of the
motives of individuals sufficient to induce these activities’.52 C’s, A’s and B’s interests form a constellation within the organization structured as the power triad.

4. Particularities of the Academic Labour Market
The choice of the university as a particular type of the organization for a discussion of the power triad might seem somewhat unusual at first sight. For instance,
Doeringer and Piore initially developed their ILM theory studying the situation
of skilled and semi-skilled manual workers, ‘blue collars’.53 The choice of the university has several justifications, however.
First, two types of employment, permanent and temporary, exist in academia . Tenured and tenure-track positions refer to permanent employment
and, therefore, they constitute an integral element of the internal labour market. The American Association of University Professors defines tenure in the
following manner:
after the expiration of a probationary period, teachers or investigators should have
permanent or continuous tenure, and their service should be terminated only for
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adequate cause, except in the case of retirement for age, or under extraordinary circumstances because of financial exigencies’.54

Temporary employment in academia is represented by fixed-term, or ‘contractual’
appointments. Their holders operate in the external labour market. Temporary
employment progressively replaces permanent positions. In the US, ‘full-time
faculty are increasingly hired into fixed-term appointments that do not lead to
consideration for tenure at the college or university where they are employed’.55
Second, the university’s internal labour market has a relatively simple
structure, which facilitates studies and inter-organization comparisons. Most
applicants enter the internal labour market through the port of entry, an assistant professorship (lectureship in the UK). Permanent employees subsequently
progress through a simple system of ranks: associate professor (reader in the
UK) and full professor. In some countries (for instance, the UK and Russia),
there is a fourth rank that occupies an intermediate position between assistant
professor and associate professor, senior lecturer.
Third, the study of the university’s internal and external labour markets serves
to control the impact of asset specificity. Specific assets have a limited redeployability. A specific asset can be used for another transaction with a loss solely of its
value.56 Human assets can be specific as well – to a particular organization. The
ILM sees in human assets specificity, or skill specificity, a factor that gives rise
to internal labour markets. ‘As skills become more specific, it becomes increasingly difficult for the worker to utilize elsewhere the enterprise-specific training
he receives’.57 More neoclassically minded economists agree. For example, Williamson views the organization and its internal labour market as a response to
idiosyncrasies of various kinds, including specific human assets.58
Fourth, and related to the third point, are human assets specificity results,
namely, from the importance of on-the-job training. Some skills can be acquired
on site only, as opposed to classrooms. In the case of blue collar workers, onthe-job training plays a particularly important role. On-the-job training loses
its importance for white collar workers and managers, however. In professional
and managerial occupations ‘formal education attainment requirements tend to
dwarf skills previously acquired on the job’.59 This observation applies to academic jobs even to a greater extent, arguably.
The university, as its name suggests, places greater emphasis on universalism
than on particularism. ‘It is often believed that internal labour market theories
have little relevance to universities as human capital is assumed to be general’.60
If the internal labour market exists in the university, its explanation in terms of
asset specificity would not suffice. Alternative theories, including the theory of
gate keeping , might help then.
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Last, but not least, the importance of depersonalized communication in academia, namely communication through the text,61 makes informational theories
of gate keeping less relevant, at least at the level of normative analysis. If academics believe that who knows what matters more than who knows who, then the
gate keeper as a career shaper should be a less important figure at the university
than in the other organizations. This assumption also calls for alternative theories of gate keeping, including the concept of the power triad.
The theory of gate keeping predicts that the power triad has some particularities in the case of the university. The administrative head (of the university
or faculty) – the boss – has the final say in hiring decisions.62 She decides the
ratio of permanent (tenured and tenure-track) and temporary (non-tenuretrack) positions. All other factors (namely, the macroeconomic situation) being
held constant, C extends the scope of her discretion by increasing the relative
number of temporary positions.
On the one hand, C can hire and fire non-tenure-track faculty members
at will. She has no obligation towards them. ‘An administrator who dislikes a
particular part-time faculty member can choose not to rehire that person, and
generally is not required’.63 B shows a greater dependence on C’s good or bad will
than A. On the other hand, the scarcer a permanent position is, the more A values it. Under these circumstances, A tends to give more support to C’s initiatives
and actions because the latter creates additional privileges for the former and
enhances her status within the university.
Managerial discretion is a universal phenomenon observed in other organizations as well, but the boss’s discretionary powers in the university undermine
the basic principles of academic freedom. An eventual constellation of C’s and
A’s interests also undermines the principles of equal and universal exchanges
proper to the Republic of Letters. The Republic of Letters represents a web of
depersonalized communications between scholars with similar research interests.64 An eventual coalition of C and A has more features of an oligarchy – it
could be called an ‘Oligarchy of Letters’ – than of a republic. Despite her inferior
status, B still prefers participating in the power triad to being excluded from academia altogether. The acceptance of the power triad gives B a unique chance to
take part in research and teaching.
C’s upper hand in academic relationships enables her to set organizational
goals for the university. The traditional orientation with respect to the generation
and transmission of knowledge represents one possibility. C also has discretion
with respect to prioritizing profit maximization and thus transforming the university into a business enterprise. Thorstein Veblen observed this transformation
in the case of American universities at the beginning of the twentieth century:
‘in one shape or another this problem of adjustment, reconciliation or com-
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promise between the needs of the higher learning and the demands of business
enterprise is for ever present in the deliberations of the university directorate’.65
C may also set religious or political priorities for the university. No matter how
diverse these organizational goals might be, they correspond more closely to C’s
priorities than anyone else’s do.

5. Case Study of Four Universities
The labour markets of four universities, two in North America and two in the
Russian Federation, were analysed more in-depth. Their selection has both substantial and pragmatic justification. From a substantial point of view, the fact
that these universities operate in different institutional and macroeconomic
environments increases the generalizability of the findings despite the small
size of my sample. In pragmatic terms, the same universities were studied in a
previous study I conducted, where I compared their organizational structures,
budgets and scientific productivity measured in terms of the number of students
and the number of scholarly publications.66
The four universities are the Lomonossov Moscow State University (MSU),
the National Research University – the Higher School of Economics (HSE),
both in Russia, the University of Mississippi (UM) in the US and Memorial
University of Newfoundland (MUN) in Canada. The MSU is one of the oldest
Russian universities, having been founded in 1755. It embodies the traditional
Russian model, which also applies to its internal labour market. In contrast, the
HSE has a relatively short history, starting in 1992. Since the first years of its
operation, the HSE has focused on replicating Western, initially French and subsequently American, models. The UM is a mid-range American doctoral and
research university.67 The MUN is a mid-range Canadian comprehensive university. The UM has the smallest labour market of the four (846 faculty members in
2006), whereas the MSU has the largest academic labour force (11,021 faculty
members in 2010, see Table 6.1).
The analysis of the composition of academic labour force conducted on the
basis of official statistics (Table 6.1) shows that the number of contingent (nontrack and part-time) positions is growing faster than the internal labour market
composed of tenured faculty members and holders of tenure-track academic
appointments. Between 2006 and 2011, the share of temporary positions in all
full-time academic occupations increased from 26 per cent to 37.3 per cent in
the US and from 10 per cent to 14.8 per cent in Canada. At Harvard University, non-tenure track academics constitute about half of the full-time academic
labour force, which fuelled criticism of the university administration’s policies
with respect to hiring and promotion.68

Doctoral universities, USA, 2011*
Doctoral universities, USA, 2006**
University of Mississippi, 2006***
Stanford University, 2006***
UCLA, 2006***
Yale University, 2006***
Harvard University, 2006***
Princeton University, 2006***
Columbia University, 2006***
Cornell University, 2006***
MIT, 2006***
Comprehensive universities
(Masters’ degree universities), USA, 2011*
Comprehensive universities
(Masters’ degree universities), USA, 2006**
Undergraduate universities
(Baccalaureate universities), USA, 2011*
Undergraduate universities
(Baccalaureate universities), US, 2006**
All universities (excluding associate
degree colleges), USA, 2011*
53,698
533,675

929,999

46.2

47.5

19.4

25.2

22.4

34.4

27.3

31.4

396,324

32,257

58,976

42.6

37.1

48.5

48.6

85,955

46.3

124,037

62,678

25.2

121,654

25.6

132,843

256,880

49.2

Full-time Full-time
Full-time
Full-time Part-time Part-time % of
Total
Tenured % Tenure-track, % Non-track, % Total
all faculty
322,838
45.4
17.4
37.3
158,055
32.9
224,305
53.2
20.8
26
94,583
29.5
622
71.7
28.3
224
26.5
991
93.6
6.4
23
2.3
1,669
82.7
17.3
499
23
1,194
66.5
33.5
405
25.3
2,363
54.6
45.4
611
20.5
807
86
14
206
20.3
1,289
88.2
11.8
747
36.7
1,778
80.3
19.7
188
9.6
1,122
80.4
19.6
520
31.7
148,159
48.1
22.6
29.4
179,293
54.8

All faculty
480,893
318,888
846
1,014
2,168
1,599
2,974
1,013
2,036
1,966
1,642
327,452

Table 6.1: The composition of academic labour force (instructional and research)
in the USA, Canada and Russia and at selected universities, 2006 and 2011

n.a.
2,272
409,200
3,793
11,021

All universities, Canada, 2006******

MUN, 2011*******
All universities, Russia, 2003********
HSE, 2013*********
MSU, 2010***********
1,078
311,300
3,258
9,628

38,268

43,455

3**********
0

66.2
0

70.3

64.2

28.8
0
0
0

19.7

21

5
100
97
100

10

14.8

1194
97,900
535
1,393

n.a.

n.a.

15.2
(32.2*****)
13.5
(27.1*****)
52.6
23.9
14.1
12.6

Full-time Full-time
Full-time
Full-time Part-time Part-time % of
Total
Tenured % Tenure-track, % Non-track, % Total
all faculty
410,846
51.2
22.9
25.9
250,877
37.9

Sources: * American Association of University Professors (AAUP), ‘The Employment Status of Instructional Staff Members in Higher Education, Fall
2011’ (2014), pp. 9–11, at http://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/files/AAUP-InstrStaff2011-April2014.pdf [accessed 12 June 2014]; ** American
Association of University Professors (AAUP), ‘2006 AAUP Contingent Faculty Index’, pp. 17–18, at http://www.aaup.org/sites/default/files/files/
AAUPContingentFacultyIndex2006.pdf [accessed 12 June 2014]; *** American Association of University Professors (AAUP), ‘2006 AAUP Contingent Faculty Index’, pp. 20–9; **** American Association of University Professors (AAUP), ‘The Employment Status of Instructional Staff Members
in Higher Education, Fall 2011’ (2014), pp. 30, 37; **** Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT), ‘CAUT Almanac of Post-Secondary
Education in Canada, 2012–2013’ (Ottawa, 2013), p. 30, excluding Quebec universities; ***** Canadian Association of University Teachers, ‘CAUT
Almanac of Post-Secondary Education in Canada, 2012–13’, p. 37, including temporary full-time university professors; ****** Canadian Association of University Teachers (CAUT), ‘CAUT Almanac of Post-Secondary Education in Canada, 2008–09’ (Ottawa, 2009), p. 15; ******* Canadian
Association of University Teachers (CAUT), ‘CAUT Almanac of Post-Secondary Education in Canada, 2012–13’, p. 30 and Memorial University
of Newfoundland (MUN), ‘President’s Report “Great Minds Think Differently”’ (2011), p. 57 at http://www.mun.ca/2011report [accessed 12 June
2014]; ******** Federal State Statistics Service, Obrazovanie v Rossii [Education in Russia] (Moscow, 2003), Table 5.14; ********* the HSE official
website, at http://www.hse.ru/org/persons/ [accessed 12 June 2014] and the author’s calculations; ********** HSE ‘ordinary’ professors; *********** the
MSU official website (http://www.msu.ru/science/2010/sci-study.html) [accessed 12 June 2014].

n.a.

All Universities (excluding associate degree
colleges), USA, 2006**
All universities, Canada, 2011****

All faculty
661,723
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The labour legislation in Russia requires that the universities sign fixed-term contracts with their employees. All positions are temporary with a notable difference
between full-time and part-time employees: the former have more rights and duties
than the latter. Under such conditions, the institution of tenure is simply impossible. The HSE offers a poor replacement for this, namely ‘ordinary’ professorship.69
In contrast to tenure, an ordinary professor has no legal protection against firing
since the stability of her employment depends solely on the university administrator’s good (or bad) will. Furthermore, a faculty member cannot apply for tenure:
ordinary professors are nominated either by the other ordinary professors or by C,
the boss. HSE’s ordinary professors represent a tiny fraction, 3 per cent, of all fulltime academic occupations. In the case of HSE, the internal labour market most
closely approximates the ‘oligarchy of letters’ mentioned in the previous section.
For this study of the academic labour market, I managed to get access only to
secondary and incomplete data. The task of testing truly risky predictions made
on the basis of the theory of gate keeping requires the availability of a variety
of personal data that are either protected by privacy laws or simply unavailable:
employee’s gender, age, education, previous work history, current position and
history of internal promotions, salary and so forth. It is rare that a researcher has
full access to an organization’s personnel records.70
I used two sources of secondary data: the LinkedIn website and the HSE official website (in my sample, only the HSE requires all of its employees to create
professional webpages using a common template and to regularly update them
or face the risk of sanctions for non-compliance). LinkedIn is a social networking service oriented toward professional uses, including hiring, as a source of
information. Despite the fact that it is the world’s largest professional network,
LinkedIn is rarely used for the purposes of scholarly research on the labour market.71 One of the reasons probably refers to researchers’ doubts as to the validity
of users’ personal information that can be retrieved from this website. In order to
enhance the scope of information retrievable from LinkedIn, I used a LinkedIn
Executive account to construct samples of employees working at the four universities.72 The sampling frames included 283 individuals in the case of HSE (the
accounts of 203 of them were completed at least to some extent and retrievable
to constitute the HSE sample), 571 (186) in the case of MUN, 808 (58) in the
case of UM and 488 (189) in the case of MSU. The relative (to the total number
of employees) size of these samples and the sampling procedure suggest that the
standards set for random samples are not met in the circumstances.
The use of the second source of personnel records, the HSE official website, served to assess the validity and reliability of LinkedIn data. Even taking
into account the fact that the personal information posted on the HSE website
might not be completely valid, both account holders and their superiors have
the obligation to correct and update it at least when they renew their contracts.
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The sampling frame – 3,793 accounts73 – coincides with the population in this
case. I built a random sample of 209 HSE employees (5.5 per cent of the population). Two samples of HSE employees, one from the LinkedIn site and the other
from the HSE site, are similar in size. Thus, in addition to testing some non-risky
predictions of the theory of gate keeping, I was able to ask an additional research
question, namely how valid is the information on LinkedIn users’ employment
situation publicly available on this website?
The preliminary data screening revealed that some variables are not normally
distributed. Natural logarithm or square root transformation was applied when
appropriate. For dummy variables, I ran additional tests to check the assumption
of the equality of variance.74 The length of employment at the current organization was used as a dependent variable75 under the assumption that employees in
the internal labour market have longer tenures than individuals remaining in the
external labour market. Scholars of the internal labour markets use the length of
tenure as a proxy for being in the internal labour market.76
Outcomes of eleven multiple linear regressions based on ordinary least squares
(OLS) are reported in Table 6.2. In order to increase the robustness of results, the
four LinkedIn samples were initially analysed after being merged (Models 1–5)
and then separately (Models 6–9). Models 1–9 use data from the LinkedIn site,
whereas Models 10–11 use data from the HSE official website. Personnel records
from these two sources are not completely compatible, which explains differences
in the selection of independent and control variables across models.
The list of independent variables includes the number of previous employers, the total number of years in academia, the number of LinkedIn connections,
dummies for the universities that granted PhD and Masters’ degrees77 and for the
port of entry (the entry position at the place of academic’s current employment).
The number of previous employers and the number of LinkedIn connections
serve as a proxy for being in the external labour market. One of LinkedIn’s functions consists of facilitating the search for new employment opportunities. The
ILM predicts that the length of employment at the current organization will be
negatively associated with these independent variables. It also predicts that the
academics, who progressed through the ranks at the place of their current employment, will have longer employment records at this organization. The study of a
large university in Belgium suggested the presence of a strong port of entry: 75
per cent of entries at this university occur in the lowest professor rank.78
The two remaining independent variables, dummies for the universities that
granted PhD and Masters degrees, are more specific to the academic internal
labour market and its interpretation in the light of the theory of gate keeping.
If academia had the features of the Republic of Letters, then there would be no
association between the place of an academic’s current employment and the university that granted a PhD or Masters degree.

Dummy UM

Dummy MSU

Dummy HSE

Dummy Port of entry

Dummy Place of Masters’ degree

Dummy Place of PhD degree

N of LinkedIn connections (sqrt)

Years in academia (Ln)

Model
N of previous employers

0.015
(0.325)

1
-0.324
(-6.85)***

0.018
0.037
0.036
-0.041
-0.039 -0.059
(0.72)
(0.73)
(0.83)
(-0.94) (-0.34) (-0.76)
0.01
0.035
0.062
0.054
0.12
0.04
(0.16)
(0.48)
(1.02)
(0.89)
(0.83) (0.58)
-0.005
-0.048
0.045
0.049
0.003
0.04
(-0.7) (-0.74)
(0.81)
(0.88) (0.025) (0.56)
0.507
0.442
0.213
0.215
-0.108 0.248
(9.4)*** (7.87)*** (3.92)*** (3.97)*** (-0.62)*** (2.67)**
-0.228
-0.309
-0.304
(-3.79)*** (-5.82)*** (-5.75)***
-0.027
-0.136
-0.135
(-0.37) (-2.19)* (-2.18)*
0.08
-0.032
-0.034
(-1.46)
(-0.67)
(-0.72)

Four universities
MSU
MUN
2
3
4
5
6
7
-0.07
-0.055
-0.155
-0.157
-0.531 -0.084
(-1.28) (-1.01) (-3.28)** (-3.33)** (-3.15)** (-1.1)

MU
HSE HSE_2 HSE_2
8
9
10
11
-0.151 -0.174
(-1.53) (-1.76)^
0.418
0.483
(4.18)*** (4.325)***
-0.014 -0.093
(0.14) (-1.04)
0.089
0.004
-0.01
0.066
(0.78) (-0.04) (-0.11)
(0.71)
-0.111
0.196
0.17
0.181
(-0.965) (1.75)^ (1.93)* (1.85)^
0.53 -0.005
(3.12)** (-0.05)

Table 6.2 Results of statistical (Method = Enter) multiple regression to predict the number of years that the academic has worked at her current university, Ln of (Y) from the number of LinkedIn connections (sqrt), the number of years in academia (Ln), the number of previous employers, the number
of publications listed on the institutional website (Ln), the number of courses thought and listed on the institutional website (Ln), dummy coefficients
for the entry position (1 = lower position than the current one), the university that granted a PhD degree (1 = the place of the current employment), the
university that granted a Masters degree, the university, the rank, the administrative position (1 = holds an administrative position), the full-time position (1 = holds a full-time position), HSE’s ordinary professorship (1 = holds it), the award of a monetary bonus in addition to a basic salary (1 = has it)
and gender (1 = Male), standardized (Beta) coefficients

2

0.063
-0.029 -0.039
(1.5) (-0.25) (-0.54)
2.22
2.419 2.302
(16.12)*** (5.875)*** (9.25)***
0.521
0.555 0.559
0.503
0.466 0.523
29.14*** 6.238*** 15.24***
306
48
104

Four universities
MSU
MUN
3
4
5
6
7
-0.277
-0.275
-0.292 -0.331
(-5.49)*** (-5.44)*** (-2.13)* (-3.56)**
0.316
0.304
0.474 0.338
(7.035)*** (6.67)*** (3.89)*** (4.23)***

2.35
1.727
1.906
2.281
(25.03)*** (14.45)*** (14.84)*** (17.4)***
0.103
0.287
0.323
0.517
0.099
0.275
0.304
0.501
24.309*** 24.266*** 17.745*** 31.697***
425
306
306
306

1

MU
HSE HSE_2 HSE_2
8
9
10
11
-0.228 -0.233 -0.044
0.147
(-1.29) (-2.43)* (0.465)
(1.34)
0.214
0.211 0.045
-0.176
(1.81)^ (2.11)* (0.43)
(-1.38)
0.218
(2.27)*
-0.161
(-1.71)^
0.341
(3.5)**
0.085
(0.82)
0.078
(0.62)
-0.119
(-1.17)
-0.036
0.213 -0.115
-0.065
(-0.35) (2.34)* (-1.3)
(0.67)
1.962
1.746 0.891
1.161
(5.7)*** (8.84)*** (3.88)*** (2.83)**
0.727
0.228 0.187
0.295
0.658
0.168 0.151
0.208
10.632*** 3.811** 5.075*** 3.387***
40
111
138
109

Legend: * refers to a relationship significant at the 0.05 level; ** at the 0.01 level; *** at the 0.001 level and ^ at the 0.1 level.

R2
R2adj
F-statistic
Obs.

C (unstandardized coefficient)

Dummy Male

N of courses (Ln)

N of publications (Ln)

Dummy Bonus

Dummy Administrator

Dummy Full-time

Dummy Ordinary

Dummy Full

Model
Dummy Assistant
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Previous studies suggest that the opposite might be true, which is more consistent
with the assumption of gate keeping. In the above-mentioned Belgian university,
academics with an internally awarded PhD degree receive a ‘green light’ in hiring. Only 15 per cent of its faculty members had a PhD from another university
(6 per cent of which received their degrees from a foreign university).79 A larger
European survey suggested that many other European universities tend to hire
their own PhDs as well, with the exception of Germany and the UK.80 My data
shows that MSU hires predominantly its former doctoral students (78.4 per cent
of its current employees received their PhD degrees from the MSU) and graduate students (80 per cent graduated from the same university). The other three
universities do so to a significantly lesser extent: the percentage of holders of a
PhD degree from the same university is 9 per cent at the HSE (7.3 per cent as per
data from its official website), 5 per cent at MUN and 6.1 per cent at the MU.
The exploration of eventual links between the place of the academic’s current
employment and the geographical location of the university that granted a PhD/
Masters degree is also promising. As mentioned in Section 2 above, the ILM has
recently evolved toward studying regional clusters. ‘A cluster is an agglomeration of similar or complementary firms in a bounded geographic area’.81 Does the
academic internal labour market have a similar regional dimension? Regional
clusters seem to play a more important role in Russia than in North America.
Neither MUN nor the UM has holders of PhDs from other universities in the
same region among their employees. A total of 16.8 per cent of MSU’s employees hold a PhD degree from another university in Moscow, 64 per cent (81 per
cent as per data from its official website) of HSE’s employees received their PhD
degrees from other universities in the same region.82 The two North American
universities recruit mostly nationally (90 per cent of UM’s employees hold a
PhD degree from another American university) and internationally (32 per cent
of MUN’s employees received their degrees from foreign universities).
In regressions run using the LinkedIn data (Models 1–9), I controlled for the
employee’s gender, her university and academic rank. The use of the university as a
control variable serves to check whether academia uses a single or multiple model
of the internal labour market.83 Does the academic internal labour market have a
homogeneous or heterogeneous character? The importance of the academic’s progression through the ranks for the operation of the internal labour market calls for
controlling the impact of academic rank (dummies for Assistant, Associate and Full
professor). The ILM predicts that the longer one stays in the internal labour market,
the higher the status in the organizational hierarchy that she achieves. As for the
control for gender, gender imbalances characterize even some Western universities.84
The list of controls in regressions run using the HSE official data (Models
10–11) included several other variables, namely the employee’s scholarly (the
number of publications listed on the personal webpage) and teaching activities
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(the number of courses whose programmes are posted on the personal website),
a dummy for receivers of material bonuses in addition to basic salary,85 dummies for holders of HSE’s ordinary professorship, administrative positions
(associate department heads, department heads, associate deans and deans) and
full-time positions. The HSE academic labour market has a particularly complex
structure: this university hires in the external labour market (part-time faculty
members represent 14.1 per cent of its labour force), has a small internal labour
market (HSE’s ordinary professorship as an imperfect substitute for tenure) and
a ‘hybrid’ form of employment with features of both the external and internal
labour markets (full-time faculty members).
In keeping with the prediction of the ILM theory, there is a negative association between the length of employment at the current university and the number
of previous employers (Model 1). The impact of the number of LinkedIn connections turned out to be insignificant. As a matter of fact, no model suggests
that the number of LinkedIn connections might serve as a proxy for the involvement in the external labour market. When the dummy for the port of entry is
added to the regression model (Model 2),86 the contribution of the number of
previous employers becomes insignificant. In terms of the elaboration paradigm,
the port of entry helps to interpret the original relationship.87
Models 3 and 6–9 confirm that the academic labour market tends to be heterogeneous rather than homogeneous. The number of previous employers has a
significant negative impact on the dependent variable at the two Russian universities but not at the North American universities. Employees who received their
Masters degrees at the university of their current employment, have advantages
in the internal labour market solely in the case of HSE. Models 10 and 11 further
corroborate this finding. The relative short history of this university might explain
why the same does not apply to employees with PhDs granted by the HSE.88
The addition of the dummies for two academic ranks, Assistant and Full professors, in Models 4 and 5 made the impact of the number of previous employers
significant once again. The external labour market (variable ‘N of previous
employers’) and the internal labour market (the length of employment at the
current university) turned out to be connected through the port of entry, as
predicted by the ILM theory, and under the conditions of employee’s progression through the ranks.89 On average, assistant professors worked at the current
university for shorter periods of time than holders of other academic ranks. On
average, full professors worked at the current university for longer periods of
time than assistant and associate professors.
The entry of several control variables from a more comprehensive source,
the HSE website, allowed me to make several additional observations. Unfortunately, the information on the number of previous employers is unavailable
at the HSE site and I used the total number of years spent in academia as an
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imperfect substitute. Variable ‘Years in academia’ tells us more about the employee’s seniority than about her involvement in the external labour market. Thus,
it comes as no surprise that the longer career the HSE employee had, the more
years she had spent at the HSE. Models 10–11 show an insignificant impact
of the dummies for associate and full professorship on the dependent variable,
which might be attributed to the existence of several ports of entry at the HSE.
The HSE is the only university out of the four with an insignificant impact of the
dummy for the port of entry (Model 9) because its administration tends to hire
holders of all academic ranks. HSE’s ordinary professors quite expectedly have
spent more years at the HSE than non-tenured faculty members. More unexpectedly, full-time employees tend to have shorter track records at the HSE than
its part-time employees. The stability of one’s employment at the HSE does not
seem to depend on the scope of one’s involvement in the university’s activities.
So far, only findings relevant to various aspects of the ILM theory have been
highlighted. Is there any outcome that specifically calls for applying the theory
of gate keeping to studies of the academic labour market? Model 11 clearly indicates that the stability of employment at the HSE depends on whether or not the
academic holds an administrative position. The value of the standardized (beta)
coefficient for the relevant dummy suggests that it is a second most important
predictor for the length of employment at the HSE. The closer one is to the boss,
the more chances she has of being admitted to the internal labour market, which
is fully consistent with the prediction made on the basis of the theory of gate
keeping. The transition from the external to the internal labour market results
from the exercise of discretionary powers by C. A trades employment stability
for the acceptance of C’s power.
As for the additional research question on the validity of the information on
LinkedIn users’ employment situation publicly available at this website, the tentative answer is rather inconclusive. On the one hand, the comparison of data on the
average length of employment at the HSE from two sources, LinkedIn and the
HSE official website, suggests some consistency (Table 6.3). On the other hand,
the combined LinkedIn data for the two Russian universities with respect to the
distribution of faculty members across academic ranks diverge from the official
nation-level statistics. A total of 39 per cent of LinkedIn users from the MSU and
the HSE report having the rank of full professor, whereas full professors represent 10 per cent of faculty working at the Russian universities only.90 It cannot be
excluded that Russian faculty members tend to overstate their academic ranks in
their LinkedIn accounts. One cannot rule out either that, at least, the HSE offers
more full professorships than the Russian universities on average (as per data from
its official website, full professors represent 26.7 per cent of its faculty members, as
opposed to 32 per cent as per LinkedIn data for this university). Thus, more careful
and large-scale comparisons are needed before any final conclusions can be made.
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Table 6.3: The average number of years that the academic worked at her current university,
the average number of previous employers and the average number of
LinkedIn connections, by academic rank
HSE_
LinkedIn
N of years, Assistant professor
3.85
N of previous employers, Assistant professor
0.85
N of LinkedIn connections, Assistant professor 161.55
N of years, Senior lecturer
n.a.
N of years, Associate professor
5.91
N of previous employers, Associate professor
1.14
N of LinkedIn connections, Associate professor 161.97
N of years, Full professor
8.45
N of previous employers, Full professor
1.68
N of LinkedIn connections, Full professor
180.77
N of years, all academic ranks combined1
6.32

HSE_
site
1.93
n.a.
n.a.
5.22
4.64
n.a.
n.a.
6.07
n.a.
n.a.
4.78

MUN UM
MSU
5.89
3.78
6.64
0.67
1.44
0.7
136.46 265.37 86.93
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
11.12 11.29 12.43
0.75
1.14
0.62
185.63 252.25 91.42
22.28 16.28 19.67
0.58
1.24
0.63
113.42 297.32 143.07
13.06 10.43 14.30

Legend: *The corresponding figure for the above discussed university in Belgium is 9.7 years
(Haeck and Verboven, ‘The Internal Economics of a University’, p. 599). To compare:
the average in-progress tenure for all occupations in the Canadian economy was 78
months in 1976 and 92 months (7 years 8 months) in 2001 (Heisz, ‘The Evolution of
Job Stability in Canada’, p. 109). In North America, with its institution of academic
tenure, university professors tend to have longer in-progress tenures than employees in
the other sectors of the economy.

6. Conclusions
The discussion in this chapter focused on two hands of power within the organization, visible and invisible. The existence of the boss’s visible hand – her explicit
orders and commands – has long been acknowledged and studied. Alfred Chandler, a business historian, refers to the visible hand in the title of one of his most
acclaimed books.91
The boss’s second hand, invisible, often remains unnoticed by both employees and specialists in organization studies. The boss imposes her will on the
employees not only by rendering and enforcing her orders, but also by having a
discretionary power to decide who will be offered jobs in the organization and
under which conditions – permanent or temporary employment. Permanent
employees gain access to the internal labour whereas temporary workers remain
in the external labour market.
The ILM theory emphasizes the importance of the ports of entry in the operation of the internal labour markets. What remains underexplored, however, is the
question as to who might profit from the existence of these ports. The theory of
gate keeping offers an answer: the agent, who manages to control the gate, i.e.
the port of entry. The boss as a gate keeper strengthens and enhances her powers
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within the organization. In other words, the boss’s toolbox contains not only such
well-known techniques as inducements or threats of firing, but also gate keeping.
As long as the university has two types of employment, permanent and temporary, this reasoning also applies to academia. A position of status enables one
to have a say in hiring decisions. A final say in hiring decisions further increases
the gate keeper’s status and extends her powers. Despite the lesser importance of
human-specific assets in academia and declared ‘universalism’, the university has
the internal labour market with all opportunities for gate keeping that it creates.
The case study of four North American and Russian universities showed
that the academic labour market has a heterogeneous character. Instead of one
universal model, there are several sets of rules and procedures that shape the
employment relationship in academia. Some arrangements of the academic
labour market create particularly ample opportunities for gate keeping. This
might be the case of the HSE, where the stability of the academic’s employment
depends on her proximity to the boss.

7 QUALITY CONTROL AS A WEAPON: GATE
KEEPING IN PEER REVIEW

This chapter continues the discussion of academia started in Chapter 6, Sections
4 and 5. The focus of our attention will shift at this stage, however, from the two
segments of the academic labour market, external and internal, to more subtle
differences between permanent positions in academia. In Chapter 6, tenured
and tenure-track positions were treated as similar and constituting integral elements of the internal labour market. Now I will zoom in and consider an uneasy
switch from a tenure-track position to tenured employment. This transition
normally involves the assessment of an academic’s performance, which calls for
addressing the issues of quality control in academia.
The concept of gate keeping is not completely absent from the discourse on
academia. At the same time, its current uses differ from the conceptualization
proposed in this book. Speaking about academia,1 scholars stress their role as
gate keepers to professions. Instructors not only might, but should, as this argument goes, identify students, who will likely fail to meet professional standards,
as early as possible in their careers. By advising such students to change, the
profession instructors render a service to both the professional community and
society as a whole. The operation of social work schools is a case in point. Their
mission includes ‘screen[ing] out students who appear unable to adhere to social
work ethics and values’.2 If the school of social work fails to do so, the prospective
clients of its graduates – senior and disabled people – will suffer.
Scholars do not exclude the eventuality of gate keeping in relationships with
colleagues, academics of equal formal status, either. Michèle Lamont acknowledges
that restricted access to the most valuable resources in academia – space for scholarly publications, grants and tenure – amount to gate keeping.3 For instance, editors
of scholarly journals4 and reviewers of manuscripts submitted for publication5 are
sometimes compared with gate keepers. They have the privilege to select authors,
who will see their manuscripts published, leaving other authors to virtually perish.
References to gate keeping in the discourse on academia most often have a
metaphorical character: they lack analytical and conceptual rigour. This chapter
is intended to bridge some gaps that exist in our knowledge of gate keeping in
– 133 –
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academia. It argues that gate keeping in academia represents a particular case of
gate keeping as a technique of power. When combined with gate keeping, the
otherwise perfectly legitimate assessment of scientific merit turns into a power
struggle. The theory of gate keeping proposed in the present monograph appears
applicable not only to the academic labour market, but also to procedures for
assessing scientific merit. The specific research question can be formulated in the
following manner: does quality control in academia tend to transform into an
exercise of power and, if it does, under which conditions?
A look at quality control procedures in academia through the lens of the
theory of gate keeping serves to identify the eventual existence of a power triad
in relationships between formally equal academics. The power triad existing in
the academic labour market includes agents of unequal status, the boss and her
employees. The power triad eventually emerging in the process of assessing the
scientific merit of a scholar’s work includes academics of equal formal status. The
latter power triad, similarly to the former or any other power triad, involves a constellation of interests. These interests do not have a pecuniary dimension, however.
The university might pursue pecuniary goals, i.e. maximize profits, but such a situation does not represent the rule.6 The same observation applies to the individual
scholar, who is used as a unit of analysis in this chapter. Instead of assuming that
she maximizes income, as some neoclassical economists do,7 I make a less heroic
assumption. The academic presumably maximizes her contribution to the body of
knowledge in her field. The use of gate keeping helps her to reduce contributions
from competitors or to undermine their value. At the same time, the competitors
do not disappear altogether; they continue to make their respective contributions.
Similarly to the power triad discussed in Chapter 5, the power triad in the
assessment of scientific merit involves a constellation of non-pecuniary interests.
In the other chapters of this book, I considered constellations of pecuniary interests. Thus, the significance of the configuration of power relationships outlined
in this chapter is twofold. On the one hand, the study of the power triad in the
assessment of scientific merit serves to unveil the presence of power relationships
even in transactions between seemingly equal parties, namely academic peers.
On the other hand, that fact that non-pecuniary interests might also constellate
and give rise to a power triad extends the scope of the applicability of the theory
of gate keeping beyond the limits of market transactions.
To draw a relevant parallel, the power triads tend to be as diverse as the fields
of power studied by Pierre Bourdieu and his followers. Namely, Bourdieu suggested that the juridical field exists in the judicial system,8 the bureaucratic field
in state governance,9 the economic field in the market10 and so forth. The concept of the power triad differs from that of the field of power in several aspects,
nevertheless. First, in contrast to the field of power, the power triad necessitates
the existence of such structural components as boundaries delineating the space
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of transactions and making access control possible.11 Second, the field of power
does not involve gate keeping as its strategic component. Third, the parties
involved in the field of power have conflicting and mutually exclusive interests,
as opposed to constellating interests in the case of the power triad.
This chapter has three sections, excluding the introduction and conclusion. Section 1 outlines quality control procedures in academia. It shows that
the assessment of scientific merit represents an integral and necessary part of all
scholarly endeavours. The eventuality of the transformation of quality control
into a technique of power is demonstrated in Section 2. In this section, I discuss
gate keeping in the peer review of scholarly publications and gate keeping in the
peer review of tenure applications separately. In Section 3, I return to the case
of the four universities whose internal labour markets were studied in the previous chapter. This time, the nature of the study is mostly descriptive. It compares
procedures for granting tenure at these universities and highlights the ample
opportunities for gate keeping that they create.

1. Quality Control in Academia
The assessment of the quality of a good or service is rarely an easy and straightforward task. Even such a simple product as an apple or lettuce might have some
hidden vices; for instance, it might contain pesticide residues or be contaminated with Escherichia coli (E. coli). Douglass North showed that measurement
costs constitute a key component of transaction costs. Their dynamics shape
the path of economic development. ‘The technology of measurement and the
history of weights and measures is a crucial part of economic history since as
measurement costs were reduced the cost of transacting was reduced’.12 Neoinstitutional economists argue that profit maximization involves minimization of
both production and transaction costs. Thus, low transaction costs pave the way
to economic growth.
The neoinstitutional approach suggests that measurement costs also have an
impact on the choice of organizational form. From this point of view, the organization, namely the firm, emerges in response to high transaction costs in the market.
‘The main reason why it is profitable to establish a firm would seem to be that there
is a cost of using price mechanism’.13 Thus, all other factors being equal, the organization exists as long as it serves to save on measurement costs. North made this
prediction more specific: ‘the choice of organizational form will be influenced by
the characteristics of the good or service and by the technology of measurement of
the attributes’.14 I will consider the two predictors for organizational form separately.
First, what are the specific characteristics of knowledge? The body of existing
knowledge and particular contributions to its development has the characteristics of a public good. The more basic, fundamental knowledge is, the more
characteristics of a public good it has. Advocates of the New Economics of Sci-
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ence, that represent a neoclassical take on academia, use this assumption as a
point of departure in their reasoning.
Codified scientific knowledge possesses the characteristics of a durable public good
in that (i) it does not lose validity due to use or the passage of time per se (ii) it can be
enjoyed jointly, and (iii) costly measures must be taken to restrict access to those who
do not have a ‘right’ to use it.15

In these circumstances, the introduction of property rights on basic knowledge
would not make much sense. Property rights impose restrictions on access to
knowledge and on possible uses of it.16 The situation with respect to applied
knowledge is different since it combines the features of a public and private
good. In the following text, I will focus on the assessment of one’s contribution
to the body of basic knowledge.
As neoclassical economists well know, self-interested individuals do not have
any incentives to contribute to the production of public goods. They prefer to
enjoy a ‘free ride’ instead, i.e. to get public goods produced by someone else. The
same applies to the measurement of the quality of a public good since its outcome,
an assessment, is a public good itself. Speaking more specifically about quality
control in academia, the assessment of contributions to the body of knowledge
is problematic as long as self-interested behaviour prevails. All academics have an
interest in having contributions to the body of knowledge assessed, but prefer
to have this task done by someone else. A possible solution refers to the joint
production of public and private goods. One’s contribution to the production of
a public good enables an individual to simultaneously consume a private good.
Todd Sandler defines joint production as ‘a technology of supply in which private
output may not be separated from the associated collective output’.17
Food quality regulation serves as an illustration of the idea of joint production. Food quality regulation produces both private and public goods: higher
environmental quality is a public good whereas a lower level of health risk posed
by pesticide exposure is a private one.18 In these circumstances, a self-interested individual favours the regulation of pesticide residues. If an academic’s
involvement in the assessment of a fellow scientist’s contribution to the body
of knowledge provides the assessor with some private goods, then the assessor
also acts in a situation of joint production. The list of private goods eventually
provided to the assessor includes some pecuniary compensation (for instance,
the coverage of her travel and accommodation expenses directly or indirectly
related to the assessment), her enhanced status in academia, the acknowledgment of her efforts in the evaluation of the assessor’s activities, and so forth. The
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada, SSHRC, explicitly urges the universities, whose representatives participate in the evaluation
of project proposals submitted to this granting council, to ‘recognize both the
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contribution to the research enterprise made by committee members and the
time commitment involved in peer review’.19 In practical terms, this means that
the participation in SSHRC’s committees influences the assessor’s chances of
obtaining tenure (being accounted for under the category ‘service’, see Subsection 2.3 below) or a promotion.
Second, what is the technology for measuring the quality of a contribution
to the body of knowledge? The assessment of the quality of an academic’s contribution cannot be performed by the academic herself. It requires references to
externally set criteria and, consequently, the involvement of at least one external
assessor. George Simmel saw room for applying his theory of value to the issues
of assessing quality in academia. Simmel argues that the nature of value is always
relative. ‘Things receive their meaning through each other, and have their being
determined by their mutual relations’.20 He believes that the same applies to the
production of knowledge. Scientific activities necessarily involve ‘the process of
reciprocal verification’. He continues: ‘cognition is thus a free-floating process
whose elements determine their position reciprocally’.21
The need for an external validation of one’s contribution to the body of
knowledge lies at the origin of peer review. Quality control in academia takes the
form of peer review.22 To be accepted as a worthy contribution, one’s work must
be submitted for evaluation and eventual endorsement by a fellow scholar with
a similar expertise, a peer. Peer review operating in a ‘bottom-up’ manner, i.e.
initiated by the academic herself, requires a high level of individualization and
personal courage. Thomas Gould claims that ‘without the boldness of a single
person to submit their works to the judgment of another prior to publication’
no system of peer review would have come into existence.23
How does the bottom-up process of peer review operate in practice? An academic who wishes to have her work assessed sends it to an established specialist
in her field of knowledge. Historically, this was done by sending letters containing short summaries and the principal findings of one’s work. ‘The “erudite
letters” would ask friends and cohorts to examine the logic and, in some cases,
suggest that they even attempt to replicate the actions that led to the same conclusions’.24 The Republic of Letters – a network of corresponding scholars that
existed in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries – derives its name from
this spontaneous system of mutual assessment and peer review.25
The ideal of the Republic of Letters has continued to inspire academics even
after correspondence by letters became outdated and even somewhat defunct.
Michael Polanyi’s Republic of Science incorporates the key future of the medieval
Republic of Letters, namely the need for external validation in scientific endeavours.
Scientific opinion is an opinion not held by any single human mind, but one which,
split into thousands of fragments, is held by a multitude of individuals, each of whom
endorses the others’ opinion at second hand, by relying on the consensual chains
which link him to all the others through a sequence of overlapping neighbourhoods.26
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It does not matter exactly how academics communicate and assess one another’s
claims – by letters, at face-to-face meetings or using the internet. Peer review will
continue to exist as long as the need for mutual assessment exists.
Peer review can be compared with triangulation in geodesy. In order to determine the precise location of a point in space, references to at least three points
are needed. These three points form a geodesic triangle.27 One external review
does not suffice for a valid assessment of a scholar’s work; two or more external
references increase our confidence in the reliability and validity of the assessment. Parallels between peer review and triangulation sometimes take explicit
forms. For example, in his account of French scientists’ efforts to measure the
size of the earth and, subsequently, the length of one metre (as a fraction of the
length of the Paris meridian), Ken Alder traces several parallels between two
sorts of triangulation, in the field work of geodesists and astronomers and in
their constant comparisons of the collected data across the teams involved in the
survey. He concludes that ‘all we know we know by triangulation’.28 It comes as
no surprise that academics now actively use the concept of triangulation outside
the scope of geodesy, making it one of the universal research methods.29
Peer review has been criticized for a number of flaws. Quality control in academia has an inherent bias against innovative research. Reviewers do their job
better when they assess contributions that do not challenge the theories and
assumptions that prevail in a particular area of knowledge.30 A related flaw of peer
review is the fact that it reduces the diversity of opinions, thereby making academic
discourse more uniform. Peer review undermines John Stuart Mills’s arguments
on the virtues of the ‘marketplace of ideas’. This line of reasoning suggests that ‘the
expression of multiple and diverging viewpoints is more likely to produce truth
than would suppressing some viewpoints’, however erroneous the latter might
eventually be.31 The involvement of several reviewers increases the chances of spotting possible errors in an academic’s contribution while at the same time reducing
the chances of doing justice to its strengths. In the terms of statistical analysis, peer
review minimizes the chances of committing Type II errors (the acceptance of an
unworthy contribution) at the price of increasing the probability of making Type
I errors (the rejection of a worthy contribution).32 One problem with peer review
relevant to our discussion of gate keeping lies elsewhere, however.

2. Keeping the Gate in Academia
The operation of peer review does not exclude the eventual transformation of a
quality check into a technique of power.33 If this happens, the logic of peer review
changes. Peer review starts to function in a top-down manner, as opposed to the
bottom-up process. An academic submits her work for a peer’s evaluation not
because the latter has a genuine interest in having a second opinion. Peer review
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becomes a mandatory requirement for publication or tenure. The peer evaluator
imposes and enforces this requirement because it corresponds to her interests.
The theory of gate keeping highlights this aspect, which is often neglected
in the literature on peer review. This theory predicts that peer review changes
its nature in the presence of two conditions, structural and strategic. The structural condition refers to the existence of boundaries and gates within academia.
For instance, the impossibility of publishing everything that has been written
by academics due to either technical (e.g. limited space in a journal) or cognitive (attention and information processing capacities as scarce resources)34
constraints constitutes a boundary. The other boundary separates tenured and
tenure-track positions in the academic internal labour market.
Both boundaries have gates:35 some manuscripts get published and some
assistant professors with tenure-track appointments get tenure. An academic’s
passage through the gates involves peer review of her contribution to the body of
knowledge. The fact that the peer review of scholarly publications and the peer
review of applications for tenure tend to be related (an academic must publish
in order to get tenure, see Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 below) is irrelevant for the
purposes of this discussion. If the assessor uses her review as a lever to enhance
her relative standing in academia, then she becomes a gate keeper.
The transformation of the reviewer into a gate keeper necessitates the existence of a second, structural condition, namely the assessor’s familiarity with the
strategy of gate keeping and her willingness to use it in particular circumstances.
Why does the assessor eventually have an interest in becoming a gate keeper?
One of the incentives for using the strategy of gate keeping refers to joint production. The self-interested academic contributes to the production of a public
good – assesses the other academic’s contribution – if the former produces some
private good for her own consumption in the process. All academics supposedly
want to enhance their relative standing within academia and participating in
peer review gives them a chance to do so with the help of gate keeping.

2.1 Peer: An Academic of Equal Status or a Superior?
Before outlining the particularities of peer review in academic publishing and in
the internal labour market, I will focus on the figure of the peer: who is she, an equal
or a superior? The term ‘peer’ should not be misleading: it designates a specialist in
the same area regardless of her formal rank within academia or at the university.36
If the peer has an equal status, peer review operates in a horizontal manner. Quality control then takes place in the context of networking. In these circumstances,
network members as a group might act as a gate keeper. Gate keeping introduces
elements of power in transactions between otherwise equal academics.
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Networks take various forms: teams, circles, schools of thought, and so forth.
For instance, the academic department might be perceived by its members as
a team.37 They cooperate with one another and develop complementary skills.
Quality control within a team involves shifting the emphasis from an academic’s universal skills and contribution to the general body of knowledge to her
network-specific skills and compatibility with the other network members.38 To
pass through the gates – for example, to obtain tenure – an academic must learn
how to prioritize the interests of the network over her individual interests and,
eventually, the principles of research integrity. In other words, the academic has
to subordinate herself to the network as a whole. ‘It is not surprising to find that
department members assign considerable weight to compatibility and/or collegiality issues in their final tenure decision’.39
The priority of being a ‘good citizen’ (network member) has several consequences that Michel Foucault so persuasively described in his historical study of
democracy. Within a network, the criteria for assessing one’s contribution have a
relative and local character. A network member continuously asks the question:
how would the other network members perceive her particular statements, discoveries, or publications.40 Instead of applying universal criteria for assessing the merit
of something (how academics in general would perceive something), the network
member tends to validate her assessment by a majority opinion in the network.
The network member is afraid of expressing unpopular opinions and assessments that diverge from the majority point of view. As a result, she becomes a
flatterer: flatterers ‘speak only because and to the extent that what [they] say
represents the prevailing opinion’.41 The flatterer feels safe: her ‘well-roundness’
serves as assurance against negative assessments of her contribution to the body
of knowledge from the part of the fellow network members. The network member refuses the right to express her true opinion about the contribution of the
other network members in exchange for not hearing their true opinions about
her own contribution.
Because of the tendency of democratically organized systems, including networks of academic peers, to promote flattery, Foucault saw a solution in more
hierarchically organized relationships, namely enlightened absolutism. ‘Truthtelling can have its place in relationship to the leader, Prince, king, monarch,
quite simply … because they have a soul, and this soul can be persuaded and educated’.42 Quality control in hierarchical relationships has its own flaws, however.
If the peer has a superior status, then the peer review process is embedded
in hierarchical structures. In the case of the vertically structured process of peer
review, gate keeping refers to the strategies at the boss’s disposal in her relationships with the subordinate, direct or indirect, as discussed in Section 3 of
Chapter 6. In the final account, gate keeping serves to strengthen the superior’s
power by complementing her visible hand with an invisible one.
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Quality control in hierarchies, including academic hierarchies, is performed
by a superior. Thus, the boss not only sets goals, but communicates them to the
subordinate and motivates her to achieve them43 and not only adjudicates conflicts between the subordinates acting as a judge in respect of internal disputes,44
but also assesses the subordinate’s contribution. The model of a scholarly journal in which the editor keeps the gate, i.e. makes all key decisions, is a case in
point. The editor (eventually with the help of her knowledgeable associates) reads
submitted manuscripts, suggests any necessary corrections and decides if a submission deserves publication or should be rejected. The editor might be a good
specialist in her area of expertise. Furthermore, the eventual involvement of her
associates and the staff members extends the scope of the area in which the editor
has an informed opinion. Gould sees the ascension of the journal editor to a position of total power as a possible solution to peer review problems.45 The chances
of having an enlightened editor vested in total power might be higher than the
chances of having a submission read by equally enlightened reviewers with no
other source of power than gate keeping. In the Soviet Union, most scholarly
journals in the social sciences followed the editorial model of quality control. This
system continues to exist in the post-Soviet countries, including Russia.
By definition, the editor has a superior status in the academic hierarchy. Nevertheless, she further strengthens her power and extends its scope by using the
strategy of gate keeping. To secure her passage through the gates, the prospective
author must show her respect toward the editor by all possible means and nurture good relationships with the latter. If, in the case of peer review performed by
academics of equal status, the most desirable qualities are ‘well-roundedness’ and
‘likableness’, in the case of peer review carried out by a superior one needs to be
submissive or at least appear to be so. In other words, regardless of the modality of
peer review, the academic has to pay a price for securing a positive assessment of her
contribution to the body of knowledge even when this contribution has merits.46
The hierarchical model of quality control applies not only in academic
publishing, but also in the academic internal labour market, the management
of academic curriculum and other academic activities. Furthermore, there is a
growing tendency to substitute the hierarchical model of peer review for the
‘egalitarian’ model of peer review.47 The tenure and promotion committees lose
the final say in the peer review of tenure applications. The university administration sets, enforces and controls tenure and promotion policies.48 This
substitution happens despite the available evidence that faculty control over
appointment, promotion and tenure decisions tends to be associated with the
increased performance of the academic organization.49 If the implied association
does indeed exist, then does the substitution have more to do with the issues of
power within academia than with considerations of performance?
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2.2 Peer Review in Academic Publishing
Despite the similarity of the substance of the peer review in academic publishing
and the peer review of tenure applications, these modalities of quality control in
academia have several particularities. The former modality has a longer history
(the institution of tenure is a relatively recent invention – in the US, tenure was
introduced in the first half of the twentieth century) that includes various combinations of the hierarchical and ‘egalitarian’ models of peer review.
Gould identifies several stages in the history of the peer review in academic
publishing. Initially the church performed quality checks assessing the soundness
of an academic’s arguments from the point of view of religious doctrines. The
church conducted reviews in a hierarchical manner: after the appearance of a new
work, a church official read it and rendered his judgment. ‘Works were judged
appropriate either prior to publication or afterward by church officials, usually
those within the region of the author’.50 The invention of printing led to a significant increase in the number of published works. The church progressively lost its
capacity to produce an informed opinion about all published works, which called
for an assessment by specialists, peers. The ‘egalitarian’ model of peer review
started to prevail. Growing individualization created incentives to initiate peer
review ‘from below’, in a bottom-up manner. The author’s identity was known to
the reviewers, whereas the author did not know the reviewers’ names (a half-blind
peer review). The next major change occurred in the 1950s when the doubleblind peer review became the standard.51 The use of the internet as a vehicle for
disseminating scholarly works made an open peer review possible. ‘Open peer
review is review by the scholarly community at large, instead of a few anonymous
referees along with an editor or board’.52 Some combinations of an open review
and a more traditional closed peer review are equally possible. Namely, the editor posts a blindly reviewed manuscript and comments made by the anonymous
assessors on the internet and invites any interested and capable reader to submit
commentary before rendering her final decision on publication.53
If one considers these stages in the evolution of the peer review in academic
publishing through the lens of power relationships, a few observations can be
made. The church officials’ review derived from their position of power. It is
the exercise of the church officials’ power that enabled them to assess and control scholarly publications. A half-blind and double-blind review by specialists
changes the configuration of the power relationships. Now, participation in
quality control becomes a source of power. If the reviewer uses the strategy of
gate keeping, then she enhances her status and power as a result of her involvement in the peer review process. The progressive changes in the organization
of peer review, namely the transition from a half-blind to a double-blind peer
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review, was intended to reduce the reviewers’ opportunities for gate keeping.
These opportunities have not disappeared, however. They will exist as long as
there is a power triad in the peer review process.
As elsewhere, the power triad in peer review does not necessary take manifest, visible forms, which undermines efforts to minimize the opportunities for
gate keeping. The power triad includes three academics in this case: a reviewer
and an editor play the role of the gate keeper, C, the author of a manuscript
accepted for publication occupies the position of A, and its reader finds herself
in the position of B. The interests of C, A and B form a constellation: no one,
including B, loses in absolute terms. B values the fact that the available readings
passed the quality check. However restricted B’s readings may be, she prefers
reading peer reviewed material to dealing with self-published (or published
through ‘vanity’ presses) material only. A adds a new item to her list of publications, establishing herself as a well-published scholar.54 In addition to enhancing
A’s reputation in academia, a long list of publications also increases her chances
in the academic internal labour market, as discussed in the next subsection. The
author of a rejected manuscript performs the role of A’. She keeps trying to get
her work published. The rejection of her submission to a particular journal does
not automatically lead to her disqualification and exclusion from academia.
For the sake of clarity, let us consider two gate keepers, the reviewer (C1)
and the editor (C2), separately. As long as C1 has discretionary power to suggest that C2 rejects an otherwise worthy manuscript, C1 acts as a gate keeper. By
doing so, C1 benefits in several ways. She might defend or enhance the relative
standing of a network in which she participates. As a result, she strengthens her
own position within the network. C1 also gets an opportunity to give A and A’ a
‘lesson’. The teacher–pupil relationship necessarily involves the exercise of power,
at least in a highly symbolic manner.55 C1 ‘teaches’ A by suggesting revisions that
correspond to C1’s take on the issue and by eventually inviting A to cite C1’s publications (C1’s reputation in academia – conventionally measured by the number
of references to her works – gets a boost as a result).
The position of the editor arguably provides even more opportunities for gate
keeping. C2 can influence the outcomes of the peer review process by selecting
reviewers that will likely produce a desirable outcome, whether this is acceptance
or rejection. ‘It is well known among editors that a deliberate bad choice of referees can always ensure that a paper is either accepted or rejected, as preferred’.56
C2 knows the biases of the potential reviewers or predicts them on the basis of
her knowledge of their membership in particular networks. If C2 has a ‘hidden
agenda’ of promoting a particular network or theory, she can use gate keeping to
achieve the desirable outcome without being noticed and exposed to criticism.
C2 acts behind the scenes: her crucial role remains invisible for A, B and even C1.
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Although editors select reviewers, interpret reviews, and make the decision about the
future of the manuscript (acceptance, revisions, rejection), they ordinarily engage in
discourses that make it appear as if they had little to do with the decision about the
fate of the manuscript’.57

The fact that gate keeping in C2’s case takes less visible forms than in C1’s case is
of particular relevance to the argument developed in this book.
A rather radical proposal for putting an end to the scholarly journal as a
primary vehicle for disseminating knowledge illustrates the difficulties with
unveiling the true role played by C2 in determining the outcome of a submission.
Gould, the author of the proposal, puts forward, as an alternative, the option
of posting manuscripts in online archives and depositories run by professional
bibliographers. ‘What would be produced would not be a journal, per se. It
would be merely a large collection of gathered data, possibly indexed, but not
necessarily, given that a researcher’s search engine would probe the contents’.58
Manuscripts deposited in the online collections and archives will still be peer
reviewed using, for example, the model of an open peer review, as discussed
above. Unlike the editor, however, the depositary manager will play a rather
technical role of indexing,59 formatting and eventually style editing the submission. Gould intends to leave no room for gate keeping in the system so designed.
He notes that, with the arrival of search engines such as Google Scholar or the
Web of Science, the ‘researcher seeks only articles, not by journal, but by best fit
by subject or author to the topic at hand’.60

2.3 Peer Review of Tenure Applications
A power triad emerges in the peer review of tenure applications as well. Academics with tenure-track appointments apply for tenure, i.e. for permanent admission
to the internal labour markets. Holders of tenure-track appointments are tentatively admitted to the academic internal labour market. The final decision as to
their admission is usually taken after a probationary period lasting four to seven
years. At the end of the probationary period, a number of peers of both equal and
superior status consider the academic’s application for tenure by assessing her performance as a teacher, researcher and member of the academic community. These
assessors manage the gate to the internal labour market and have an opportunity
to transform this role into a lever to enhance their status and power.
In the content of the peer review of tenure applications, the position of B is
occupied by a student studying and a colleague working at this particular university but not involved in the process of evaluation. They both gain from interacting
with a scholar whose qualifications are certified. Interactions with a scholar whose
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credentials remain obscure tend to be risky and uncertain. An academic who
obtains tenure occupies the position of A in the power triad. A obtains a secure
position and a privileged status within academia. Now she can be expelled from
the internal labour market only ‘for cause’, i.e. as a result of a serious breach of law
or academic ethics. A profits from the existence of the power triad to a greater
extent than B. C, the gate keeper, benefits the most. An unsuccessful applicant
plays the role of A’, who did have her chance, after all. The denial to grant tenure to A’ nevertheless does not involve her expulsion from academia. A’ simply
returns to the external labour market and might try her luck elsewhere.61
As in the case of the power triad in academic publishing, several academics, Cs, keep the gate to the internal labour market. This group of gate keepers
includes members of the promotion and tenure committees or all members of
the academic unit (C1), external assessors (C2) and the university administration, the ‘boss’ (C3).62 All parties of the power triad but C3 have similar formal
statuses in academia; there is no formal subordination of A and B (if B is a colleague) to C1 and C2. In other words, transactions between A, B, C1 and C2 refer
to the ‘egalitarian’ model of peer review, whereas transactions between A, B and
C3 represent its hierarchical version.
With the help of gate keeping, C1 makes sure that no colleague overshadows her contribution to the body of knowledge. C1’s colleagues tend to be
well-rounded and unchallenging in the good and bad senses of this word. C2 has
an opportunity to eventually weaken a rival network by giving one of its members a negative assessment. Or, alternatively, C2 strengthens her own network
by supporting a similarly minded applicant. C3 further enhances her power by
complementing her visible hand as the university administrator with the invisible hand of the gate keeper.
C3 usually selects C2, acting in a manner similar to the editor in academic
publishing. The privilege to select C2 increases C3’s opportunities for keeping the gate and, thus, contributes to strengthening her superior status at the
university. ‘The appointment of external readers is far from being innocent; it
eventually lays the ground for discriminatory practices’.63 University administrators use external academic reviews as a management tool. Namely, ‘university
presidents and their staff mobilize these reviews to legitimate decisions made at
the university level’.64 The more attention C1 pays to external reviews, the more
powerful the management tool C3 obtains in addition to the other techniques
of power at the latter’s disposal. A survey shows that C1 at the comprehensive
(Masters degree) and undergraduate (baccalaureate) universities consider external reviews particularly seriously.65 C1 at the doctoral (research) universities
prefer to rely on their own expertise.
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The other factor that increases the opportunities for gate keeping refers to the
vagueness of criteria used by the assessors. Academics involved in the peer review
of tenure applications commonly consider three dimensions of the applicant’s
performance: teaching, research and service.66 The nature of the criteria used
for assessing each of these dimensions is contested, however. For instance, can
students’ evaluations of the applicant’s teaching performance be deemed a valid
source of information given conditions of grade inflation?67 Can the number of
the applicant’s publications and even the impact factor of the journals in which
they appeared inform the assessor about the quality of the former’s research?
Some scholars argue that the true impact of one’s work can be evaluated only
after publication, which calls for a careful post-publication review as a part of
tenure consideration.68 From this point of view, the prepublication review discussed in the previous subsection is never sufficient. Service, the third area of
assessment for tenure, turns out to be equally challenging. If well-roundedness
and flattery are used as proxies for being a good citizen of the academic unit or
the university community, then critically-minded academics and whistle-blowers will not pass through the gates.69
Attempts to deal with the lack of agreement as to how to evaluate the applicant’s performance in the three areas of assessment by merging these areas into a
single one have not been successful so far. There was a proposal to broaden the definition of research performance by introducing a more encompassing concept of
scholarship. The assessment of one’s scholarship involves paying attention to such
components as discovery (generation of new knowledge), integration (efforts to
put isolated facts in perspective), application (implementation of knowledge in
practice) and teaching.70 The number of publications as a criterion for evaluating
the applicant’s record of research has to be complemented then by several other
measures. A work meets the standards of excellence in scholarship ‘to the extent
that it exhibits clear goals, adequate preparation, appropriate methods, significant
results, effective presentation, and reflective critique’.71 The drift into gate keeping
will persist, however, as long as the criteria used in the assessment remain incompletely specified and operationalized. It is the assessors’ discretion in the selection
and application of evaluation criteria that makes the use of the strategy of gate
keeping possible, not the degree of comprehensiveness of these criteria.

3. Case of the Four Universities
A case study of four universities, two North American (the University of Mississippi (UM) in the US and Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) in
Canada) and two Russian (the Lomonossov Moscow State University (MSU)
and the National Research University – the Higher School of Economics (HSE),
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was intended to highlight those aspects of tenure consideration that facilitate gate
keeping. Only secondary data – organization charts, tenure policies and procedures available at the four universities’ official websites – informed this case study.
The Russian universities do not grant tenure to their employees because of
the legal requirement to sign only fixed-term contracts. The HSE offers a poor
substitute for tenure, HSE’s ordinary professorship (an academic cannot apply
for ordinary professorship, it can only be awarded). The MSU reappoints its fulltime employees every three or five years. The assessment of a full-time employee’s
teaching and research performance precedes all her reappointments.
The UM also acts in an institutional environment that undermines the core
principles of tenure: ‘Mississippi law does not empower the Board of Trustees
to contract the services of faculty for indefinite periods’.72 This legal obstacle does not prevent the UM, however, from adopting policies of continuing
employment. The UM and the MUN set a five-year probationary period before
allowing their faculty members with tenure-track appointments to apply for tenure. ‘A faculty member with the rank of assistant professor shall be considered
for tenure in the sixth year of service’.73
None of the four universities spelled out the criteria of performance required
for obtaining tenure (for getting reappointed in the Russian case) in a clear,
unambiguous and detailed manner. For instance, the MUN expects applicants
for tenure at that university to demonstrate ‘documented effectiveness and
scholarly competence as a teacher … [have] a demonstrated record, since the
date of appointment, of research, scholarship, or creative and professional activities appropriate to the rank … [and have] a demonstrated record of academic
service’.74 The Russian by-law regulating academics’ reappointment falls short
of spelling out requirements even in the most general terms. It simply states
that the applicant must have the credentials stated in the relevant job advertisement.75 As per the discussion in this chapter, Subsection 2.3, the vagueness of
criteria for assessing an academic’s performance represents a necessary condition
for gate keeping.
The group of gate keepers, Cs, has a different make-up at the four universities
(Table 7.1). Academics of equal status, C1, participate in the assessment at all
the universities included in the sample. C1 includes members of the promotion
and tenure committees at the MUN, all tenured members of the academic unit
at the UM and all members of the academic unit at the MSU and the HSE. The
UM and the MUN solicit the opinion of external reviewers, C2. At the MUN
they are selected by the university administration, C3. C1 – tenured members
of the applicant’s home department and its administrative head – have a similar
privilege at the UM.

No of
Peers
involved

8
9
10

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

60+

Academic council of a faculty
(58****) or the university, in
the case of full professors (150)
Rector (1)

HSE*
Academic unit meeting, the
administrative head
Human Recourses
Commission

249

45+

Dean (1)

Dean of the Graduate
School (1)
Vice-President
Tenure and Promotion
(Academic) (1)
Review Committee (10)
President and ViceProvost/Vice-Chancellor
Chancellor (1)
for Academic Affairs (1)
Board of Regents (30) Chancellor (1)
Board of Trustees (12)
Tenure and Promotion
Appeal Committee (10)
42–4 (+17)
18+

The Dean’s consultative
committee (17*******)
Dean (1)

HSE’s ordinary
professorship**
MSU***
MUN******
UM********
College of HSE ordinary Academic unit External referees (3-5) Outside evaluators
professors (98)
meeting
Academic council of the Academic
Promotion and tenure Departmental evaluation
university (150)
council of a
committee (5)
(3+ and the chair)
faculty (44*****)
Rector (1)
Dean (1)
Administrative head Advisory Committee
(1)
to the Dean

Table 7.1: Organization of the tenure process, four universities, 2014

Legend: Consultative bodies (their recommendations are not binding) are indicated in italics; decision makers with the final say are shown in bold
Sources: * Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation, ‘Polozhenie o poryadke zameshcheniya dolzhnostei naugno-pedagogicheskikh rabotnikov v
vyshem uchebnom zavedenii Rossiiskoi Federatsii’ enacted on 26 November 2006 [Principles of the appointment to research and teaching positions
at the universities in the Russian Federation], clauses 6, 10, 17; ** HSE Rector, ‘Polozhenie ob ordinarnykh professorakh NIU VShE’ [Regulations
regarding HSE ordinary professorship], clauses 2.2–2.3; *** Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation, ‘Polozhenie o poryadke zameshcheniya’
and HSE Rector, ‘Reglament organizatsii i provedeniya konkursnogo otbora pretendentov na dolzhnosti professorsko-prepodavatel’skogo sostava v
NIU VShE’ [Regulations regarding the selection of applicants for teaching positions at the HSE], clauses 2.10–2.14; **** HSE Faculty of Economics;
***** MSU Faculty of Economics; ****** Collective agreement between MUN and MUN Faculty Association, 26 February 2010 – 31 August 2013,
clauses 8.03, 11.16, 12.06, 12.07; ******* MUN Faculty of Arts; ******** The UM Tenure Policies and Procedures effective 9 September 2013, at https://
secure4.olemiss.edu/umpolicyopen/GetPdfActive?pol=10647010&ver=active&file=10647010_active_20130909.pdf [accessed 6 August 2014].
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The academic council of a faculty or university has the final say in reappointment
decisions in Russia. In North America, ‘as a rule, institutional by-laws make it
clear that votes by faculty committees are strictly advisory; they can be, and now
and then are, overturned by administrators and governing boards’.76 The UM
illustrates this pattern: its chancellor makes a final decision as to the award of
tenure. At the MUN, the board of regents has the ultimate authority to decide
this matter. At no university does the ‘egalitarian’ or hierarchical model exist in its
pure form, however. Instead, we observe various combinations of their elements.
A supervisory body – the board of regents, the board of trustees, or the governing board – deserves separate discussion. The supervisory board ‘supervises
and/or controls the executive management of a higher education institution’.77
The growing popularity of supervisory bodies at the universities, both public
and private, can be attributed to reforms inspired by New Public Management.78
New Public Management involves using templates of private business in the system of higher education.79 ‘These [supervisory] bodies are gradually becoming
more similar to their counterparts in the corporate world with regards to formal
authority, composition and functions’.80 The existence of a supervisory board in
the organization structure potentially limits C3’s opportunities for gate keeping
and, thus, her discretionary power.81 From this point of view, a fourth type of gate
keeper, C4, might come into existence. Nevertheless, the capacity of the members
of the supervisory board, who usually serve on a part-time basis and lack sufficient
academic credentials, to effectively control C3 remains questionable.
The appeal procedure imposes another limit on C’s capacity for gate keeping. It
is also possible that the appellate instance also acts as a gate keeper, but the more gate
keepers are involved, the more divergent interests they might have. In these circumstances, A has a chance to ‘squeeze in’ using the eventual inconsistencies in the gate
keepers’ positions to her advantage. Best practices require that even students shall
have recourse to appellate instances when they are denied access to a programme or
a degree as a result of gate keeping performed by faculty members.82 ‘To protect the
student’s rights to challenge academic decisions, programs must have an academic
appeals process in place that allows for review and re-evaluation of those decisions’.83
The appeal procedure can take a purely rudimental form, as in the case of
MUN. At this university, a would-be A’ (an applicant informed of a negative
recommendation prepared by members of her promotion and tenure committee) has the right to state her concerns and counter-arguments at a meeting with
the committee. A’ also can include in the assessment file rebuttal or written comments about the accuracy or meaning of any document in her file, including
documents inserted at the request of the committee or the administrative head.84
The UM has a more developed procedure for appealing decisions regarding
tenure. The tenure and promotion review committee considers applicants’ files
before they reach the office of the chancellor. Its members pay attention solely
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to procedural issues. ‘The committee shall not undertake to make its own judgment on the merits of an application, but it shall make an assessment on whether
the tenure process has been applied properly.’85 If the provost/vice-chancellor for
academic affairs makes a negative recommendation concerning an applicant, the
latter can file an appeal with the tenure and promotions appeal committee. This
committee is composed of tenured full professors representing all UM’s colleges
and schools. The committee considers the applicant’s written submissions and
conducts an oral hearing with the eventual participation of witnesses. The appeal
procedure at the UM is designed using juridical templates.
In addition to being very short – applications for teaching and research positions are considered in three to four stages – the assessment procedure at the Russian
universities does not give the applicant the right of appeal. The Russian universities
are not even bound by a requirement to inform the academic that a negative decision will be made with respect to her application. If the applicant is duly informed
before the promotion and tenure committee or a university administrator (dean or
provost) makes a negative recommendation, then she has an opportunity to express
her concerns. A recent court decision – upheld by an appellate court – confirmed
that the Russian universities do not have any legal obligation to inform an academic
that her contract is not going to be renewed before a final decision is made.86
It turns out that despite its apparently egalitarian character – C1 has the final
say, not C3 – the procedure for evaluating applications for teaching and research
positions at the Russian universities provides less protection against the eventual
drift into gate keeping. On the one hand, the academic councils, which have the
final say in this country, usually include several dozen members (up to 150 at
the HSE). At the meetings, they consider a large number of applications, from
dozens to hundreds. The councils simply lack the time to give due consideration
to each application, which increases their dependence on the university administration, C3, whose representatives prepare the assessment files and do all other
paperwork. On the other hand, the applicants do not have the right of appeal.
Last, but not least, because the institution of tenure does not exist in Russia,
academics must go through the ordeal of reappointment every three to five years.
What initially looked like an ‘egalitarian’ system actually creates more opportunities for C3’s gate keeping than the formally more hierarchical procedure of the
peer review of tenure applications at the two North American universities. In the
final account, no model of peer review considered in this subsection excludes the
drift into gate keeping, especially in the case of the university administration, C3.

4. Conclusions
As in the other contexts, a power triad emerges in peer review in academia if
two sets of conditions, structural and strategic, exist. Structural conditions
refer to boundaries delineating the space of transactions and restricted access
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to this space. The boundaries have a technical (limited space in a journal, difficulties with indexing a large volume of qualitative data), cognitive (scarcity of
attention and information procession capacities), or legal (legal environment in
general and labour laws in particular) nature. A strategic condition refers to the
agents’ familiarity with gate keeping and their willingness to use it as a means for
imposing their will on the other agents. Agents should, namely, be prepared to
overlook or disregard the existence of a conflict of interest when they evaluate
the quality of one’s contribution to the body of knowledge. The assessor’s failure
to manage a conflict between her interests as a member of a particular network
(team, circle and school of thought) and her interests as a citizen of the Republic
of Science is indicative of the strategic component of gate keeping in peer review.
Why might an academic who has been asked to take part in an assessment be
willing to keep the gate? An incentive to do so derives from the character of the
assessment as a public good. All academics benefit from having the contribution
made by one of them to the body of knowledge duly evaluated. Under the assumption of self-interested behaviour, however, no academic has an interest in spending
her time and efforts on quality control in science unless she receives some private
good in compensation for her involvement. The compensation does not necessarily
have a pecuniary character: the assessor might want to enhance her status in academia, to promote a particular theory or a network. The use of the strategy of gate
keeping provides the assessor with an opportunity to achieve these objectives. As
a result, procedures for quality control turn into a weapon in the assessor’s hands.
The transformation of quality control into a technique for enhancing power
also involves a change in relationships between academics. Transactions between
parties of unequal status replace transactions between parties of equal status. The
concept of oligarchy, then, captures the essence of academia better than the concept
of republic: an ‘oligarchy of letters’ emerges in the place of the Republic of Letters.87
Rather than the term embedded within our civil rights – a trial by one’s peers – and
suggestive of a panel of those of equal station and education, the academic peer hearkens back to a more royal term, referencing the landed gentry who might be most often
found in the British House of Lords’.88

The emphasis on peer review as a vehicle of rising inequality might seem exaggerated to some. My task was to unveil this tendency without claiming that it always
takes extreme forms. While we used to think of peer review in the same terms as
we think of democracy, namely that ‘it is the worst form of valuation – except for
all the others’,89 then nothing precludes offering a critique of it. Such a critique
will guide the search for solutions for arguably improving the existing system of
peer review. The discussion proposed in this chapter suggests that we need to
limit the opportunities for gate keeping, both structural (by more actively using
the open review model or a combination of a closed peer review and open com-
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mentary) and strategic (by selecting reviewers on a random basis from a list of
all academics with the necessary credentials and expertise in a relevant area).90
To conclude, I will indicate a possible direction for further research. As long
as reviewers have opportunities for keeping the gate (to publication, to the internal labour market), the academic whose contribution is being assessed can opt for
securing an individual guarantee against eventual biases in the evaluation of her
contribution. The academic simply maintains good relationships with any possible
assessors. In the hierarchical system of peer review, one is better off maintaining
good relationships with superiors. In the ‘egalitarian’ system of peer review, one
should be on good terms with academics of equal status who will likely be involved
in the assessment. The task of building and maintaining networks takes time and
resources. It might be instructive to compare the average number of peers with
whom the academic needs to have good relationships in both cases. A tentative
conclusion informed by the data on the four universities (last row in Table 7.1)
suggests that the ‘egalitarian’ model of peer review might impose higher costs on
the academic than the hierarchical model, all other conditions being equal.
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